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Thanks To Everyone On The Ground,
USSB Is Ready To Hit The Air.

At the USSB National Broadcast Center in Oakdale,

Minnesota, we're ready to deliver the promise of
DBS. Soon, the new digital -choice in home enter-

tainment will broadcast across the

country. We're proud that the DBS
dream is now a reality, and we're

proud of our staff of seasoned professionals who

have put together the technology behind one of the
most exciting developments in television history.

Finally, we're ready to take off. And
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we can hardly wait to

hit the air.
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©1994, United States Satellite Broadcasting, Inc. All information subject to change. HBO and Cinemax are registered trademarks of Time Warner Entertainment Company, LP. Showtime, The
Movie Channel, and FLIX are service marks of Showtime Networks Inc. MTV: Music Television, Nickelodeon/Nick At Night, and VH-1/Video Hits One are registered trademarks of MTV
Networks, a division of Viacom International Inc. All News Channel is a trademark of CONUS Communications and Viacom, Inc. Comedy Central is a registered trademark of Comedy Partners.
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Get Ready
Digital video is here. Now!
Are you ready to take
advantage of the technical
benefits digital has to offer?
More important, are you
prepared to take advantage
of the financial benefits?

Digital technology is not
just a good engineering
choice, it's a good business
decision. You know digital
video gives you the highest

uut11-1 HARRIS
ALLIED

signal quality, but did you
know it provides you with
new avenues to be more
competitive, to make more
money?

But pathways abound.
Parallel or Serial;
Component or composite;
Imbedded or Discrete;
Compressed or Non -
compressed. Take the
wrong path, and it can cost

you money. But who can
you trust to put you on the
right path? Harris Allied's
experience allows us to
be the leader in this
developing technology.
And with over 70 years of
broadcast experience, we
know what it takes to get
the job done.

Harris has a proven
track record in digital

systems design and
installation. All over the
world. In all formats. So, if
you have any questions on
how digital technology
can help, technically or
financially, call us.
And get ready.
7920 Kentucky Drive
Florence, KY 41042 USA
606-282-4800
Fax: 606-283-2818

©1994 Hans Corp.
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By Curtis Chan
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New era automation systems were exhibited at this year's NAB. Shown on the cover is an
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The Only Thing
It Can't Do Is Open
A Bottle Of Wine.

Telex V -Series headsets do it all. Their unique modular design make them the most
versatile headsets you can buy, with interchangeable mic and cable assemblies that let
you use one headset for most any application.

Comfort and sound quality are second to none, with
revolutionary floating earcups that automatically adjust to
any head size. And, like our other Telex headsets used by
pilots and NFL coaches, the durability is built in. Of course,
parts and accessories are easy to get and always available.

See and hear for yourself. For the Telex pro audio dealer
nearest you, call 1-800-392-3497 (416-431-4975 in Canada).
The V -Series. Maybe we should have called it the SUISS arm bevidv,t The Merles headsets models V-220 and [-210
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News

By Dawn Hightower,
senior associate editor

Senate Infohighway bill
offers spectrum
flexibility

New Senate legislation has given radio
and TV stations greater spectrum flexi-
bility to offer new broadcast services.
Stations also want authorization to pro-
vide non -program related services,
which will give broadcasters the ability
to compete in tomorrow's marketplace
with their pay -to -use, wired and wire-
less competitors.

On behalf of NAB, INTV, ABC, CBS, NBC
and Fox, here is additional information
relating to broadcasters' flexible use of
assigned spectrum:

 Broadcasters are committed to main-
taining free, universal, over -the -air ser-
vice.
 A policy of flexible use of broadcast
spectrum follows the policy objectives
of H.R. 3636 - the delivery of new servic-
es to consumers through the promotion
of vigorous competition. No new spec-
trum would need to be allocated.
 A flexible use policy will not undermine
the Federal Communications Commis-
sion's (FCC) authority to make determi-
nations concerning the delivery of ATV.
 The FCC should go forward with the
process of assigning broadcasters addi-
tional spectrum for the purpose of pro-
viding ATV service. Broadcasters will use
that second channel to further the FCC's
goals with respect to ATV.
 Consumers should be able to receive
the maximum benefits from the digital
broadcasting revolution as quickly as
possible.
 The ability to offer these services is
consistent with the goal of efficient spec-
trum use. The authorization of flexible
spectrum use for new services is needed
to ensure that broadcasters have the
ability and incentive to develop the most
efficient spectrum use.
 Broadcasters expect to pay an appro-
priate fee when they offer new types of
ancillary and supplemental services in
the spectrum assigned to them for ATV.

SBE introduces radio
station operator course

The Society of Broadcast Engineers
(SBE) has introduced the SBE Radio Op-

erators Certification Course. It is de-
signed for entry-level operators at radio
stations. The course is intended to re-
place the former FCC Radio Telephone
Third Class Operator License.

The course will consist of the SBE Ra-
dio Operators Handbook and a custom-
ized 50 question examination drawn from
150 questions. Candidates will be issued
a certificate as a SBE Certified Radio Sta-
tion Operator after successfully complet-
ing the course.

The course may be ordered through
the SBE National Office by calling 317-
253-1640 or by fax 317-253-0418. The cost
of the course is $35, which includes the
exam fee. Candidates or their employers
need not be a member of the SBE to take
the course.

International News

IBC and Montreux ITS
conventions
scheduled for 1995

Previously, the Montreux International
Television Symposium and the Interna-
tional Broadcasting Convention were
scheduled in odd and even years respec-
tively, but with IBC's decision to have an
annual convention, 10 major manufac-
turers say they cannot support partici-
pation in both conventions taking place
in 1995 and have chosen to participate in
the Montreux ITS 1995. The 10 compa-
nies are: BTS, General Instrument, Na-
tional Transcommunications Ltd., Pana-
sonic, PESA, Philips, Rank Cintel, Sony,
Thomson and Quantel.

Montreux ITS will take place June 8-13,
1995. For more information contact: Mon-
treux International Television Symposium
and Technical Exhibition, P.O. Box 1451,
Rue du Theatre 5, 1820 Montreux/Swit-
zerland; telephone 021 963 32 20 (nation-
al) and +41 21 963 32 20 (international);
fax 021 963 88 51 (national) and +41 21
963 88 51 (international).

The IBC 1995 will take place Sept. 8-12,
1995. The 1994 IBC will take place Sept.
16-20, 1994 in Amsterdam. For more in-
formation contact the IBC Convention
Office; telephone 44 (0)71 240 3839; fax
44 (0)71 497 3633.
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The original Shure FP32 set
the standard in field production
for portable stereo mixers. Now, with
the new FP32A, you can count on
getting even less. Noise, that is...30dB
less! In fact, the FP32A is so quiet
and improved that it's perfect for
use with DAT and other digital
recording media.

Professional Mixing You Can
Take Anywhere.

The Shure FP32A is a 3 -input,
2 -output portable mixer specifically
designed for:

 remote audio recording
 electronic field production
 electronic news gathering
 location film production
The FP32A weighs just 3.5 lbs and is

only 2-1/4" H x 6-3/8" D x 7-1/4" W in size.

FP32A
P OR TABLE
S TER EOMIX ER

With 8 hours use from two 9V alkaline
batteries - or powered by any 12 to 30
VDC source - the FP32A goes wherever
you do And since it's from Shure, you
can count on its durability and
ruggedness.

SHURE®

So Many Features In So
Little Space.

You get all the features of the
original FP32 plus:

 48V phantom power
 pop-up pan pots
 input level LED indicators
 mix bus jack and cable
 headphone mode switch
 mixer/monitor switch
 adjustable peak output LEDs
 stereo link for inputs 2 and 3
 more than 30 other new features

and improvements
So go to your nearest dealer and pick

up an FP32A. Once you use it, you'll
see why we're making so much noise
about something so quiet.

For the Shure FP dealer nearest
you, call 1-800-25-SHURE.

The Sound of The Professionals.. Worldwide.
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Editorial
One size
doesn't fit all

Consumers are already becoming deaf to the thundering din of new announcements
about the super highway, National Information Infrastructure (NII) or whateveryou
want to call the conglomeration of new media technologies. It seems not a day goes
by without another company announcing some nifty, new or fantastic solution -to-
everything, box or gizmo that no TV user in his right mind could live without. At times
I think the pronouncements resemble more a circus than a high-tech revolution.

Although some of us rightly remain skeptical about many of these high-tech claims,
the press and news crews echo their hype while being blindly led down a techno-path
to nowhere. Hasn't anyone thought of asking the consumer (the guy and gal who's
going to have to pay for this) what they really want?

Finally someone has done just that. Odyssey, a research
firm specializing in consumers' attitudes about technology,
recently issued a report that provides some useful insight
into what the new media users really want. The results
suggest that much of the ballyhoo about what consumers
really want, and will pay for, is just that - bunk.

In a study involving more than 4,000 consumers, Odyssey
found that the market for new media is not homogeneous,
but actually comprised of six quite different market seg-
ments. Each market segment, or user category, represents
a different attitude toward new media offerings including
cable and interactive television. These attitudes suggest
how and when each group will embrace or adopt new
offerings. Let's look at these six groups of consumers.

New Enthusiast, represent those on the cutting edge of
technology. These consumers have a strong desire to learn
new things and master new technologies. They are demand-
ing consumers who insist on high performance.

The Hopeful consumers are similar to the New Enthusi-
asts, but they lack the economic and educational means of
the above group. As a result, they are concerned about
anything that sounds expensive or seems difficult to use.

The Faithful households are neutral. They are not op-
posed to new technologies, but not turned on to them
either. They are satisfied with current television. Although

they are willing to pay more for new products, they see no real need for change.
Oldliner households don't care. They are not interested in learning new technolo-

gies and express an above average degree of dissatisfaction with current TV program-
ming. Although they are the heaviest users of television, they also are concerned
about cost and are unlikely to be motivated by any new products that appear to be
cutting -edge technology.

Independent households lead lives where technology and television don't play an
important role. They watch less television than any other group and have a below
average cable TV subscription rate. For them, television is already good enough.

Surfer households are ambivalent about technology. This group watches more
television than most and is generally satisfied with the offerings. However, although
they have an above average cable subscription rate, they are the most dissatisfied
with their cable TV companies. They are quite cynical about big business and
concerned about privacy issues.

So there you have it. Despite what many pundits have told us, the media -buying
public is not of a single mind. Like everything else we buy, there are always other
options. The adage, "One size fits all," doesn't work with media any more than it does
with underwear.

^40.61 #40-4-a
Brad Dick, editor Editor's note: For more information on the research, contact

Odyssey in San Francisco.
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See spot.

See spot run.

See spot run without

aggravating the entire audience because it's

too damn loud.
Who needs the aggravation?
With the new OPTIMOD-TV
DIGITAL you never have to
worry about poorly mixed
programs, complaints from irate
viewers, or advertisers devising

diabolical new ways to "punch"
their sound. The 8282 handles
it all quietly, digitally, and
automatically. The OPTIMOD-
TV is fully progammable to
optimize audio processing of

orbon
H A Harman International Company

your programs. And with built-in

presets, general programming,
news, sports, film, fine arts and
other broadcasts will always
sound great at home. Never too
loud, too soft, or too spotty.

1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA Phone 1.510.351.3500 Fax 1.510.351.0500.
1994 AKG Acoustics, Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective companies.
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Grand Alliance chooses
Zenith transmission
subsystem

By Harry C. Martin

On Feb. 16, the Grand Alliance of U.S.-
sponsored all -digital advanced TV (ATV)
systems selected the 8VSB (vestigial side -
band scheme) transmission subsystem
developed by Zenith Electronics Corpo-
ration as its standard. According to NAB,
this decision is the final major technical
step in the process of developing a sys-
tem that will be submitted for FCC ap-
proval. The decision followed tests at the
ATV test center, which showed that the
Zenith system affords a more interfer-
ence -free service and one with less im-
pact on the existing NTSC system than
does the competing 32 QAM system.

On Feb. 16, the Grand
Alliance selected the
8VSB transmission
subsystem as its

standard.

The Grand Alliance of HDTV proponents
was formed in 1993 to avoid duplication
of effort, expense and delay in the devel-
opment of ATV. Also, it was believed that
combining the competing technologies
would prove beneficial in developing the
best possible single system.

The FCC Advisory Committee must ap-
prove and test the 8VSB subsystem be-
fore an overall ATV proposal is submitted
to the agency for final approval. The tar-
get date for final approval is early 1995.

FCC sets tougher EEO sanctions
On Feb. 1, the FCC adopted guidelines

that greatly increase the amounts of fines
and the likelihood of short-term renewal
or hearing designation for violation of
the EEO rules. The FCC applied those
guidelines to assess fines ranging from
$18,500 to $37,500 against more than a
dozen licensees that made inadequate
recruitment efforts. Nearly all of these
stations were given short-term renewals
with reporting conditions.

Martin is an attorney with Reddy, Begley 8 Martin,
Washington, DC.

FCC Update

Applicant "pool" requirements
The guidelines set a base fine of $12,500

plus imposition of reporting conditions
when a licensee fails to recruit in order to
attract a pool of minority/female appli-
cants for at least 66% of its vacancies
during the license term. Inadequate
record -keeping and/or lack of self -assess-
ment throughout the license term is evi-
dence of such failure. Where the percent-
age drops to 33%, the fine rises to $18,750.

Assessing the penalty
The guidelines include a complex sys-

tem of criteria for upward or downward
adjustment of the $12,500 base fine. It is
based on the percentage of minorities/
women in the labor force, the number of
hiring opportunities and the station's em-
ployment profile. Where a rule is violat-
ed, short-term renewals will be assessed
under many circumstances. Also, if a lic-
ensee had previously been assessed a
sanction for an EEO violation, the stakes
go higher rising to designation for a hear-
ing and a possible fine of $250,000 if the
licensee's prior EEO sanctions included
a short-term renewal.

Record -keeping and self -assessment
Licensees must keep records of the race

and sex of all applicants for each position
filled and the referral source for each
applicant. Licensees also must assess
their EEO programs on a regular basis,
and at least annually, determine whether
their recruitment efforts require modifi-
cation. Where minority/female recruit-
ment sources are not referring adequate
numbers of applicants, additional sourc-
es must be used.

Political programming
rule violations

The FCC has admonished three broad-
cast stations and a cable operator for the
following violations:
 Failure to maintain complete political
file. A cable system was admonished for
failing to include the following in its polit-
ical file: information concerning requests
for time and their disposition, schedul-
ing and classes of time purchased, when
the spots aired, and the specific rates

charged. The FCC rejected the operator's
reliance upon separate files to provide
required information. The political file
must include all required information,
with the exception of the actual broad-
cast (or cablecast) schedule, which may
differ from the contracted schedule. That
schedule doesn't need to be placed in
the political file immediately if a notation
is placed in the file that schedule infor-
mation will be provided upon request.
 Lowest unit charge/package plan rate. A
station was admonished for failing to in-
clude all of its package rates in the calcu-
lation of its lowest unit charge (LUC). The
LUC calculation must include individual-
ly negotiated packages, as well as those
offered to all advertisers. The rules re-
quire disclosure of all rates and value -
enhancing discount privileges offered to
commercial advertisers, so the station
was obligated to inform candidates that
the rates in the package plans were avail-
able to them on a per -spot basis without
the candidate having to buy the entire
package. The station was ordered to re-
bate any overcharges.
 Reasonable access: No flat limit on num-
ber of spots. Two licensees were admon-
ished for imposing a flat limit on the
number of spots that could be purchased
by federal candidates. A station may not
decide, in advance, how much time it will
sell to a federal candidate, but must con-
sider each request individually.
 Political rate cards/incomplete informa-
tion. Two stations were cited for not de-
scribing and defining classes of time avail-
able to commercial advertisers.

Date line
May 31, 1994 is the filing deadline for

the FCC's 1994 Annual Employment
Report. June 1, 1994 is the deadline
for annual ownership reports or certi-
fications for commercial broadcast
stations in the following states and
federal district: Michigan, Arizona, Ida-
ho, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, Wyo-
ming, Virginia, West Virginia, Mary-
land, Ohio and Washington, DC.
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Often seconds decide your pictures.
And Sachtler ENG systems will give you those precious moments,
because they are: comfortable to transport, set up in seconds and they stand firm.

Sachtler ENG tripods
make taking the best
pictures possible when
used with the dynamic
counterbalance and
unsurpassed frictionless
Sachtler fluid damped
heads. Sachtler has the
right ENG support for
you and your camera.

Camera crews'
favourite kits:

Fly Away Kit -
I the Video 14/100 fluid

head with 2 -stage carbon
fibre tripod and light-
weight spreader. This
super light system weighs
only 5 kg/11 lb.
Complete in its padded
bag it is ready for take
off.

q ENG Plus Kit -
L Video 18 Plus with ver-
satile off ground spreader.

fi ENG Sensor Kit -
I/ Video 18 Sensor with
Sensor electronics.

4
ENG Plus Kit - Video 20
Plus with 2 -stage, hea-

vy duty, carbon fibre tripod.

The new Plus and Sensor
fluid heads further support
the ENG cameraman:

Illuminated spirit bubble
for night shots, Touch& Go

camera lock for quick
one -hand operation,
camera tilt range over
180° under any load for
tricky situations.

The ENG fluid heads
Video 14/100, Video 18
and Video 20 can be
combined with all other
tripods and of course
with the Hot Pod the
fastest support system
in existence.

Throughout the world most professional cameras are
used with Sachtler support systems. Select only the
best for your camera.

sachtlere
corporation of America
New York office.
55, North Main Street
Freeport, N.Y. 11520
Phone (5 16) 8 67-49 00
Fax (516) 6 23-6844
Telex 1 40 107 sac frpt

Headquarters:
Sachter AG
Kommunikationstechnik
Germany, GutenbergstraBe 5
85716 Unterschleissheim
bei Miinchen
Telephone (0 89) 32 158 200
Telefax (0 89) 32 158 227
Telex 5 215 340 sac d

California office:
3316 West Victory Blvd.
Burbank. CA 91505
Phone (819) 8 45-44 46

sachtler
Support & Lighting
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Compression basics

By Curtis Chan

In industry news, it was announced re-
cently that General Instrument (GI) will
share its compression technology with
Zenith Electronics, acknowledging that
the technology will be cross -licensed with
competitors, with the hope that hard-
ware companies are taking the industry's
interoperability issues to heart.

The agreement allows Zenith the right
to use DigiCipher compression technolo-
gy, while GI will gain access to Zenith's
Vestigial Sideband (VSB) techniques,
which were selected by the Grand Alli-
ance (GA) as the transmission standard
for HDTV. The decision by the GA to
choose Zenith's VSB is a major boost for
the company. If the VSB modulation tech-
nique proves to be a better system it
could provide major income for Zenith.

Compression made easy
Because compression is becoming a

major issue, you will be seeing it con-
stantly along with references to MPEG
and adaptations to the computer indus-
try. Here's a quick tour on the fundamen-
tals of compression.

To start, a single frame of broadcast-

quality video is comprised of 640x480
pixels (computer world numbers) x 24
bits of color data equaling 900kB, and
that does not include audio and ancillary
data. Just how to do this is an artform
onto itself, but looking at single -image
(intraframe) video compression, there
are seven basic processes involved.

The first four preprocessing steps are
filtering, color -space conversion, digitiz-
ing and scaling, all of which have an effect
on compression. The last three 'pure'
compression steps are transforms, quan-
tization and encoding. MPEG uses all of
these steps plus predictive coding, mo-
tion compensation and picture interpo-
lation because it deals with moving imag-
es (interframe compression).
 Filtering. This first process eliminates
high -frequency noise from the signal that
could lead to aliasing. This is usually
done by averaging neighboring pixels or
lines to produce a lower data rate.

Chan is principal of Chan and Associates, a marketing consulting
service for audio, broadcast and post -production, Fullerton, CA.

Strictly TV

 Color -space conversion. In a nutshell,
RGB 'color space' is converted to YUV.
Converting RGB space to YUV space is
done by transforming vector compo-
nents.
 Digitizing. Human vision is more sensi-
tive to changes in luminance than to
changes in chrominance. Because of this,
a typical scenario would be to sample the
U and V components twice for every four
samples of Y. In converting from RGB to
YUV, half the color information samples
are usually discarded yielding image files
approximately 600kB per frame.
 Scaling. Scaling or subsampling reduc-
es the picture data dramatically. In non -
broadcast applications, scaling can be
used to reduce date rates to an equiva-
lent 144 -to -1 by keeping approximately
one -sixteenth of the spatial data, one-third
of the temporal data and one-third of the
color bit depth data or 16x3x3. In actual
use, scaling reduces the digitized data
file from 600kB to around 110kB.
 Transforms. Transforms convert a sig-
nal's 2-D spatial representation to a fre-
quency domain representation. In DCT,
which is used in JPEG and MPEG, an FFT
converts the image to frequency space
(which is comprised of coordinates, di-
mensions or vectors) where most of the
signal's energy is concentrated in low-
frequency components (coefficients).
DCT works on 8x8 blocks of pixels, which
result in 64 coefficients. Using a matrix,
the lowest -frequency term is at the upper
left, higher -frequency horizontal coeffi-
cients increase from left to right and high-
er -frequency vertical coefficients in-
crease from top to bottom.

Wavelet compression uses image trans-
forms then decomposes the image into
multiple spatial images (low-pass or av-
eraged and a high-pass or differenced
image) that shows only the rapid chang-
es in the image. This keeps the trans-
formed information relatively local, en-
abling more selective data reduction at
the quantization step while ensuring that
high -frequency data stays where it's need-
ed. The image size is still approximately
110kB at this point.
 Quantization. In this lossy process, dig-
itization is used in which fewer bits are

used to describe the same overall quan-
tity of information with larger quantum
steps. JPEG and MPEG are limited to uni-
form quantization where the step size
stays the same. This is in contrast to
vector quantization that permits non-
uniform quantization. Going back to the
matrix, quantization truncates most of
the high -frequency components to zero.
This process yields approximately a 3:1
compression ratio, taking the 110kB file
down to around 35kB.
 Compaction encoding. The final step in
intraframe compression is data compac-
tion. Codecs use three basic types of
compaction schemes. Run -length encod-
ing replaces consecutive identical digits
with the number and kind (222224444 is
5244). Huffman coding (variable length
or entropy coding) takes strings of often
repeating characters and replaces them
with variable length codes. The most
commonly occurring strings get the short-
est codes. Arithmetic coding makes com-
pacted data appear as a long floating
point number that encodes the common
strings with fractional bit codes. The re-
sult is usually another 1.5:1 compression
bringing down the 35kB file to approxi-
mately 24kB.
 Interframe compression. In a typical vid-
eo image, the greatest amount of redun-
dancy can be found in successive frames
that generally change slowly. By predict-
ing a pixel will remain the same and only
encoding differences, you can end up
with a string of zeros or small numbers
suitable for efficient run -length encod-
ing. In interframe encoding, an intraframe
compressed frame (I frame) is used to
predict another frame (P frame). The bi-
directional frame (B frame) uses earlier
and later frames for predictions. Motion
estimation and compensation, as well as
picture interpolation, are used when a
scene changes entirely. The total inter -
frame, with predictive encoding, motion
estimation and interpolation, results in
another 5:1 compression bringing the
total down from 24kB to approximately
5kB. Resulting in an overall 200:1 com-
pression of the image.
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the intelligent ones.
Maxell Is On The March with the exacting digital
performance of our D-2 and D-3 videocassettes.
Using advanced magnetic tape technology,
featuring Ceramic Armor Metal particles, Maxell
has produced the perfect production tapes for
every recording application from ENG/EFP to
broadcasting. Both D-2 and D-3 feature

unmatched error rate and con§stal quaky,
even under the severe operatirg cccditions. Add
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durabilitv and lower error rates. and you'll oe
using the superior digital videotapes that keep
Maxell On The March creating nncrative tape
technology for demanding profassianalE.

In Your Hands, Our Science Turns To Art
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Maxell of America 22-08 Route 208, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
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Departmental
motivation

Being a balanced manager

By Rick Morris

Joe has successfully tackled the job of
improving the motivation and morale of
his engineering department. But he found
himself working 12- to 14 -hour days in
addition to being on -call 24 -hours a day.
His attitude toward the job and on the job
was getting worse, even as his staff's was
improving. At 3 a.m. one morning, he had
to take his team out to repair a section of
transmission line so the station could get
back on the air. It was difficult to keep his
staff's morale up when his was so down.
Joe was gratified by the improvement in
his department, yet he feared that be-
cause of the stress and the hours, he
would accidentally say something that
would be detrimental to staff morale.

Joe had made friends with the station's
sales manager and decided that a lunch
discussion might provide insight into how
he motivated and managed his sales staff.
During lunch, the sales manager recog-
nized what Joe was up against and of-
fered suggestions on interpersonal man-
agement and how to improve his situa-
tion by becoming a balanced manager.

You are always "on"
In a management situation of this type,

a chief engineer has two challenges: 1)
determine and act on the concept of what
constitutes balanced management, and
2) select the tools and actions that will
allow you to maintain the balance. Some
managers find themselves at an extreme;
either they are too task -oriented or they
seek authority and obedience; on the
other set of extremes they pay too much
attention to the needs of relationships or
they fail to manage strongly.

These extremes are signs that a manag-
er needs more balance. A balanced man-
ager will consider the needs of the orga-
nization for getting work done, as well as
the needs of the persons involved for
maintaining morale. Many managers
know what they are supposed to do, but
under much stress, move toward being
task -oriented and seek authority and
obedience. It is then that a staff's morale

Morris is an assistant professor of radio/TV film at Northwest-
ern University. He is a former TV manager at station and
network levels.

Management

can be affected.
Part of balance is making sure that you

maintain leadership. Shifting unpredict-
ably from one mode of management to
another or acting inconsistently will dam-
age your credibility as a leader.

Part of balance is
making sure that you
maintain leadership.

Some of the personality traits of a good
leader include a range of interests, emo-
tional maturity in the face of failure or
success, self-respect, a high tolerance for
frustration, respect for others, and the
ability to communicate effectively. Main-
taining these traits requires consistency
of actions and words. Also, interpersonal
relations with the supervisor is one of the
leading factors of basic job satisfaction.
In order to give out some of the most
powerful motivators to your staff - rec-
ognition and responsibility - your credi-
bility must be high.

Under pressure,
defuse the situation

One key aspect of a manager's job is to
deal with problems. When an employee
brings you a problem, try not to react
immediately. Sit down together and dis-
cuss the problem. Discussing the possi-
ble courses of action in a relaxed atmo-
sphere can prevent you from moving from
the center balance to one of the edges of
management practice. Similarly, when
upper management brings a problem to
you, rather than reacting, take time to
consider your possible courses of ac-
tion. If you have enough time, convene
members of your staff to brainstorm. Com-
municating the problem clearly to others
and soliciting input will help maintain a
rational decision -making process.

Delegation is part of
being a good manager

Unfortunately, delegation is one of the
most difficult skills for managers to learn,
but planning improves delegation. Deter-

mining who will be in charge of certain
activities before the project starts shifts
the responsibility to the proper person.
In day-to-day operations, assigning areas
of responsibility and abiding by those
assignments will help your staff develop
and allow you to perform your duties.

Train your replacement
It is a truism that an irreplaceable per-

son is unpromotable. An irreplaceable
person finds it difficult to get away from
the station to recharge his batteries. Both
situations will affect your morale, job
satisfaction, and perhaps your interper-
sonal relationships with your staff. Engi-
neering is an important job. Being off the
air is a serious situation that halts the
rest of the station until the failure can be
repaired. In the 24 -hour -a -day -every -day-

of -the -year world of broadcasting, engi-
neers have their evenings and weekends
interrupted by emergencies and often
find it difficult to take a vacation. Identify
someone as your replacement and train
them with enough skills to keep the sta-
tion going and the department running
smoothly.

What about your own job security?
There is no more secure person than a
competent employee who is well recog-
nized. While making sure that manage-
ment is knowledgeable of and comfort-
able with the arrangements you make for
the station in your absence, you may take
the opportunity to communicate your
position and value in the big picture of
the station.

Your own time is important; it is how
you maintain your interest in the world
and reinvigorate your motivation to the
job. Do not unnecessarily postpone vaca-
tions; it is easy for engineers to find rea-
sons to stay on the job. In the long run,
your company is more interested in your
being a good employee than in seeing
you working too many hours. By keeping
a balanced sense of management, prop-
erly delegating, and assuring that there is
someone available while you are absent,
you will preserve your quality of life and
let consistency of your actions and words
keep departmental morale intact.
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Light Links. The new antenna linking solution.

 Interfacility connectivity for
Ku, C, L, IF signals

 Saves money on installation,
operation and maintenance.

 Uplinks and downlinks.

 Unprecedented reach.
* Single span: 65 km for IF bands, 40 km for L band,

30 km for C band, 15 km for Ku band.
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This new application of linear fiber optics offers you flexibility, performance and
convenience simply not available with other technologies. We call it Microwaves on FiberTM'
With System 8000 Light LinksTM you get complete fiberoptic interfacility connectivity for
satellite earth stations. With fully redundant paths. On all standard satellite frequency bands.

System 8000 is a complete, intelligent system solution. Connect remote antennas to control
centers. Connect site to site. Our 22 -page color brochure tells you what it does, how it works,
and how you can use it. Full specifications and application information. Call us today for your
copy. If you want to discuss your next project, our technical sales staff is ready to help you.

CALL TOLL FREE: 1 (800) 362-3891

Making Light Work For You

ORTELCORPORATION
2015 West Chestnut Street  Alhambra CA 91803 .Telephone: (818) 281-3636  Facsimile: (818) 281-8231



Camera tips

By Dave Dore

Keeping up with the latest gear in the
broadcast production business is like
visiting an all -you -can -eat buffet ... you
keep seeing something else you want,
but your body is saying, "Hey, you went
way over budget with that raspberry
chocolate truffle, put that cheesecake
down and go home!"

No matter how many tools you get that
morph, warp or bend, you still have to go
out and get original video; and that is
often what separates the video profes-
sionals from the hobbyists.

A well -executed hand-
held shot is a master-
piece; a poor one is
hideous to watch.

Today's hobbyists may have the latest
video toaster and home Hi8 system, but
can they point a camera and take good
pictures? Years ago, when "zoom in"
meant rotate the lens turret, the cameras
were set up on big pedestals, cranked up
to eye level, and used to shoot the sub-
ject. Film people could do hand-held
shots and creative cinematography, but
the video professionals had their tripods
and they had to make sure their shots
were rock solid. News photographers
were told that nothing airs unless it was
shot from a tripod or there was a good
reason to shoot from the shoulder.

Then along came MTV and a rash of
reality shows in which it was decided
camera movement enhanced the dramat-
ic feeling of the production. Directors of
commercials, sports, and even news pro-
grams began to add motion and non-
traditional angles to their projects. In
some cases they created "looks" that
were copied by many others, and in oth-
er cases, shots ended up looking like an
amateur video of a family outing.

Somewhere in between those two ex -

Dore is sports director for KSMO-TV, Kansas City, MO.

Production

tremes is where every videographer tries
to be - not too stale and static, but
watchable by the majority of people who
may find MTV enough of a visual barrage.
Occasionally, videographers need to find
the edge and cross it, but static, wide
shots have their place as well. Knowing
the rules will allow you to learn how and
when to break them. With that in mind,
here are some of the techniques today's
videographers are using.

Shouldering the burden
Today, a large percentage of video is

shot from hand-held cameras. This can
enhance the ability to move the camera
in ways that are difficult or impossible on
a tripod. In addition, hand-held cameras
can create constant movement, such as
what is sometimes called "jiggle cam"
(AT&T commercials are a good exam-
ple). A well -executed hand-held shot is a
masterpiece; a poor one is hideous to
watch. Here are some ways to avoid hand-
held hell.

1. Don't tighten your body when shooting.
It may be an intense moment during take
24, but even minute quivering of tense
muscles translates to vibrating video.
There is a difference between jiggling the
camera for effect and having every shot
oscillating slightly. Taking a deep breath
before beginning the shot will help.

2. Don't move too fast. The human eye
can dart around a room in seconds, but
don't do that with your hand-held cam-
era because you will confuse the viewer.
If you need swish pans and dramatic
movement, plan them carefully and think
about the editing process. (Will dynamic
motion or effects be used?)

3. Explore different angles and hand-held
positions. A camera does not have to
merely rest on the shoulder. Most view-
finders tilt up and down, and some great
shots come from cradling the camera
under an arm or resting it on your foot,
and then performing a move. Canted (or
tilted) angles are becoming increasingly
popular, and it is much easier to achieve

this hand-held because most video tri-
pods do not tilt to the left or right. Rather
than holding the camera and tilting it,
stand with the camera on your shoulder
and tilt your whole body. This way you
maintain control over the shot as well as
the angle you want.

Techniques
 Snap zooms. Although most cameras
are equipped with sensitive variable elec-
tric zoom controls, there are times when
you may need to take more control. You
can create some nice effects when you
manipulate the zoom lens manually. Usu-
ally lenses can be switched from "auto"
to "manual" zoom control. Many pro-
grams in the kids TV genre, as well as
commercials, use the technique where
you move your shoulder -mounted cam-
era quickly while at the same time "snap-
ping" the zoom lens at the same rate into
or away from your subject. Manual zoom
also allows you to "bounce" your zoom
lens to a beat.

 Swish. "Swish pans" or any rapid cam-
era movements don't have to ruin a pro-
duction. If planned and executed proper-
ly, they can add to the drama of a shot. A
quick pan or zoom might look horrible in
real time, but if slowed down in editing or
strobed, these snaps and swishes be-
come an effect in themselves.

 Let it run. Unless you have a tape short-
age, let the tape run between takes (if the
time is not too long). Useful shots can
come when you're not planning them.

Not all shooting these days is rapid fire
wacky -cam. There are plenty of situa-
tions where you will still need to set up
the tripod and shoot a sitting or standing
object nice and steady (for example, a
lawyer in front of his bookshelf).

There are millions of hobbyists out
there with camcorders, and slightly few-
er video professionals. Look at what you
do, and see how you can improve. Exper-
iment when the time is right, but know
when to do it by the book.
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The DV6000, 2.4 Gb/s, sixteen channel system
with powerful drop/add/pass capability

American Lightwave Systems
brings uncompromised video
quality and channel manage-
ment flexibility to fiber video
transmission. The DV6010- and
DV6000r" are high speed digital
transmission platforms with eight
and sixteen channel per
wavelength capacities. Video
and audio encoding does not
employ waveform processing or
compression, thereby eliminating
artifacts. With 10 bit encoding,

AII ALb AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.

999 Research Parkway, Meriden, CT 06450 (203) 630-5770; FAX (203) 630-5701
Domestic and International Sales Offices also it California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas, Virginia,
Belgium, Canada, Japan, Korea, Singapore, United Kingdom, Venezuela.
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DV6010, 1.3 Gb/s eight channel system,
available also will- Smart Alarm Panel
(not pictured)

RS -250C short haul specifications
are exceeded. Audio is 20 kHz
bandwidth and CD quality.
Encoders and decoders are
universal, and are available in a
wide variety of formats. DS3/DS1
telephony channels may also be
transported simultaneously. DV
systems also support module and
fiber path redundancy.

These systems are completely
modular, compact, and NEBS
compatible for telephony
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ristallation The eight channel
DV6010 provides bidirectional
transmission within a single shelf
and is ideal for point to point
applications. The sixteen channel
DV6000 has powerful channel
drop and 'nsert capabilities and is
ideal for creating multipoint ring
and star networks for metropolitan
areas.

With DV6010 and DV6000, the
future is real.
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Troubleshooting

LAN technology

LAN basics

By Kevin McNamara

If you don't have a PC -based local area
network (LAN) at your station, chances
are it won't be long before someone starts
asking questions about the "N" word.
The PC -based LAN is fast becoming an-
other tool that stations can use in an
increasingly competitive environment.
Unfortunately, too many operations have
implemented a network without any real
thought or planning. An improperly con-
figured system will not deliver the de-
sired results. This series will provide in-
sight into basic network theory and some
practical information that can be used in
selecting and managing a small
network.

Terminology
A network is comprised of a

file server and at least one work-
station (the user's PC, also re-
ferred to as the "client"). Most
small networks contain a file
server and several workstations.
If a network uses a dedicated file
server and some workstations,
it may be called a client -server
network. The term dedicated re-
fers to a computer controlled
directly by the network operat-
ing system that also acts as a
storage device for files common
to the network. This network can
have more than one file server.

Another type of PC -based LAN
is called the peer -to -peer net-
work. These networks allow PCs
to share files, printers, or send

visible, companies such as Novell sought
a way to interconnect the PC.

Networking is the ability of computers
using different hardware and/or operat-
ing systems to share data seamlessly. To
address the problem of system interop-
erability, the Open Systems Interconnect
(OSI) model was developed. The Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization
(ISO) has been the primary body in de-
veloping the OSI standard. The Institute
for Electronic and Electrical Engineers
(IEEE) has defined specific data commu-
nications standards to be used with OSI.

and mail delivery. This layer also inter-
acts with the network operating system.
2. The presentation layer is the "transla-
tor" of the network world. A network can
be used to connect different types of
computer systems. If a PC and Macintosh
are hooked to the network, the conver-
sions performed at this level allow the
two machines to exchange data. The
chores related to maintaining compati-
bility between different monitor types
are handled here.
3. The session layer deals with setting up
a connection between communicating

applications. Once connect-
ed, it provides support func-
tions, such as synchroniza-
tion of data and reporting of
errors.
4. The transport layer main-
tains the integrity of the data
communications elements,
including flow control and
error recovery.
5. The network layer pro-
vides the means to reliably
route data across a network
comprised of multiple seg-
ments.
6. The datalink layer packag-
es the data along with the
appropriate header infor-
mation so that it will be rec-
ognizable to other comput-
ers attached to the network.
7. The physical layer defines
the physical hardware that
is required to interconnect

SERVER

DATA LEAVE 4
PACKETS OF

COMPUTER
APPLICATION

PRESENTATION

SESSION

TRANSPORT

NETWORK

DETAILING

PHYSICAL

PHYSICAL CABLING

FRAME OF DATA
THE PROCESS REVERSES WHEN THE WORKSTATION RESPONDS TO THE SERVER

WORKSTATION

DATA
PACKET
ONLY

Figure 1. Headers and address information are added to data packets
as they pass through each layer forming a data frame. After being sent
over the network cabling, headers and address information are stripped
from the frame by each layer, leaving only the original data to be handed
to the workstation.

messages to other properly attached
computers.

Background
The concept of networking has been

around as long as the computer. Many
established computer manufacturers use
proprietary methods for interconnect-
ing workstations and the central process-
ing unit (CPU). It was clear that a stan-
dard needed to be defined allowing for a
seamless transfer of data between sys-
tems. As the desktop PC became more

McNamara is engineering manager for WGAY/VVWRC ra-
dio, Washington, DC.

The OSI model
The OSI standard is divided into seven

layers. Each layer has a specific job and
can only communicate directly with the
layer directly above or below it, within a
given system. Between systems, layers
can only communicate with layers of an
equal level. (See Figure 1.)
1. The application layer handles commu-
nication between the user (or the user's
program) and the layers below. The use
of "application" is misleading because it
does not refer to the actual program that
may be running, such as a word proces-
sor or database. The application layer
provides file transfer, terminal services

the system, including:
 The Network Interface Card (NIC) -a
card that plugs into each PC on the net-
work. It is the physical interface between
the PC data bus and the network cabling.
 Cabling and connectors -networks trans-
fer data at higher speeds than the serial
or parallel port on the PC. Data rates vary
from about 2.5MB/s (MIP's in network
terminology) to about 10 MIPS. Standards
for 100 MIPS are being developed. Net-
works can also be connected by coaxial
cables, twisted pair or fiber-optic cabling.

The majority of problems that are en-
countered with a network can be traced
to the physical layer.
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Panasonic. Defining Digital Leadership In The Larger Cortext.

Panasonic stakes its claim as First In Digital Video based on the breadth of its prcdLcts, the vast scope of

its research and development, and its firm commitment to leading tie way towards the diaital future.

No other company offers a complete digital product line, ranging from Digital Signal Processing cameras

to the industry's first-and only-professional digital broadcast monitor. No other company holds so many patents

on each of its digital products. No other company has won EMMYs-the industry's highEl hono's for technology

achievement-for digital VTRs. digital cameras, digital switchers an-idigital effects equiplen:

Panasonic Broadcast & Television Systems Company measu-es its success within tie universe cf its parent,

the Matsushita Electric Industrial Company, the world's 12th largest corporation. Worldwide, Matsushita employs

more than 252,000 people in 38 count, ies. It reports sales of more then $60 billion annuall', ,Jith a $3.1 billion

investment in research and development.

In pursuit of "human electronics," which the Company defines as products that meet he genuire needs of

customers, Matsushita has been grand close to 52,000 patents fine of Matsushita's ,% p- ncipal research

laboratories are located in the United gates. The Panasonic Advanced TV -Video LaboratoTs spearhead research

in digital transmission technologies, producing advances for high definition television. Dig ta studies done at the

Matsushita Applied Research Laboratory are being steadily incorporated into the latest Panasolic broad:asting

systems. And critical research being conducted both in the U.S.and Japan is advancing the b t -rate reduct on

:BRR) technology that broadcast HDTV is expected to utilize.

Sure Steps Toward the Future.

Digital recording techniques are now recognized as offering 90 many benefits over analog recording that

virtually all future industry developmen will be in the digital domain Looking to the lesscr s :f the past, one

gleans some absolutes about the futurE That Panasonic will be first and foremost with dig ta breakthroughs.

-hat Panasonic will fulfill customers' expectations with equipment that meets their current aid emerging needs

-hat Panasonic is the unrivaled First in Digital Video.

Panasonic
Broadcast &Television Systems Company

For more information call: 1-800-528-F101 (Upon request enter product code M) One Panasonic Way, SOC4LCLIZ. NJ 07094.
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Full Bit -Rate 

Digital Recording. 

Here's the leading edge: D-5, a full bit -rate ,lomoonert cigital 

recording system-the only component digital roroing system, 

current or proposed-to offer 1/2 -inch videocassette convenience 

and economy with continuous technical compatib lity from today 

through tomorrow and beyond. 

Panasonic's industry -leading D-5 technolog/ enables Jou to 

record component digital video with 10 -bit quartiz ng transparently. 

D-5 has the headroom to match the 270 Mbps .3peed required for the 

CCIR 601 standard, or for the proposed "extenGed" version a-, 288 

Mbps. The robustness of the D-5 design protec-s the investmerit of 

today's D-5 user by being prepared for developments like 16 9 

widescreen television and HDTV, and by preserving a fully conversant 

relationship with composite digital environments like D-3 or other 

existing signal architectures. 

Panasonic digital leadership means technclogi that is w th you 

every step on the way to the future. 
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Ad Index
Page

Number

Reader
Service
Number

Advertiser
Hotline

Page
Number

Reader
Service Advertiser
Number Hotline

Abekas Video Systems 45 25 415-369-5111 Louth Automation 21 12 ..... 415-329-9498
ADC Telecommunications 27,48 15,27 800-726-4266 Matrox Electronic Systems 73 47 800-361-4903
A.F. Associates Inc. 71 46 201-767-1200 Maxell Corp Of America 11 9 800-533-2836
Alamar Electronics USA, Inc. 68 44 408-866-9373 Midwest Audio/Video Exchange 85 63 708-251-0001
American Lightwave Systems 15 11 203-630-5770 Miranda Technologies Inc. 60 35 ..... 514-333-1772
Antex Electronics 79 52 213-532-3092 Montreux Radio 65 42 021 963 32 20
Anthro Company 38 503-241-7113 Odetics, Inc. 53 31 800-243-2001
AT&T 23 800-248-3632 Opamp Labs, Inc. 34 56 213-934-3566
The Broadcast Store, Inc. 85 64 818-551-5858 Orban, Div. of AKG Acoustics 7 7 510-351-3500
Belar Electronics Laboratory 62 39 215-687-5550 Ortel Corporation 13 10 818-293-1140
Belden Wire & Cable 56-57 33 800-235-3364 Panasonic Broadcast & TV 16 A -F,75 800-524-0864
B&H Photo - Video 81,82-83 57 800-221-5662 Pioneer New Media Tech 39, 41 23 800 -LASER -ON
Broadcast Video Systems Ltd. 78 50 905-764-1584 QS' Systems, Inc 68 43 603-893-7707
BTS Broadcast TV Systems 47 26 800-962-4BTS Rorke Data Inc. 48 A -B 28 800-328-8147
Canare Cable, Inc. 52,79 30,53 818-365-2446 Sachtler AG 9 8 32-909-150
Channelmatic 74 48 619-445-2691 Sescom, Inc. 85 60 702-565-3400
Cipher Digital, Inc. 85 62 301-695-0200 Shure Brothers Inc. 5 6 800-25-SHURE
Circuit Research Labs Inc. 62 38 602-438-0888 Sierra Video Systems 63 40 916-478-1000
Clear-Com Intercom Systems 51 29 510-527-6666 Standard Communications 55 32 800-767-6695
Comark Communications, Inc. 67 42 215-822-0777 Storeel 60 36 404-458-3280
Conex Electro Systems 78 51 206-734-4323 Studio Audio & Video Limited 35 21 353-648-888
Denon 80 54 201-575-7810 Tascam/Teac America, Inc. 59 34 213-726-0303
Dynatech Video Group 29 608-273-5828 Tektronix, Inc. 31 17 800-TEK-WIDE
Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 80 55 201-427-1160 Telemetrics, Inc. 32 18 201-848-9818
Garner Industries 85 61 800-228-0275 Telex Communications, Inc. 3 5 800-554-0716
Grass Valley Group 24-25 13 800-343-1300 USSB IFC 1

Harris Allied 1 4 800-622-0022 Utah Scientific/Dynatech
ITS Corp. 37 22 412-941-1500 Video Group 29 16 800-453-8782
JVC Professional Products Co. 33 20 800-JVC-5825 Videotek, Inc. IBC 2 800-800-5719
Leader Instruments Corp. 69 45-59 800-645-5104 VPS 32A -32B 305-592-5355
Lectrosonics 61 37 800-821-1121 The Winsted Corporation 43 24 612-944-8556
Leitch Incorporated BC 3 800-231-9673 360 Systems 75 49 818-342-3127

Advertising sales offices
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Gordon & Associate
Josh Gordon
210 President Street
Brooklyn, NY 11231
Telephone: (718) 802-0488
FAX: (718) 522-4751
Joanne Melton
888 7th Avenue, 38th Floor
New York, NY 10106
Telephone: (212) 332-0628
FAX: (212) 332-0663

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Richard Woolley
Intertec Publishing Corp.
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre,
Clifton Road, Deddington,
Oxford OX15 4TP England
Telephone: (0869) 38794
FAX: (0869) 38040
Telex: 837-469 BES G

AGOURA HILLS, CALIFORNIA
Duane Hefner
5236 Colodny Ave., Suite 108
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
Telephone: (818) 707-6476
FAX: (818) 707-2313

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
MC2 Magazine Communications Marketing Corp.
Jason Perlman
Telephone: (310) 458-9987
FAX: (818) 393-2381
Deborah Kern
Phone: 310-458-8080
FAX: 310-393-2381
501 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 401
Santa Monica, CA 90401

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Vytas Urbonas
55 East Jackson, Suite 1100
Chicago, IL 60604
Telephone: (312) 435-2361
FAX: (312) 922-1408

TOKYO, JAPAN
Orient Echo, Inc.
Mashy Yoshikawa
:101 Grand Maison
Shimomiyabi-Cho 2-18
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: (3) 3235-5961
FAX: (3) 3235-5852
Telex: J-33376 MYORIENT

FREWVILLE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Hastwell, Williamson, Rep. Pty. Ltd
John Williamson
109 Conyngham Street
Frewville 5063, South Australia
Telephone: 799-522, FAX: 08 79 9522
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS
Renee Hambleton
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66282
(913) 967-1732 FAX: (913) 967-1735
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Classified
HELP WANTED

DIGITAL
VIDEO

ENGINEERS
DO YOU SPEAK CCIR 601?
If so, you may qualify for one of the most exciting
business start-ups in the country. If you have strong
technical knowledge of video processing, routing, and
analog -to -digital conversion, we would like to have the
opportunity to talk with you about this state-of-the-art
facility and the role this business will play in the
rapidly unfolding area of Interactive Multimedia TV.
We encourage you to send a resume or letter summa-
rizing your capabilities as a first step toward learning
more about this exciting opportunity.

Paul -Tittle Associates, Inc.
Attn: DPS
1485 Chain Bridge Road, Ste. 304
McLean, VA 22101
FAX: (703) 893-3871
Representing an equal opportunity
company. All are encouraged to apply.

Pill Tillie

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY is seeking a full-time,
permanent Chief Telecommunications Engineer for its
public radio and television broadcasting and instructional
microwave system. Position is located at the central en-
gineering support center In Richland, Washington. Duties
Include: supervising and directing broadcast technicians;
design and planning of television, radio and microwave
systems, electronic classrooms, TV and radio studios and
transmission facilities; allocating resources for installa-
tion, operations and maintenance projects; budget
development; and other engineering duties. Qualifica-
tions: 5 years broadcast and/or microwave/tower
construction, maintenance and design experience. Prior
experience as Chief Engineer or Assistant Chief Engineer
in public broadcasting, SBE certification and Bachelor's
Degree preferred. Salary 838,000 to $46,000 plus great
benefits. To apply send resume, cover letter and names
and phone numbers of three professional references to:
Chief Telecommunications Engineer Search, KWSU Radio -
Television Services, Washington State University,
Pullman, WA 99164-2530. Applications must be post-
marked by May 2, 1994. WSU is an EO/AA educator and
employer. Protected group members are encouraged to
apply.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Top 50 Northeast Affiliate
seeking a broadcast maintenance engineer. Experience
should include Sony 1" VTR's, Sony 1/2" Beta equipment,
Grass Valley production switchers and routing systems.
Two (2) years previous broadcast experience preferred.
Comprehensive benefits package offered. EOE. Send Re-
sumes to Skeeter Lansing, WTEN-TV, 341 Northern Blvd.,
Albany, NY 12204.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
NOW AVAILABLE

AS CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
OR BY -THE -WORD.

Classified Display: $119 per column inch, per
insertion, with frequency discounts available. 1
inch minimum, 10 inches maximum per ad. Blind
ads $40 additional. Reader Service number $50
additional or free to 4" or larger ads. Spot color
available for $95 (color determined by pub-
lisher).

By -The -Word: $1.75 per word, per insertion.
Initials and abbreviations count as full words.
Blind ads $40 additional. Minimum charge $40
per insertion. No agency discounts allowed for
classified ads.
Contact Renee Hambleton, at (913)967-1732,

for information on frequency and pre -payment
discounts. To place your classified ad send your
order and materials to Broadcast Engineering,
Classified Ad Mgr., P.O. Box 12901, Overland
Park, KS 66212-2215.

TELEVISION: Engineering Maintenance Technician: Re-
quirements - responsible for the repair and preventive
maintenance of the electronic studio equipment, i.e.,:
VTRs, cameras, video switchers, etc. Also responsible for
documenting work performed and assisting on -air opera-
tors by performing quality control of the station's signal.
Must have Associate Degree in Electronics and 2 years or
related experience. Resumes to: David E. Smith, Engineer-
ing Manager, WPHL-TV, 5001 Wynnef ield Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19131. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE. EOE.

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER opening in Upstate New
York. Large facility loaded with state of the art equipment.
Must be capable of troubleshooting studio equipment to
the component level. Experience in maintaining digital
and microprocessor -based equipment required. UHF ex-
perience a plus. Send resume and salary history to:
WXXI-Human Resources, PO Box 21, Rochester, NY 14601.
EOE.

SERVICES

BROaDCaST.
enaneeRinc

9800 Metcalf
Overland Park, KS 66212

(913) 967-1732
Fax (913) 967-1735

Call Renee Hambleton
for all your advertising needs

1

Producta, Tote.
Sotauf Woe roefdd opea gel

ve4,././t *dos agee 1940.

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE INFORMATION PACKET

75412 Highway 25  Covington, LA 70433
800-624-7626  504-893-1243

Fax 504-892-7323

BIG DOG COMMUNICATIONS
System Design and Integration
Installation  Troubleshooting

DIGITAL  VIDEO  RF -AUDIO
(209) 962-6254

P.O. Box 39, Groveland, CA 95321

Advertise in BE Classifieds and see how your money speaks for you.
Call Renee Hambleton TODAY! at (913) 967-1732 or fax (913) 967-1735
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Classified
I FOR SALE

4-11111;111111.1:111.11.112.111MTI11iVIIM
* TESTS UP TO 40% BETTER THAN SONEXI *
COSTS LESS  BETTER COLORS & CUT. BETTER RAM SPECS

1.800 -95 -WEDGE
SONY 1 INCH BVH-2000, 1100A w/Warantee. Betacam,
Cameras, TBCs. Decks. Monitors, or call for replacement
parts. Refurbished slant guide assemblies -4150. We buy
clean, late -model equipment. (609) 786-1709. (215) 836-
7669.

PANASONIC/RAFASA/TECHNICS Broadcast, Professional,
Industrial, CCVE Video & Audio Equipment. Wholesale
Prices! Sealed New - Full Warranty. Expert Guaranteed
Repairs Too! Sales & Service - (607) 687-0545.

BROADCAST QUALM( SCA DECODER CARD - $20.00.
Large quantity available. Contact: Background Music En-
gineering, P.O. Box 2142, Springfield, MO 65801. Call
800-944-0630/417-881-8401.

TRAINING
FCC GENERAL CLASS LICENSE. Cassette recorded les-
sons for home study. Our 30th year preparing radio
technicians for the license. Bob Johnson Telecommu-
nications. Phone (310) 379-4461.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Systems or compo-
nents. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT GROUP: the largest
USED equipment dealer in the U.S.A. (214) 869-0011.

SEEKING USED AUDIO DIGITAL DELAY UNIT capable of
at least 6 seconds delay. Call Mr Allen 412-834-0600

550 FT EW-63 or 64 Standard Waveguide 1 kw Transmitter
tuneable to 15. Call WOWL TV 205-767-1515.

For Classified Advertising or
Professional Services information
Call Renee Hambleton at (913)

967-1732 FAX (913) 967-1735

HELP WANTED
F/T ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE ENGINEER for televi-
sion station. Individual must have electronic repair
experience, some building maintenance required. Salary
commensurate with experience, full vacation/benefits
package. Send rca,,,,,e to. WHSV-TV, P.O. Box TV3,
Harrisonburg. VA 22801. EOE

AGGRESSIVE AND GROWING Sunbelt affiliate needs an
experienced engineer to maintain studio and transmitter
equipment in a brand new facility. Equipment Includes
BTS and GVG switching and graphics, 3/4" video tape,
fixed and mobile uplinks, fiber optic and microwave
E.N.G. systems, redundant V.H.F. transmitters, as well as
all the basics. Please mail or fax resume to: Chief Engi-
neer, WCBI-TV, P.O. Box 271, Columbus, Mississippi
39703, FAX 8 601-327-0020

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER: Need hands-on, take
charge manager. Able to supervise and maintain transmit-
ter, production, master control, and studio equipment,
microwave truck, and post production facility. Will also
supervise regular work scheduling as well as preventive
maintenance, people skills are a must. Diploma type First
Class radio telephone license required. Send resumes to
General Manager, WFMJ-TV, 101 West Boardman Street,
Youngstown, Ohio 44503-1305. EOE/No phone calls please.

SELF STARTING ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER for trans-
mitter supervision. Must be experienced in maintenance
of RCA TTU-30 and TTU-I10 UHF television transmitters.
Maintenance of Sony cameras and Beta equipment, ENG
van, along with personnel supervision will be required.
Send resumes to: John Grdic, General Manager, WFMJ-TV,
101 West Boardman Street, Youngstown, Ohio 44503-1305.
EOE/No phone calls please.

SOUTHWEST V.H.F. NETWORK AFFILIATE seeks "hands
on" chief engineer. Responsibilities to include experience
in maintenance and repair of R.F. and studio equipment.
Computer skills a big plus. People skills a must. Reply in
confidence to Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901,
Dept 741 Overland Park, KS 66282-2901

United Nations Office ii New York

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER (P-3)

The Broadcast and Conference Engineering Unit of the Buildings
Management Service in New York has an opening for the position of
Electronics Engineer. Reporting to the Chief of the Unit, incumbent pro-
vides broadcast engineering support for desIgn, construction, logistics,
training, . j . ,.itions and maintenance of radio and television facilities;
evaluates technical needs and introduces new methods, equipment and
systems; writes equipment specifications, protect proposals and assists in
preparing capital equipment budget; works Closely with external broad-
casters and internal clients; and participates in planning missions for over-
seas conferences.
Requirements: Advanced university degree _n electrical engineering or
related field with specialty in audio and visual arts and broadcasting dis-
ciplines. Six years of professional experience in broadcasting, post -produc-
tion or related fields. Candidates with a first -level university degree and at
least 8 years of experience may be considered. Fluency in English.
Working knowledge of French and/or Spanish desirable.
QUALIFIED WOMEN ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
Remuneration: Depending on professional background and experience,
annual net salary from US$51,291 without deFendents to US$54,992 with
dependents plus corresponding entitlements. Closing date for reipt of
application::: April 30, 1994. Applications with full curriculum vitae,
thcludi,,,4 salary history, birth date and nationality, should be sent to: Mr.
Adrian T. Iso.1, Room S -2500E, Office of Human Resources Management,
United Nations, New York, NY 10017, USA. Fax (212) 963-3134.

tei Nit
LAII ED NATIONS v%qv`;" NATIONS UNIES4.46;,A,

TECHNICIAN-Video: Installation & maintenance tech
needed for growing video projection/system company.
Barco-Electrohome-Esprit experience helpful, but firm
electronics background essential. System level trouble
shooting useful. Send resume & salary history to; Future
View, Inc., 1250 Taylor St., NW, Washington, DC 20011
ATTN: Manager.

SYSTEMS DESIGN ENGINEERS
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGERS

A.F. Associates, the acknowledged
leader in the design, engineering and fabri-
cation of advanced television facilities, is
seeking to expand its engineering staff.

We are seeking talented and experienced
systems engineers to join our dedicated
staff of professionals and become involved
in some of the most challenging projects in
the broadcast, cable, post -production and
communications industries.

You will be directly involved in consulta-
tions with clients, proposal generation, de-
tailed systems design and documentation,
project management/supervision and com-
missioning of a wide range of projects. This
position offers the opportunity to make a
significant and direct personal contribution
on prestigious projects which often push
the limits of current technology.

The successful candidate must have a
minimum of eight years of television sys-
tems design experience on a wide range of
advanced facilities. You will have an in-
depth knowledge of digital video and audio
systems, be fluent in AutoCAD and have a
track record of successfully managing com-
prex projects. You will enjof the freedom of
directing your own project while being part
of the industry's leading team. BSEE
strongly preferred.

AFA offers a dynamic yet "small com-
pany" work environment with a comprehen-
sive package of benefits.
Send resume to:

ENGINEERING MANAGER

RP A
A.F. ASSOCIATES, INC.
100 STONEHURST COURT

NORTHVALE, NEW JERSEY 07647
AFA is a Video Services Corporation Company an Equal

Opportunity Employer.
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Classified
FOR SALE

STUDIO EXCHANGE BURBANK
(818) 840-1351 FAX (818) 840-1354

NEW & USED VIDEO EOPMT.

BUY, SELL, CONSIGN;
25 YRS. EXP.

No Sub -zero. No Aftershocks.

ABEKAS A-51 Sngl. Ch. DVE w/ warp , target
framestore & key options $28,000

GVG 110CV-525C Component Switcher with

linear borderline $12,000
GVG 151 Editing system with software version

5.0 , monitor , keyboard4ogger $14,000

SONY BVE-600 A/B Roll Editor w/ composite

switcher option. $3,800

SONY BVE-600 A/B Roll Editor w/ component

switcher option. $6,000

IMICOR VIDEO EQUIPXE:r_f
CHICAGO 312 334 4300

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
 LOW DISTORTION < THD 
SIR

 BROAD FREOUENCY
RESPONSE LI dB, 2020 kHz

 MAGNETIC SHIELDING 10.30.

60dB
 VARIOUS MECHANICAL

CONFIGURATIONS
 60 TYPES STOCKED FOR

DELIVERY 20%
DISCOUNT

ON PREPAID
ORDERS

PLUS FREE
SECOND
DAR AIR

111-72

IAMB. APEONCE (14

Pa SEC

Ion 1505 15200
aso wax I

1404 IS 15kek
mi. 1500 HO

50
magas PACE

.18 37W

(al 4675

28.
0 2303

FREE CATALOG OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES
USA 8 CANADA ORDERS (8OO) 634-3457

FAX ORDERS (BOO 551-2749
SESCOM, INC. mihip."..1
2100 WARD DR.
HENDERSON. NV 89015 USA

TECH LINE' (702) 565.3993 M Th 8 am Is 4 pm (PST)

SEG
COM

Circle (60) on Reply Card

RS422 VTR REMOTE CONTROL
with TIMECODE DISPLAY & JOGWHEEL

SONY, AMPEX, JVC, BTS
PANASONIC, HITACHI

Low Cost - Lots of features
DNF INDUSTRIES

(213) 650-5256  LA, CA 90069

TAPE ERASERS

erne
WHEN COST IS

IMPORTANT AND
QUALITY IS CRITICAL

1-800-228-0275
Erases all formats in

quantities of 1 to 1,000,000

Industries

4200 North 48th Street  Lincoln, NE 68504

Circle (61) on Reply Card

Our
prices
can't
be
beat.

Factory Direct Cases
Custom
or Stock

Sizes

Call for
Catalogue or Quote
Roadie Products, Inc.

800-645-1707
In NY 516-563-1181
Fax: 516-563-1340

HAVE CABLES
ASSEMBLED  BULK  CUSTOM

THE SIGN OF QUALITY

HAVE PROFLEX-
Olies BELDEN
110 ot
NriSt.c' GA/V.9/7E.

WEST PENN WIRE

MOGAMI
FREE CATALOG of AudioNideo Tape,
Cable, Equipment, Acessories, Supplies

518/828-2000
309 POWER AVE, HUDSON, NEW YORK 12534

Sony Interface for your
VPR-2 or BVH-1100

 Convert Sony serial to parallel control.
 Complete editing capability.
 RS -422 Interface for editors and automation.

ATR's and VCR's.

Phantom II VTR Emulator

(7 1 )
H cipher cigitd

FOR INFORMATION:

Call 1-800-331-9066
30 W. PATRICK ST., SUITE 310

FREDERICK, MD 21701

Circle (62) on Reply Card

SONY . AMPEX . BTS . DUBNER
GRASSVALLEY . PANASONIC

If You're Looking For the Best in Used Equipment
and You Want the BEST: . DEAL . VALUE . SERVICE

CALL MIDWEST: (708) 251-0001 . CANADA (604) 850-7969

AUDIO/VIDEO EXCHANGE, INC.
1131 Central Ave. Wilmette, Illinois 60091

/0/141Ale(WInternational Brokers and Appraisers Serving the Audio / Video Industry

IT'S HERE!
The All New 1994 BCS/NAB Catalo  ue

Packed with Thousands of pieces of
New & Used Video and Audio

Equipment!
Get Your Copy Ni,"

"The Broadcast Store
Always changing, Always the same

LA -818-551-5858- NY -212-268-8800

Circle (63) on Reply Card

BE

CLASSIFIEDS

913-967-1732
Ask for
Renee.

CALL US
For New and Rebuilt
Radio Broadcast Equipment

PEHALL
Electronics

(804) 974-6466
1305-F Seminole Trail  Charlottesville, Va. 22901

DUB FRIENDLY.
Make dubs on recycled video
tapes. Save money, save the
planet. Every tape guaranteed. immmEmm
For more info, or to order, call: (800) 238-4300)

Circle (64) on Reply Card
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Continued from page 80

Computer line
By Industrial Computer Source
 MIPS-Based Industrial RISC Computer
Line: increases processing power over
standard 32 -bit, 80486/50MHz systems;
each system provides a 1.44MB floppy
drive, XVGA 64 -bit local bus video and
16MB of RAM; system boards incorpo-
rate an Adaptec-compatible SCSI -2 con-
troller, dual floppy controller, and ether-
net network port, dual series ports, one
parallel port, a keyboard port, PS/s mouse
port and up to 256MB of on -board RAM.

Circle (370) on Reply Card

Software
By Video Design Pro
 VidCAD for Windows: an engineering
tool for planning, documenting, install-
ing and maintaining complex communi-
cation systems; links with spreadsheets,
desktop publishing, database report and
project management.

Circle (371) on Reply Card

Smartphone product systems
By Gentner Communications and
Arrakis Systems, Inc.
 Autoline: provides access to recording
audio feeds on/from the Arrakis Digilink
with the Gentner TC-100.
 PhoneLink: provides access and con-
trol of multiple telephone hybrids from
Arrakis equipment.

New Products

 TalkLink: uses new products from Gen-
tner and Arrakis to control and network
screening of multiline talk shows from a
hard disk system.

Circle (372) on Reply Card

Digital audio workstation
products
By Fairlight

 MFX3: a series of products based on the
industry standard MFX digital audio work-
stations; provides 24 tracks of simulta-
neous playback from a single hard disk,
24 inputs and outputs in digital and ana-
log, and DSP functions.

Circle (373) on Reply Card

Miniature computer -controlled
pan -tilt unit
By Directed Perception
 PTU-46-17.5: unit measures 3"x5.11"
x4.25" and provides a load capacity of
more than four pounds; performs at
speeds over 300 degrees/s with precise
position control of 3.086 arc minutes
(0.051 degree) resolution; features pow-
er management controls and flexible in-
put power requirements; designed for
battery -powered operations; plug -and
play using an RS -232 terminal; self -cali-
bration upon reset.

Circle (374) on Reply Card

Heads/tripod
By OConnor Engineering Laboratories
 515S Ultimate Fluid Head: accommo-
dates a 36% increase in camera weight;
will balance a 25 -pound camera with a 6"
high center of weight.
 1030S Ultimate Fluid Head: accommo-
dates a 36% increase in camera weight;
will balance a 45 -pound camera with a 6"
center of weight.
 2575V Ultimate Fluid Head: designed
with less pan fluid drag and a lighter
touch.
 65 Tripod: incorporates 2 -stage de-
sign and tapered leg design into one
ripod; operates from 16.5" to 65"; avail-

able in carbon fiber, titanium and alu-
minum.

Circle (375) on Reply Card

JOHN H. BATTISON PE.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD "1
Londonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849

CHAN & ASSOCIATES

Business Development  Marketing  Public Relations  Writing

CURTIS J. CHAN
Principal

2217 Loma Verde Drive, Fullerton, CA 92633 USA
Phone: (714) 447-4993 Fax: (714) 578-0284

Professional
Services

NETCOM
STATE CIF -THE -ART ENGINEERING FOR AUDIO & VIDEO

TURN -KEY SYSTEMS
DESIGN & DOCUMENTATION

EQUIPMENT SALES
CAD SERVICES

1465 PALISADE AVE., TEANECK, NJ 07666 / (201) 837-8424

Radio Systems Engineering.
FCC Applications

Systems Design  Installations
Property Evaluation

AM -FM

3031 Dogwood Lane
Florence, SC 29505

1300-399-1501 20 kit
803-881-2933 fayswev

East Coast Video Systems
ON-LINE IN -TIME

A full service
Company providing... Serving...
 Consultation  Cable Systems
 Engineering & Design  Corporate Facilities
 Installations  Broadcast Facilities
 Training  Teleproduction Facilities

52 Ralph Street, Belleville, NJ 07109 (201) 751-5655

0 .10O C -Hz

Doso

Telephone

Broadcast

Teleconference

Surveillance

III -Directional Microwave Systems
3918 W Clearwoler Ave

Kennewick. Woshingion 99336-2632

Two Year Warranty Phone Or FAX 15091 735-6812
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. . . FOR PHOTO & VIDEO" V/54
1111111111111111 lot

TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

800 221-5743  212 807-7479

OR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366-3738

119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011

Store & Mail Order Hours:

Sun 10-4:45  Mon & Tues 9-6  Wed & Thurs 9-7:30  Fri 9-1  Sat Closed

RUSH OR OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE (extra charge)
PHOTO -VIDEO

MILLER
Fluid Heads & Tripods

The silky, smooth action of
each Miller Fluid Head is the
product of the finest quality
cast and machined parts func-
tioning together in a fluid envi-
ronment. They are engineering
masterpieces, built to operate
even under extreme conditions.
They are engineered to excep-
tionally tine tolerances and their
mechanisms are protected
effectively against ambient
moisture and dust.

Miller 20 - Series II Fluid Head
 Continuously adjustable fluid drag control
 Sliding/Ouick Release camera platform
 Weighs only 4 lbs. will handle cameras up to 22 lbs.
 Counterbalance system designed to compensate for nose

heavy or Mil heavy camera configurations, and permits
fingertip control of the camera throughout the tilt range.

 Includes independent pan and tilt locks, bubble level, dual
pan handle carriers and integrated 75mm ball levelling.

#440 - Lightweight Tripod
 Weighs only 4.5 lbs., supports up to 30 lbs.
 Minimum height down to 24', maximum height to 57'.
 Extremely portable, folds down to 33'
 Engineered from thermoplastic moldings, diecast alloy

and hard anodized tubular alloy.
 Fast one turn, captive leg locks
 Includes 75mm (3') ball levelling bowl

#420 - 2 -Stage Tripod
 Two extension sections on each leg. Operates at low levels

as well as normal heights without the use of mini legs.
 High torsional rigidity, no pan backlash
 Weighs 6.6Ibs., supports 50 lbs.
 Very portable, folds to 27'
 Includes 75mm (3') ball levelling bowl with model 420

model 402 includes 100mm (41 ball levelling bowl.

System 20 Catalog #338
 Miller 20 II fluid head  440 Lightweight tripod
 410 tripod spreader with foot pads .......................1549.00

System 20 ENG Cat. #339
 Miller 20 11 fluid head  420 2 -stage tripod
 410 tripod spreader with foot pads .......................1895.00

Vinten
Vision SD 12 and SD 22

Pan and Tilt Heads with Serial Drag
The Vision SD 12 and SD 22 are the first heads with the
"Serial Drag" pan and tilt system. The system consists of a
unique, permanently -sealed fluid drag and an advanced
lubricated friction drag. So for the first time, one head gives
you all the advantages of both fluid (viscous) and lubricat-
ed (LF) drag systems - and none of their disadvantages.
Achieve the smoothest pans and tilts regardless of speed,
drag setting and ambient temperature.
 Simple, easy -to -use external control for perfect balance.
 Patented spring -assisted counter -balance system permits

perfect "hands-off" camera balance over full 180° of tilt.
 Instant drag system breakaway and recovery overcome

inertia and friction for excellent "whip pans".
 Consistent drag levels in both pan and tilt axis.
 Flick on, flick off pan and tilt caliper disc brakes.
 Greater control, precision, flexibility and 'touch" than any

other head on the market.
 Touch activated, time delayed illuminated level bubble.
 Working conditions from as low as -40' up to 4.60*C.
 SD 12 weighs 6.6 lbs and supports up to 35 lbs.
 SD 22 weighs 12.7 lbs and supports up to 55 lbs.

Vision Two Stage ENG and
LT Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods

The ultimate in lightweight and innovative tripods, they are
available with durable tubular alloy (Model #3513) or the
stronger and lighter, axially and spirally wound carbon fiber
construction (Model #3523). They incorporate torque safe
clamps to provide fast, safe and self-adjusting leg clamps.
 "Torque Safe" requires no adjustment. Its unique design

adjusts itself as and when required, eliminating the need
for manual adjustment and maintenance and making for
a much more reliable clamping system.

 New hip mint eliminates play and adds rigidity.
 They both feature 100mm levelling bowl, told down to a

compact 28", and support 45 lbs.
 The #3513 weighs 6.5 lbs and the #3523 CF (Carbon

Fibre) weighs 5.2 lbs.

Vision 12 Systems
All Vision 12 systems include #33643 SD 12 dual fluid and
lubricated friction drag pan/tilt head, single telescoping pan
bar and clamp with 100mm ball base.

SO -12A System
 3364-3 SD -t2 Pan and tilt head
 3518-3 Single stage ENG tripod with 100mm bowl
 3363-3 Lightweight calibrated floor spreader.

SO -120 System
 3364-3 SD -12 Pan and tilt head
 3513-3 Two -stage ENG tripod with 100mm bowl
 3314-3 Heavy-duty calibrated floor spreader

Vision 22 Systems
All Vision 22 systems include #3386-3 SD -22 dual fluid and
lubricated friction drag pan and tilt head, single telescoping
pan and clamp with dual 100mm/150mm ball base.

SO -22E System
 3386-3 SD -22 Pan and tilt head
 3219-52 Second telescoping pan bar and clamp
 3516-3 Two -stage EFP tripod with 150mm bowl.
 3314-3 Heavy-duty calibrated floor spreader

SONY
EVW-300
Hi -8 3-CCD CAMCORDER
The EVW-300 is a complete one piece camcorder which includes a
variety of innovative and advanced operational features. So, whether
your shoots require basic recording capabilities or premier perfor-
mance, the EVW-300 offers a wide range of features and remarkable recording quality to best suit your needs.

Futon:
 Equipped with three high density 1/2' IT Hyper HAD image sensors. Has an excellent sensitivity of F8.0 at 2,000 lux, high S/N

of 60 dB, and delivers over 700 lines of horizontal resolution.
 Provides high quality PCM digital stereo and single channel AFM Hi-Fi recording. Has XLR balanced audio connectors.
 Quick start 1.5' viewfinder with 550 lines of resolution plus Zebra pattern video level indicator and color bar generator
 Ouick-start recording -takes only 0.5 seconds to go from REC PAUSE to RED MODE for immediate recording in the field
 Built-in 8mm Time Code generator records absolute addresses. (Either non -drop frame or drop frame mode may be select-
ed.) Furthermore the EVW-300 incorporates a variety of time code features such as Time Code PRESET/RESET, REC
RUN/FREE RUN and User Bits.

A variety of automatic adjustment functions for different lighting conditions are incorporated into the EVW-300:
ATW (Auto Trace White Balance) - when ATW is turned on optimum white balance is always ensured during recording, even
for changes in color temperature. Conventional white balance adjustment is still provided with the Auto White Balance.
AGC (Automatic Gain Control) - in addition to manual Gain Up AGC provides linear gain up in the range of 0 dB to 18 dB.
Intelligent Auto Iris -for situations where the lighting between subject and background is different (subject is
underexposed) the Intelligent Auto Iris automatically examines the scene and adjusts the lens iris for proper exposure.

 Selectable Gain -up from 1 dB to 18 dB in 1 dB steps for Mid 8 High positions.
 Clear Scan function - provides a variety of selection of shutter speeds ranging from 60-200 Hz allowing recording of

almost any computer display without flicker.
 Compact, lightweight (12 lbs with NP -1B) ergonomic design provides well balanced and extremely comfortable operation.

JVC GY-X2
3-CCD S -VHS CAMCORDER

 Three 1/2" CCD image sensor delivers 650 lines of horizontal resolution
 New micro -lens technology provides exceptional sensitivity of F7.0 at

2000 lux and new LOLUX mode lets you shoot with almost no light!
Now you can shoot superb footage with excellent color balanced at a
mere 3 lux illumination

 Variable Scan View allows flicker -free shooting of a computer monitor.
 Quick Record Mode - when turned on the camera is set to the auto iris even if lens is set at manual. Also activated is (ALC)

Automatic Level Control and EEI Extended Electronic Iris which provides both variable gain and variable shutter. Now you
can shoot continuously from dark room to bright outdoors without having to adjust gain, iris or ND filter.

 Full Time Auto White circuit lets you move from incandescent to fluorescent to outdoor lighting without changing white bal-
ance or the filter wheel.

 Genlock input allow synchronization with other cameras.
 Dual output system allows camera output to be connected directly to an external recorder

TOSHIBA
TSC-200
3-CCD Hi -8 Camcorder
 Three 1/2" CCD chips mounted with spatial offset technology delivers superb resolution of 700 horizontal lines
 Low noise design provides extreme sensitivity of F8.0 et 2000 lux. MM. illumination 7.5 lux with excellent color reproduction
 New LNA (low noise amplifier) delivers a SIN (signal-to-noise) ratio of 62/B - the highest achieved for this type of camera
 26 -pin connector outputs Y/C or component video signal allowing hook up to a portable S -VHS, MII or Betacam recorder and

simultaneously record with Hi -8.
 Quick -start 1.5" viewfinder needs no warm up time so you never miss a shot. Zebra pattern in the viewfinder alerts operator

to excessive video levels.
 Genlock capability allows synchronization with other cameras. Also full calibration functions are built-in as well as color bar generator.
 Variable high speed shutter from 1/60 to 1/2000 second
 Built-in 8mm time code generator records an absolute address to every frame.
 High-performance back electret condenser mic records to all three audio tracks. Low cut filter eliminates wind noise.
 Sports very low power consumption. The TSC-200 draws only 16 watts per hour allowing 100 minutes of recording time with

a single NP -1B battery.
 Camera body is made of magnesium alloy previously found only on broadcast cameras. Still, lightweight at only 13 pounds

in standard configuration.

*------
HITACHI
ZONEC

3-CCD Dockable Camera
 Using three 2/3" CCD chips and high accuracy CCD technology the Z -One -C

delivers 750 lines of horizontal resolution.
The 4.24d6 high gain mode and new Super High Sensitity (OHS) function provide operation down to 1.5 lux at 11.8.
Permits contrast control for better reproduction of dark areas when shooting high contrast scenes.
Six -memory auto white balance provides two memories for each optical filter position.
Auto Knee circuity compresses extreme highlights preventing white clipping of those areas.
In addition to the standard 5 -step electronic shutter, the new lockscan feature permits the continuous adjustment of the
shutter speed in 1H steps to shoot a computer monitor without flicker.
Four built -In scene files. Seven items memorized in these scene files including, white balance. master gain and detail level.
Viewfinder display of self -diagnostics during auto white and STATUS display of operational control settings.
Flare correction maintains black balance during changes in scene contrast.
Very high resolution viewfinder (600 lines) allows easy, fast and accurate focusing.
Displays "safe title" electronic markers which indicate the effective picture area of home televisions.
Generates SMPTE color bars with 10 numbers so that when recorded the camera can be later identified.
Movable shoulder mount allows camera to be correctly balanced with different docking VCRs or portable VCRs.
Can be genlocked even with VCR docked to it.
Real-time auto white balance continuously adjusts white balance according to the surrounding light source.
Directly docks to Betacam SP (BVV-5) without need for adapters.
Docks to Betacam SP (PVV-1), Panasonic MII, Sony Hi -B (EW-9000) and S -VHS (JVC and Panasonic) with adaptor
With CA -Z1 camera adaptor can be cabled to Betacam, MII, U-matic and S -VHS stand-alone portable VCRs.

Quick -Draw Professional
FOR CAMCORDERS OR STAND ALONE CAMERAS

 Designed foi working from the hack of a van or the trunk
of your car The top loading case has a wide open fold
back too that stays neatly out of the way. It's lighter and
more coeTrict than r.thopina rises.thus saving valuable

storage spooe ...he' ;cproent crowded around it
the sturdy built-in trams presides added protection.

 Heavy duty shounter strap & comfortable leather band grip.
 Carry ." r crowds - rush proof aluminum gnarl protects

JleV. tinder
 Fits into , 10 'asre with seat belt
 Holds v Sep; attached
 Lid close, .,ur / ;peeing or secure with

full-length ,Pr
 Two trim extenoi p board pocket.
 Dual purpose rear r spendable battery chamber

or all-purpose pm-

antosOLIEP
Logic Series DIGITAL
Gold Mount Batteries

Oil
The Logic Series DIGITAL batteries are acknowledged to
be the most advanced in the rechargeable battery indus-
try. In addition to the comprehensive sensors integral to
all Logic Series batteries, each DIGITAL battery has a
built-in microprocessor that communicates directly with
Anton/Bauer InterActive chargers, creating significant new
benchmarks for reliability, performance, and life. They
also complete the communications network between bat-
tery. charger and camera. With the network in place. DIGI-
TAL batteries deliver the feature most requested by cam-
eramen. r reliable and accurate indication of remaining
Tager. r "

DIGITAL PRO PACS
The Dint' F , J,2 ultimate pr.:lessional video bat-
tery and r, u:,-Ireended for all applications. The premi-
um heavy duty Pre Pap 's designed to deliver long life
and high performance r:veff _^der h:gh zsirrent loads and
adverse condition-; Thu size and weight of the Pro Pac
creates perfect she :!tier b4ouse all romcorders

 DIGITAL PRO PAC 14 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY
14.4v 6C ',Volt Hours 5 1'8 !In
Run time 2 ..cars @ 27 watts. 3 hrs. 18 watts

 DIGITAL PRO PAC 13 LOGIC SERIES WAD BATTERY
13.2v 55 Watt Hours. 4 3/4 lbs
Run time' 2 hours KK 25 watts 3 hours 17 watts

DIGITAL MAGNUM COMPACS
Extremely small and light weight (almost half the size and
weight of a Digital Pr; Pub the powerful Compac
Magnum still has more effective energy than two NP style
slide -in batteries. The high voltage design and Logic Series
technology eliminate all the problems that cripple conven-
tional 12 void slide -in type batteries. The Compac Magnum
is the professional choice for applications drawing less
than 24 watts Not recommended when using an Uftralight.

 DIGITAL COMPAC MAGNIN 14 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY

14 4 v 43 Watt Hours 2 14 lbs
Run time. 2 hours rg." 20 watts 3 hours t 13 watts.

 DIGITAL COMPAC MAGNUM 13 LOGIC SERIES NICAO BATTERY

13.2v 40 Watt Hours 2 12 lbs
Run time' 2 hours W 18 watts. 3 hours 12 watts.

Minimum Shipping USA (Flop AK & NI) $7.00, up to 3 lbs. Add 600 for each additional lb. For ins. add 400 per $100, 0 1994 1180 Photo - Video. Not responsible for typographical errors.

Circle (57) on Reply Card
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FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS):

800-947-9928 800-947-7008
212-229-1306 212-242-1400

CLOSED FROM
MARCH 23 THRU APRIL 3

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPE

I
11471S S -VHS Double Coated

7.99 ST -60 8.49
ST -120 .8.99

sin HI 8 Double Coated
Metal Particles Metal Evaporated

P630HMP 4.99 E630HME 8.79
P660HMP 7.19 E66OHME 11.29
P6120HMP 9.69 E6120HME 15.79

AMPEX
167 KCA 3/4" U -matte Broadcast (In Bee)

KCA05. 6.49 KCATO 6.89 KCA15. 7.29
KCA20 7.89 KCA30 8.49 KCA60 11.79

197 BCA 3/4" U-matic Master Broadcast (la Box)
BSC10 (mini) 8.49 BCATO 8.54 BCA20......... 9.59
BCS20 (mini) 9.59 BCA30 10.20 BCA60....... 14.39

297 SPA 3/4" U-matic SP Master Broadcast (In Box)

SPS10ftp,- 10.21 SPAIO 10.20
SPA20 10.85 SPS20(ming 10.85
SPA30 ... 12.40 SPA60.. 16.20

298 Betacam Master Broadcast (In Box)
BC -SA (small) 4.89 BC -10A (small). 5.89
BC -20A (small) .7.59 BC -30A (small) 9.69
BC-30LA BC-60LA...23.49

386 Betacam SP Master Broadcast Os Box)
BC -5A (small) 15.99 BC -10A (small) 18.49
BC -20A (small, 20.49 BC -30A (smalli 22.39
BC-5LA... 15.99 BC-10LA 18.49
BC-20LA.. 20.49 BC-30LA 22.39
BC-60LA 29.95 BC-90LA 46.95

maxell.
BO Certified 8mm High -Grade

P6-60 FIG 130 4.99 P6-120 FIG BO 6.49

BO Certified HI -13 Metal GmMettes

P6-60 HM 80 6.49 P6-120 HM 80 .... .8.49

PA PLUS Expitaidal Via

T-30 Plus ... 2.59
1-90 Plus 2.69 T-120 Plus. 2.79

Mn-PLUS Expitaxlal VIM DPW

HGXT-60 Plus HGXT-120 Plus 3.79

la Broadcast Quality EspltaxIal VHS (Box)
T-30 BO .. 5.49 1-60 80 .. 5.99
T-120 BO 6.39

BO Certified Professional 9 -VIM Do Box)
ST -31 60 6.49 ST -62 80 6 99
ST -126 80............_.._..7.69 ST -182 B0..........._....14.99

RCA 3/4" Nigh Grade w/Albors 8. Slows
KCS-10 FIG (mini) ..... 6.99 KCS-20 FIG (mini) 7.69
KCA-5 FIG 7.29 KCA-10 HG .8.29
KCA-20 HG 8.99 KCA-30 HG 9.49

RCA 3/4" Broadcast WAlboat & Sleeve

KCS-10 80 (min, 7.49 KCS-20 80 In, 8.49
KCA-5 BO.. 7.69 KCA-10 BO. 8.29
KCA-20 BO 8.99 KCA-30 BO 9.99

SONY
HI -B Professional Metal Video Cassettes

P6-30 HMPX 5.99 P6-30 HMEX 8.49
P6-60 HMPX 8.59 P6-60 HMEX 11.99
P6-120HMPX 11.69 P6-120HMEX 15.99

PR Series Professional Grade VHS
T-30PR 2.49 7-60PR 2.79 / 120PR 3.29

PM Series Premier Grade Professional VHS
T-30PM 3.49 2-60PM 4.09 11201'M 4.99

BA Series Premier HI -Grade Broadcast VHS (In Box)

T-30BA .. 3.79 I 60BA 4.29 1-1206A 5.29
MO Master Quality S -VHS Iln Box)

MOST -60 8.19 MOST -120 8.59

MU 3/4" U.matic Broadcast Standard lie Box)
KCS-10 BRS (moo 7.99 KCS-20 BRS r mini) 8.69
KCA-10 BRS 7.89 KCA-20 BRS 8.39
KCA-30 BRS 9.29 KCA-60 BRS 12.99

na 3/4" U-matic Broadcast Maslow Ds Bea)
KCS-10 XBR (mini) 8.49 KCS-20 XBR 9.79
KCA-10 XBR . 8.99 KCA-20 XBR 10.29
KCA-30 XBR 11.49 KCA-60 XBR 14.99

SSP 31/4" U-matIc SP Broadcast (lie in)
KSP-S10 (mino 9.19 KSP-S20 10.69
KSP-10 9.69 KSP-20. 10.99
KSP-30 12.49 KSP-60 16.39

KT B Betacam Broadcast Standard Do Box)
BCT-5G (small) 4.99 BCT-10G (small).. 5.89
BCT-200 (small 7.39 BCT-300 (small) 9.39
BCT-50L. 9.29 BCT-1001... 10.39
BCT-20GL 11.69 BCT-3001.... 12.89
BCT-600L 23.99 BCT-90GL 30.90

OCT Metal Betacam SP Broadcast Master (Box)

BCT-5M (small)... 16.99 BCT-10M ismally. 19.29
BCT-20M (small) 21.29 EICT-30M (small) .....23.29
BCT-5ML 16.99 BCT-10M1 . 19.29
BCT-20ML 21.39 BCT-30ML 23.49
BCT-60ML 31.99 BCT-90ML......... 49.95

SA'aYO GVR-S950
S -VHS Single Frame Recording VCR

 Single -Frame Animation Controller eliminates the need for separate or i 
computer plug-in animation controllers. Industry -standard protocols, make
It compatible with most popular granitic and animation software packages.

 SMPTE Time Code Generator and Realer with Built -In Drop and Non -Drop
Frame Read/Write is fully programmable from an external computer and
resettable from the front panel.

 Video and Audio Switcher with Two independent Video and Audio Channels Each video channel contains both ccmpcsite and
S -Video inputs. Each audio channel contains two linear and two Hi -Fr inputs Switching can be performed eithe- marually, or
under RS232 or RS422 control. Videoand audio channels are switched independently letting you perform break -away edits.

 Auto -Sensing Single RS422/RS232 Input eliminates the need far optional extemal interfaces. Interface requirements Are automati-
cally sensed and adjusted within the recorder.

 Input and Playback Video Processing allows adjustments to the video level al the incoming clonal. Signal levels aid hue can be
adjusted during playback.

BTS
Broadcast Television Systems

Betacam SP -2000 PRO Series
PBC 2600 Player

 Superior picture quality to any other professional system.
 Brings virtual Betacam SP quality within the budgets of pro-

fessional users.
 More than 90 minutes of playback time using L -size Metal or

Oxide cassettes,
 High-speed picture search provides recognizable color pic-

tures at up to 10 times normal speed .n forward and reverse
(24 times normal speed in monochrome)

 Two longitudinal audio channels with Dolby C -type NR
(Noise Reduction) system

 Equipped with RS -422 9 -pin serial interface which is broad-
cast standard protocol.

 Buiit-in Time Base Corrector with advanced high quality digi-
tal dropout compensator

 Optional BYR-50 provides remote control of the TBC.
 Built-in LTCNITC/User Bits reader, and character generator
 User friendly dial menu operation, enhanced serviceability

with built-in self diagnostics
 Y/R - V/B-V component signal output, via BNC or 12 -pin

Betacam DUB connectors. Also has S -Video output.
 Optional BKW-2020 provides U-matic DUB output capability.

PBC 2650 Player with
Dynamic Tracking (CT)

Same as PSC-2600 plus-
 Dynamic Tracking (DT) provides broadcast queen, noiseless

playback within -1 to .3 times normal speed

PBC 2800 Player/Recotder
Same as PSC-2600 plus-
 Btlt-in comprehensive editing facilities
 Dynamic Motion Control with memory provides dew motion

editing capability (when used with a player VTR equ pped
with DT function)

 More than 90 minutes of recording/playback time using
L -size Metal (for both recording anc playback) a Chode (for
playback only) cassettes.

 Buitt-in LTCNITC/User Bits generator and reader, also built-
in character generator

 Y/R - V/5 -Y component signal inputs and outputs via BNC or
12 -pin Beacom DUB connectors. Also has S -Video input and
output.

SONY
PROFESSIONAL S -VHS SYSTEM

SVP-9000 S -VHS Player

, 41111.4
,.

SVO-9600 S -VHS Player/Recorder

.r::P511,111r

caw

The SVP-9000 S -VHS player and SVO-9600 recorder are designed as multi -purpose machines with the use
of various optical interlace boards. By selecting one or more of a particular board, they become dedicated
machines for satellite recording, office viewing, video library, sports analysis and editing. At the same time,
they adhere to Sonya professional VTR concept of reliable mechanism, rigid construction and earar opera-
tion, ensuring reliable and reliable operation In the industrial and professional environment.

They both feature:  Automatic repeat and automatic rewind can beaccsm-
 Using the S -VHS format, they deliver superb picture play- plished with programmed operation.

 There is a TIMER switch for either REC or PLAY (SWP-
9000 PLAY only) when selected automatically executes the
selected mode when the power is turned on. Ibis is very
useful far unattended operation such as satellSa recording.

 Auto head cleaner - each time a cassette is loaded or
ejected, a cleaning roller automatically passes overthe
video/FM audio heads removing tape residue and provid-
ing preventive care of the tape heads.

The SVO-9600 features sensor recording. When video sig-

back and recording. With newly developed Digital Y/C sec -
orator maintained picture quality even in composite.

 Newly developed video cross talk canceller eliminates color
blur providing more accurate color and sharper images.

 Four channel audio system - Two Hi-fi with a dynamic
range of 90dB and two linear channels with Dolby NR.

 Two direct -drive reel motors provids rapid response and
smooth operations. Mode transitions such as STOP to REC,
FAST FWD to PLAY, STOP to REWIND are instantaneous.

"Picture search from -10 to .10 times normal speed. nals are input. it automatically stain recording
SYNC IN for synchronizing with other video sources  19' EIA rack mountable plus adjustable front ctintrils.

Optional Interlace Cards:
sysimoo 33 -pin interface board glows remote control of basic VTR functions.
 SVBK-120 RS -232 interlace board allows for machine control from a computer.
 SVBK-140 RS -422 interlace board allows either machine to be configured into any professional system.
 SVBK-150 Digital Noise Reducer board reduces jitter. noise and Y/C delay and provides clear, crisp still frames.
 SMIK-180 SMPTE Time Code interface board (can only be used with SVEK-140 board).

NEWTEK VIDEO TOASTER 4000

Production SwItcher
Luminance Inner
Frame Grabber/Frame Store

ChromaFX Color Processor
Digital Video Effects
Character Generator

TosaterPalr 1
Dual Frame Buffers Gannet,
/*twine 20

NovaBlox
VIDEO PROCESSING SYSTEM

The NomBlox Video Processing System is comprised of
individual function modules called NovaCards. The range of
NovaCaid modules includes time base correctors, frame
synchronizers, sync generators. encoders, decoders,
transcoalers, distribution amplifiers and routing switchers.
NovaCards have the flexibility of plugging into either a com-
puter or one of four NovaChassis that hold from one to 15
module,. NovaCards fit into an IBM or compatible expan-
sion slot including Amiga. Most of the NovaCards utilize
RS -232 serial dale for operational control and include DOS,
Windows, and Amiga software. For desktop and portable
applications. the C -2B chassis hold two cards. There is also
the C-4 single rackmount chassis that accommodates up to
four NovaCards and the three rack C-15 NovaFrame, which
features 15 slots. To provide operational control when
using one of the NovaChassis there are two NovaTrol Serial
Control Jnits to choose from. They provide LCD status dis-
play with four button operation or the NovaTroV2 which has
enhanced operation with dedicated function controls and
LCD stains display.

0.2/1

C-4

C-15

NOVAMATE TBC/Freme Synchronizer
One of The NovaCard modules of the NovaBlox system. the
NovaMate is a unique TBC/Frame Synchronizer that satis-
fies a wfte range of VCR signal correction and video inter-
face requirements from desktop video to satellite systems.
NovaMide plugs directly into a computer or one of several
chassis -configurations. Control is performed either by soft-
ware or NovaTrol control units. The flexibility of its modular
design and microprocessor control plus its superior quality
make NavaMate the ideal alternative to stand-alone and
computer based TBCs.

WE CARRY ALL OTHER NOVACARDS:

ENCODERS, DECODERS, TRMISCODERS,

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS AND ROUTING SWITCHERS

HOR5ITA0
BSO-

Blackburst/Sync/Tone Generator
The BSC-50 provides an economical means for generating
the moo common RS -170A video timing signals used to
operate various video switchers, effects generators, TBCs.
VCRs. c.,meras and video edit controllers.
 6 BNC video/pulse outputs
 Now available: 6 blackburst. 4 sync, 2 subcarrier
 Each sync output individually settable for composite sync,

composite blanking, H -drive, or V -drive.
 Separate buffer for each output -maximum signal isolation
 1KHz, OdB sinewave audio tone output, locked to video
 Outputs can easily be configured to meet

specific user and equipment needs '289

CSO-50
Color Bar/Sync/ Tone Generator
 Generates full/SMPTE color bars, blackburst and com-

posite -sync signals.
 Built-il timer can automatically switch video output from

color tars to color black after 30 or 60 seconds. Easy and
convenient for producing tape leaders and striping tapes
with color bars and black.

 Front aanel selection of Lull -field or SMPTE color bar pat-
terns rt colorblack (blackburst) video output.

 Includes crystal -controlled. 1st z, OdB audio tone output.
 Outputs: video, sync, ref frame, 1 KHz, OdB
 Audio tone switches to silence and color bars change to

black when using 30/60 second timer
 Fully FS -170A SC/H phased and always correct.

No ad ostment required

WE STOCK THE FULL LINE OF
MORITA PRODUCTS INCLUDING:

WO -SO - Window Dub Inserter
To -SO - Generator/Inserter

TAG -50 - Generator/Inserter/Search Speed Reader
TRO-SOPC - Has all of the above plus RS -232 control.
VO-50 -VITC Generator, LTC-VITC Translator

VL--50 - VITC-To.LTC Translator
VLTttoPC - VITC-To-LTC Translator / 95.239 Control

- HIB (EVO.9800)9850)TC to LTC Translator
T341-50 - NTSC Test Signal Generator
SC7-50 - Serial Control Tiller "Industrial" CG,

Time -Date Stamp, Time Code Captioning
SAG -SO - Sale Area. Convergence Pattern and

Oscilloscope Line Trigger and Generator

ALL VIDEO COMES WITH A SEVEN-DAY SATISFACTION MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
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RUSH AND OVERNIGHT
SERVICE AVILABLE

NRC4
970 Power -MAX

The 970 Power -MAX is
designed for power-hungry
professionals who have
high -current draw situa-
tions and long run times.

-Highest capacity quick -charge capable 12 Volt 14 -AMP sin-
tered nicad power pack (removable).

 Rugged high-grade, black leather belt case; chassis assem-
bly with dual 3 -pin XLR inputs for pack interchange without
shutdown.

 2,500 -cycle cell life provides lowest cost per cycle.
Microprocessor -controlled 5 -step multi -colored power
indicator display.

Belt with cellpack weighs a comfortable 7.5 lbs.
Charge in little over two hours with the optional 650 -III

Intelliquick Fast charger.
Dual outputs allow simultaneous powering of two devices

leg. camera and light). Output configurations include ciga-
rette lighter and 4 -pin XLR in any combination.

 Includes Power -MAX belt and power chassis, 14 -amp cell
pack in 12V or 13.2 volt configuration, model 600
overnight charger, comprehensive owner's manual. Fits
waist size 29"-44".

VARI-LITE PRO
Professional DC On -Camera Light

Thanks to on -board control IC's using NRG's Light -Gate
technology, light intensity can be infinitely adjusted by the
user within a range of 10% to
100% of the lamp's rated
power. You can instantly
adjust light output to exactly
meet changing light require-
ments, all without changing
hot bulbs or fussing with power
rabbit diffusion fitters. Best of all.
the Vali-Light Pro virtually eliminates
color shift and dramatically conserves
precious battery power by using only the
power required for the selected light level.
Accomodates bulbs from 20W to 100W DC.
 Prismatic Pyrex dispersion grid provides smooth even light

ouput and reduced glare without changing light intensity.
 Sturdy all -metal click

ratchet action. Eliminates shake during action shooting.
 Front retainer assembly pops off for instant bulb access
without the bother of screws.

 Rugged milled aluminum light head disperses heat and
provides years of service under adverse conditions.

Power Station Series

Designed to replace expensive original -manufacture AC power
supplies, the affordable Power Stations deliver precisely -reg-
ulated 12 -volt DC power from AC sources worldwide. High -
current capability allows for powering not only large cam-
corders. dockables, decks, and cameras, but lights, monitors,
and other high draw 12 -von equipment as well.
The stations provide up to 9 amps of precisely regulated DC
power eliminating the need for battery power in stationary
applications where an AC source is available. The Power
Stations exceeds all original manufacturer performance spec-
ifications.
 Available in different configurations: The 12560 features a

single cigarette or 4 -pin output and up to 5 amps of out-
put current. The 129100 features dual outputs in any com-
bination of cigarette or 4 -pin and 9 amps of output current
capability.

Festinew
 High -current output
 Worldwide voltage selection
 Rugged steel case

 4 -pin or
cigarette lighter outputs

 Lighted power switch

Power Station -2 Series
Just plug the
PowerStation-2 into
any AC outlet in the
world and out comes
perfectly regulated
12 -volt DC power
through four 4 -pin XLR connectors and one cigarette lighter
connector. It uses an advanced pulse -width -modulated
power supply which allows for ultra -light weight and small
size . It operates with little heat even at full output. The
PowerStation-2 is the ultimate multiple -output professional
power source for cameras, decks, lights, monitors, and a
host of other video accessories.
 85-264 volts worldwide auto -adjusting input (just plug in).
 Supply is fully protected from overcurrent.
 Ultra -light weight - under 3 lb.
 Outstanding 300,000 hour mean time between failure is

far in excess of any other manufacturer.
 Ultra -efficient PWM regulation generates far less heat than

linear type supplies.
 Provides the ultimate in performance and reliability in a

universally compatible and compact package.

Panasonic
Broadcast &Television Systems

WV -F500
3-CCD Digital Processing Camera

 Three 1/2" high sensitivity 380,000 pixel CCDs with on -chip optics, plus
precision f1.4 high resolution prism deliver 700 lines of horizontal resolu-
tion and excellent signal-to-noise ratio of 60dB.

 Achieves a sensitivity of f8.0 at 2690 lux and minimum object illumination
is 4 lux at 11.4 with +24dB gain

 Emmy Award -winning Digital Signal Processing DSP technology:
- Dark Detail Circuit enhances contours under varying lighting conditions.

Uses luminance sensitive algorithms to determine the optimum degree of
enhancement in dark areas of the picture without altering the brightness of other areas in the picture. Enhances contours
of objects as fine as strands of human hair, even under challenging lighting conditions.

- Chrome Detail compensates for poor resolution in high chroma areas of the picture. Provides a wide dynamic range
image with clear reproduction in the chroma area.

- 2 -Dimensional Low Pass Filter reduces cross -color caused by high level brightness signals mixing irto the sub -carrier.
Reproduces fine stripes and lattice patterns with a minimum of color blur.

- Highlight compression circuit expands the dynamic range of highlighted areas and prevents halation. Produces detailed
images when viewed against a bright backlight or daylight.

 The WV -F500 features detail enhancement through 5 stages of switching: Two levels of hand switching (High and Low)
and two levels of details switching within each of the bands. And for further flexibility, the detail enhancement circuit can
be turned off when shooting dose -ups, special graphics or scenes in low light.

 Switchable R -Y, B -Y, or Y/C system allows direct docking to S -VHS and MII VCRs
 To further enhance operational speed and flexibility, a total of five easy to use Scene File modes are available.
- Scene File One is the Standard Mode which sets the WV -F500 to adjust to studio lighting.
- Scene File Two is the Illuminance Mode, which provides for different shades of black to be reproduced clearly in dark

locations without requiring lighting alterations.
- Scene File Three is the Fluorescent Mode, because under fluorescent lighting conditions certain color hies tend to be repro-

duced slightly in the blue spectrum. When switching on Scene File Three, these hues are adjusted while using the white bal-

ance to provide natural tones.
- Scene Files Four and Five are the User Modes for flexible data setting. Twenty different digital adjustments can be set

including gamma, knee -point, chroma detail, detail, matrix and shading. Individual settings are available for 11 of the 20
items at gains of OdB, +9dB, +18dB and +24dB. These digital adjustments also allow the WV -F500 to be matched to
other color cameras in a studio environment for quick set-ups.

 WV-P5003-CCD color camera
DS5050  WV-VF40 1S" viewfinder

S -VHS Dockable Package:  Canon 13:1 servo zoom lens
 WV-MH500 mid holder

 AG -7450A S -VHS VCR
 WV-OKT700S Docking Kit
 WV-CC500 system case
 WV-OT700 tripod adapter

WJ-MX50 Digital A/1/ Mixer
 Four Input switcher and any two sources can be routed to the

program busses
 Two -channel digital frame synchronization permits special effects

r in each of the NB busses.
 Combination of 7 basic patterns and other effects creates 287

wipe patterns.
 External edit control input for RS -232 or RS -422 serial controls.

Also has GPI Input.
 Wipe boundary effects: soft/border (bold, 8 back colors available)
 Digital effects including strobe, still, mosaic, negative/positive,

paint, monochrome, strobe, trail, and AV synchro
 Real -Time compression - the entire source image is compressed inside a wipe pattern
 "Scene Grabber" makes it possible to move a pattern, upholding the initially trimmed -in picture integrity.
 Non Additive Mix (NAM): selects between A and B sources, passing only the signal with the highest luminance value.
 Fade-in and fade-out video, audio, titles individually or synchronously faded.
 Down stream keyer with selectable sources from character generator or external camera.
 Incorporates 8 separate memories that enable virtually instant recall of frequently used effects
 8 preset effects include: Mosaic Mix, Position Stream, Corkscrew, Bounce, Flip, Shutter, Vibrate, and Satellite.
 Audio mixing capability of 5 sources with 5 audio level adjustments.

AG-7650H/AG-7750H
S -VHS Player / S -VHS Edit VCR
Editing machines truly designed for professionals 1.

 Built-in Digital 3-Dimsional type, full field (262.5 line) Time tt 
Base Corrector eliminates even small amounts of jitter, skew, .....
head impact error, and color blurring. The precise time base
correction is invaluable for A/B roll editing, maintaining high
picture quality through multiple generations.Also provides full ......
field drop -out compensation. oo Laminated amorphous video heads that provide higher magnetic 4,, ar.961_0

-coercivity than conventional ferrite heads. The expanded color -
signal frequency response from the amorphous heads minimizes
color blurring and noticeably improves color reproduction.

 'Logical' comb filter featuring an advanced 3 -line delay line system, enables a huge improvement in crosstalk cancel-
lation during playback. The result is significantly higher picture quality, with reduced color and luminance blurting.

 High -precision aluminum die-cast chassis and extra large impedance roller assures exceptionally stable transport.
 Advanced Al capstan servo control provides for high speed search at 32x normal speed.
 Built-in RS -422A 9 -pin serial interface - the standard control protocol for professional broadcast components.
 Both machines provide two Hi-Fi stereo audio channels with a dynamic range of 90d8 plus two linear audio channels

with Dolby NR(Noise Reduction). Each audio channel has Its own input and output with separate individual channel
level setting capability.

 Professional 7 -pin dub output (AG -7650H) and 7 -pin dub input and output (AG -7750H) help to keep the quality of
your images during editing. The AG -7750H features manual adjustment of video recording level.

 Optional AG -F700 Time Code Reader/Generator Card lets you perform LTCNITC (LongitudinalNertical Interval)
recording and playback for high -precision time code editing. The AG -7750H edits with VITC on one of its audio
channels.

LEADER
Model 5850C

Vectorseepe
An ideal companion for the 5860C Waveform Monitor,
the 5850C adds simultaneous side -by -side waveform
and vector monitoring. Featured is an electronically -gen-
erated vector scale that precludes the need for fussy
centering adjustments and eases phase adjustments
from relatively long viewing distances. Provision is made
for selecting the phase reference from either (A or B)
inputs or a separate external timing reference.

Model 5860C
Waveform Monitor

A two -input waveform monitor, the 5860C features 1H, 10,
2H, 2V, 1 us/div and 2V MAG time bases as well as vertical
amplifier response choices of flat, IRE (low pass), chroma
and DIF-STEP. The latter facilitates easy checks of lumi-
nance linearity using the staircase signal. A PIX MON output
jack feeds observed (A or B) signals to a picture monitor,
and the unit accepts an external sync reference. Built-in cali-
brator and on -off control of the DC restorer is also provided.

RNA

Model 5864A
Waveform Monitor

A fully portable waveform monitor for field use, the
Model 5864A is a two -channel unit that provides 2H and
2V sweeps with MAG, FLAT and IRE response, and nor-
mal and X4 gain.

Model 5854
Veeterscope

2 -channel portable vectorscope is ideal for field use and
features A and B phase reference, fixed and variable
gain. Both units shown with optional battery holder and
NP -1 type battery.

MAGNI
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MM -400
 The MM -400 is a combination waveform and vector

monitor especially configured for the cost-conscious
producer. A low-cost alternative to CRT -based wave-
form monitoring the MM -400 produces a video picture
of the input signal's waveform and displays it on any
video monitor. It provides a simple, affordable and
accurate way to set camera levels before a shoot, or to
check time base correctors and color fidelity in editing.
Problems like hue shift, smearing, muddy contrast and
loss of detail are easily identified for correction.

FEATURES:
 Converts waveform or vector display information into a

standard video signal which can be displayed on a
video monitor or routed around a video facility. no
need for additional expensive monitors. Switch
between pictures and waveforms at the push of a but-
ton.

 Incorporates an advanced SC/H phase and color frame
indicator that is a must for editing and post production.
At a glance it tells you if a signal's subcarrier-to- hori-
zontal phase is properly adjusted and if the signal's
color frame matches the house black burst connected
to the MM -400 external reference input.

 Works anywhere and with any analog video format-
NTSC, PAL, Component or S -Video. It has automatic
detection between NTSC and PAL formats.

 Three loop -through inputs can accept three composite
signals or one component, or RGB signal

 No complex displays or special test signals are
required for component video monitoring

 Interchannel timing and amplitude display make com-
ponent analog monitoring easy. has color bar limit
markings for Betacam, M -I1 and SMPTE formats.

 Waveform and vectorscope controls, including chan-
nel, sweep speed, position control, phase rotation are
on easy -to -see dedicated pushbuttons.

 Besides instant toggling between picture and wave-
form, a mix mode combines waveform and picture dis-
plays for simultaneous viewing.

 The MM -400 can be readily used by even novice opera-
tors. It has easy -to- understand set-up menus for dis-
play color, Interchannel timing, SC/H phase alarm.

 Usable in any video facility of any size for displaying
signals. Its low cost makes it affordable by the smallest
studio, while its features and performance make It ideal
for monitoring in high -end facilities as well.

WE ARE AUTHORIZED PANASONIC INDUSTRIAL VIDEO DEALERS. ALL PANASONIC VIDEO INCLUDE ONE YEAR USA WARRANTY OW PARTS AND LABOR.
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UHF wireless system
By Telex Communications, Inc.

 FMR-450: a high-performance, broad-
cast -quality UHF wireless mic system that
operates from 524MHz to 746MHz (UHF
TV channels 23-60); operates up to 50
simultaneous systems using hand-held
or beltpack transmitters without com-
promising operating range or audio qual-
ity; features Pos-i-Squelch II true diversi-
ty circuitry and specially matched lb -
wave collinear ground independent an-
tenna system; receiver features RF, audio
and diversity LED indicators.

Circle (364) on Reply Card

Test instruments
By Leader Instrument Corporation
 Model 5836A: a multichannel audio
monitor that displays surround -sound
image in several formats and accepts up

New Products

to five channels for left/center/right/sur-
round. and left/center/right/left-surround/
right -surround systems; on -screen displays
include level readouts in the X -Y mode,
and electronically generated graticules
for X -Y and surround -sound imaging.
 Model 408: a multiformat video/sync
test generator; adds 4.5MHz sound to the
composite video outputs to simulate the
common routing method of routing vid-
eo and sound; provides baseband and RF
outputs from 30MHz to 900MHz; pro-
grammed for broadcast and cable chan-
nels; 27 test patterns include multiburst,
video sweep, modulated stairstep and
SMPTE bars.

Circle (365) on Reply Card

LED light bars
By Lumex Opto/Components Inc.

LED light bars: provide near perfect
uniformity of light without light leakage
to adjoining bars; each bar uses two to
eight individually driven chips on a PC
board; available in seven sizes ranging
from 5x1Omm to 10x2Omm; power re-

quirements range from 10 to 20 milli -
amps per chip with typical forward volt-
age of 2.1V (Vf) per chip.

Circle (366) on Reply Card

Disk recorders
By Recognition Concepts, Inc.
 RCI Video Disk Recorder a series of
digital video disk recorders with timeline
capabilities; provides random access to
video frames or sequences; the 24 -hour
event list is programmed with up to 64k
operations, such as cue, play and record;
event list is executed in synchrony with a
24 -hour master timeline clock.

Circle (367) on Reply Card

Solvent -filled pen
By Hub Material Company
 TidyPen: spill -proof, felt-tip marker that
dispenses tiny, measured amounts of Bio-
act EC -7M solvent, a biodegradable,
ozone -safe, citrus terpene cleaner; re-
moves fluxes, ionics, greases, oils and
many adhesives; leaves no residue.

Circle (368) on Reply Card

Insulation displacement
connector
By Neutrik USA Inc.
 XY Series: 1DC contacts are constructed
as a double U -element providing four gas-
tight and reliable contact points accept-
ing a range of wire cross sections of
AWG24-AWG26; no soldering or tools are
required for assembly.

Circle (369) on Reply Card

Continued on page 84

The Gallery
Frezzi

Denon's DN-990R MD Cart' Recorder/Player and DN-980F MD Cart

Player give you 74 minutes of digital, re -recordable stereo sound on an

MD Cart-with features, performance and dependability that reflect

Denon's leadership in broadcast digital audio.

Demo Electronics Division of Denon Corporation (USA)

222New Road, Parsippany. New Jersey 070541201)575-7810 The first name in digital audio.

Circle (54) on Reply Card

DENON

The Frezzolini NP Bracket system is an external
battery holder designed to attach to the Sony
NP battery box. When the Frezzolini NP
Bracket is attached, it enables a second NP
battery to be mounted on the camera for pow-
ering a Frezzi Mini -Fill light. The advantage of
this system is to allow the use of NP batteries
to power both your light and camera without a
side battery pack or external cables getting in
the way. NP batteries are lightweight and rela-
tively inexpensive. With the NP Bracket
attached, the camera will easily fit into its car-
rying case. The Frezzolini NP Bracket system
is a perfect choice for camera operators to fully
utilize their originally supplied equipment by
adding the Frezzi Mini -Fill quickly at mini-
mum effort and cost.

Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 5 Valley Street Hawthorne, NJ 07506
201-427-1160  Fa x 201-427-0934Ord ers 800-345-1030

Circle (55) on Reply Card
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New Products

the -minute, detailed graphics with their
existing graphics computers.
 UltraGraphix-32 Weather System: in-
cludes full -resolution 32 -bit graphics,
three digital video channels, real-time
video playback, 2 -D/3 -D animation, loop-
ing, NTSC/PAL output, 3-D font charac-
ter generator, and full -featured paint/art
production; uses Accu-Weather's pro-
prietary InfoNavigation capability.

Circle (361) on Reply Card

Digital video analyzing tool
By Advanced Audio Visual Systems/
Sencore

 S310 Digital Video Analyzer:a modular
test system that performs real-time, on-
line testing of all digital video signals to
ensure that they conform to all interna-
tional standards (CCIR 601, 656, SMPTE
259M, 244M); fully compatible with serial
and parallel signals and can be used with
525- or 625 -line systems; some of the
tests include direct read out of jitter,
levels, errors in the TRS, reserved codes
in active video, bit activity, clock/data
skew, presence of non -recommended vid-
eo levels.

Circle (362) on Reply Card

Digital compositing
system
By Parallax Graphics Systems

AirApt
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 ADVANCE: a resolution independent
digital compositing, non-linear editing
and effects system; works with an un-
limited number of clips at any resolu-
tion or color depth; supports free
combination of clips from different
formats offering full re -sizing and re -
timing and allows complex multistage
processing in a single pass.

Circle (363) on Reply Card

The Series 2Model SX-23
Digital Audio Processor

ISO MPEG/MUSICAM Coding
AES'EBU/SPDIF Digital li0
Balanced Analog I/O
90 dB. Broadcast Quality

We've Made It

Perfectly

Clear.
The most advanced, innovative and

best sounding digital audio boards
come from Antex. That's why they're

preferred by OEMs and integrators
worldwide for broadcast, recording and

multimedia applications.
Multiple compression formats - ISO/MPEG/MUSICAM

Dolby AC -2, CD-ROM XA, MS ADPCM, IMA

 AES/EBU/SPDIF Digital I/O

 Balanced analog I/O

 Programmable floating point DSP

 Olboard EEPROM for software security

 16 -bit stereo, 64x oversampling Sigma Delta

 High-level DOS/Windows drivers

 Dual -device and multiple adapters

 Wavetable synthesis

 SCSI/MIDI interfaces

ANTEX
digital

AUDIO
The difference is clear.

800/ 338-4231  310/532-3092  FAX 310/532-8509
16100 South Figueroa Street, Gardena, California USA 90248

Circle (52) on Reply Card

Coaxial Cable Stripper
FOR CANARE 75Q BNC CRIMP PLUGS

15 Second Quick
...

'---i.
07

Insert end of cable into
the stripper

Rotate the stripper

MODEL SELECTION

Model CANARE Cable Others

TS -4C LV-61S RG-59B/U

TS -5C LV-77S 8281

Press down lever and Peel off jacket & you're
pull out cable. ready to crimp!

Ef/.7./z-f.A.
511 5th ST., UNIT G SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340
PHONE (818) 365-2446 FAX (818) 365-0479
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Distribution amplifier/
equalizer
By Matthey
Electronics
 CS589: com-
bines a distribu-
tion amplifier
with a standard
video bandwidth
cable equalizer;
suitable for re-
mote broadcast-
ing locations.

Circle (357) on Reply Card

New Products

Tower monitor
By Remote Monitoring of America
 RemoteLlNQ ITM 100: detects and re-
sponds to tower light and site power
outages, temperature variance in shel-
ters or radio racks, and unauthorized
intrusions; based on a forward and re-
flected power monitor that plugs in -line
into a tower's antenna cable using stan-
dard "N connectors"; features battery
backup and protects data and program
integrity during power outages; protect-
ed operation in RF environment.

Circle (358) on Reply Card

bvs DATA TRANSMISSION
IN VERTICAL BLANKING

YouR
vsi T°

WORK-
VBI 232 Encoder / Decoder board plugs into
LEITCH or GRASS VALLEY GROUP DA frames.

The VBI 232 allows any RS232 data to be transparently
inserted and recovered from a user selectable line in the
vertical blanking interval of a baseband video signal
- THINK OF THE POSSIBILITIES!

broadcast video systems ltd.
40 West Wilmot St., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1 H8

Telephone:(905)764-1584 Fax:(905)764-7438

Circle (50) on Reply Card

9.5" x 2.5" x 1"

-LYE_"

Control 10
latching relays and
check 10 logic -level inputs
from any touch-tone phone. User
determined access code. Just $339.00

Remote Control
By Telephone

A

COHEX SYSTEMS 11111
P.O. Box 1342 Bellingham, WA 98227

1-800-645-1061

Circle (51) on Reply Card

Catalog
By SSAC Inc
 In Stock Controls Catalog:
32 -page catalog
featuring time de-
lay relays, encap-
sulated timing
modules, univer-
sal timers, alter-
nating relays, 3 -
phase voltage
monitors, current
sensors, and ac-
cessories.

Circle (359) on Reply Card

Digital audio workstation
By Digital Audio Research

 SoundStation Gold: a complete, inte-
grated production center comprised of
an assignable, dynamic automated mix
controller, a dedicated edit control con-
sole and an enhanced processing unit,
which contains both hard and optical
disk storage facilities; available in 8- and
16 -channel versions; provides a record-
ing capacity of up to 22 track -hours on
hard disk, with removable, dual -density
optical disks for instant project playback
and easy media exchange between DAR
and other workstations.

Circle (360) on Reply Card

Weather system products
By Accu-Weather

 NEXRAD Doppler Radar: 17 real-time
products available for each of 40 radar
sites; allows TV stations to receive up -to -
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Editing system and digital
video effects system
By Grass Valley

 Sabre 4100S: editing system that uti-
lizes the Silicon Graphics Indy desktop
workstation; features Power Panel con-
trol panel, a marks cache, two live video
input windows; and the PixLine edit dis-
play.

 Krystal 4300: a digital video effects
system; features partial keyframes, great-
er display bandwidth, proprietary filter-
ing techniques, new light sourcing capa-
bilities. Owners of Kaleidoscope chan-
nels will be able to extend their useful life
by placing them in a "pool" of Krystal
channels.

Circle (350) on Reply Card

Automatic feedback controller
By Sabine

 FBX-1802: two -channel upgrade of the
FBX-900 Feedback Exterminator; auto-
matically senses feedback, determines
its frequency, and places a narrow notch
filter to cancel only the feedback; offers
nine filters per channel; user can lock the
filters to prevent the filters from going
deeper.

Circle (351) on Reply Card

New Products

Serial component digital switcher
By Thomson Broadcast
 9200: a high-level component digital
switcher with 10 -bit processing; features
M/E or multilayer mode, key or video
framestore, double transition, level cor-
rection, source memory, Mem Box with
keyframes and sequences, timeline man-
agement, 6 auxiliary video or key buses,
and DVE control.

Circle (352) on Reply Card

Real-time digital video
disk recorder
By Sierra Design Labs

 QUICK -FRAME EX: a high -end compo-
nent video storage solution for produc-
tion and post -production facilities and
computer -based animation and graphics
systems; stores just under 12 minutes of
uncompressed 8 -bit 4:2:2 component dig-
ital video in 5 t/4" of rack space; includes
VTR -compatible RS -422 control, true real-
time non-linear playback, 8/10 bit and
525/625 selectable video formats, ether-
net with TCP/IP, RSH and RCP support
and a multifunction SCSI port.

Circle (353) on Reply Card

Virtual recorder
By ASC Audio Video Corporation

 Multistandard (PAL/NTSC) Virtual Re-
corder a digital, random access storage
and retrieval system that provides audio
and video material instantly for applica-
tions designed to work with VTRs or la-
serdisk machines; records and plays vid-
eo2-channel audio, and EBU time code;
any device that interfaces with a profes-
sional VTR can use true random access
video via industry -standard RS -422 series
protocol.

Circle (354) on Reply Card

Audio measurement set/Metallic
time domain reflectometer
By Tektronix

 AM700 audio measurement set: a fully
integrated test instrument with on -board
digital capability, processing power, pro-
grammability, and rapid -access interface;
self-contained system comes with analog
and digital signal analyzers, analog and
digital generators, internal CPUs, a mono-
chrome VGA display, diskette drive and
memory.

 TV110 CableScout: a metallic time do-
main reflectometer optimized for coaxial
cable; features CATV-specific software
and settings for cable type, waveforms
and pulse widths; enhanced with a large,
high -resolution display and standard se-
rial RS -232 printer port and 640x200 pixel
LCD.

Circle (355) on Reply Card

Modular frame synchronizer
By Nova Systems, Inc.
 NovaSync3: a wide -band composite
video frame synchronizer that is part of
the NovaBlox Video Processing System;
features video AGC and serial control for
all operate, memory, system phase and
calibrate parameters; full broadcast
specifications include 5.5MHz band-
width and drift -free digital insertion of
sync and burst; Median Filter Noise Re-
ducer option eliminates noise; Four Field
option maintains constant picture.

Circle (356) on Reply Card
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Sumitomo ViewPlex-2000
real-time video signal
multiplexer

By Roy Trumbull

One constant in the changing TV envi-
ronment is the monitor wall. It was there
at the dawn of television and it's still in
use today. But with the proliferation of
specialized equipment in the control
room, the monitor wall may well be on its
way out.

Some years ago, KRON-TV needed to
use venue producers during election cov-
erage. An executive producer was used
to keep an overview of all sites while the
program was under way. The problem
was there was no place to put him where
he could get a good view of the monitor
wall.

Around 1986, consumer devices capa-
ble of compressing pictures became avail-
able. By stacking nine of them, the exec-
utive producer could be given nine pic-
tures on one monitor. The size was fixed
and there were no legends other than
those supplied by pen on strips of tape.
The arrangement did the job and is still
used, however, one problem exists. You
have to pay close attention, because if a
shot is lost, the unit will freeze last video.
As part of the setup, an audio monitoring
panel allowed the producer to hear the
audio from each site simply to verify there
was audio to go with the picture. A multi-
channel PL package allowed the produc-
ers to have their own channel. This is
being mentioned because the product
being reviewed is only a part of the an-
swer to the problem.

Unit description
The Sumitomo ViewPlex-2000 is one of

several products that have addressed
the need to permit monitoring complex
productions on one monitor. It is a rack -
mount unit with 16 normally bridging
video inputs. The input signals can be
asynchronous with respect to each other
so the unit can be fed with non -frame -
synced microwave signals. Unlike our
existing system, when a signal goes away
on the ViewPlex, it really goes away. The
rack -mount unit is controlled by a porta-
ble DOS -type computer using a 9600 baud
RS -232 port.

Trumbull is assistant chief engineer for KRON-TV, San
Francisco.

Field Report

BOOMMINI
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Performance at a glance:
 Displays up to 16 channels on
one screen simultaneously

 90 different display
configurations

 Real-time picture refresh
(30 frames/sec.)

 &color character generator
 8 -bit picture resoljtion

Multiple A/D converters and compres-
sion circuits are used to pass the signal
through to each frame memory. This
keeps the image as sharp as possible at
different compression ratios. The soft-
ware supplied with the system allows a
variety of options to be defined. There
are 40 screen formats, from a single pic-
ture up to 16 pictures, and many of the
formats permit one or more larger pic-
tures in combination with smaller pic-
tures. Which picture goes where on the
screen is decided in advance by the user.
The 40 screen templates, plus the possi-
bility of defining any picture into any
location, allows hundreds of possibilities.

Each of the inputs can be identified
with a 6 -character title entered by the
user on the computer. In addition, color
for each title can be selected. Border
colors on each screen can also be de-
fined, which might prove a useful way to
color code a complex event. One feature
probably not useful for broadcast appli-
cations was a macro mode in which a
rotation of picture patterns could be set
up. The time each remained on the screen
was programmable by the user.

Once the patterns and the arrangement
of pictures within each pattern had been
selected, the screen was given a number,
which was later used to recall the selec-
tion. It was also possible to set a power -
on default pattern. A primary concern
was how the images looked on a small
monitor, often that is all we can mount at
a working position in a control room. The
images were crisp and the CG legends
readable even on a small color monitor.
Given the distance to monitors on a tradi-
tional monitor wall, the trade-off was rea-
sonable for someone making production
decisions as opposed to a technician
checking quality.

Different applications
The multiplexer was developed for sev-

eral different applications. Used in a se-
curity system, it can be activated by
motion sensors. A terminal strip on the
back permitted sensors to call up pre-
defined pictures. In addition, an accesso-
ry panel permitted calling up 16 pre-
defined pictures. However, the accesso-
ry panel was said to be as expensive as
the DOS computer that normally con-
trols the system.

For a complex event, three of these
systems would work well in a typical con-
trol room, because several people would
need to look at different screens at the
same time. A wish list would include an
audio -follow -monitoring system activat-
ed by a touchscreen, so a producer could
hear the sound to go with the picture
without using additional pushbuttons or
rotary switches. The act of selecting a
picture could also set up the PL and IFB
circuits to the venue being monitored.
That might be accomplished with a sim-
ple tally circuit.

Getting down to specifics, the unit re-
viewed was one of the first in the country
and required an external transformer to
get the right voltage to operate. The com-
puter was running a Japanese version of
DOS and the screen would sometimes
come up in Katakanah ideographs. Given
the lack of real estate in control rooms,
being able to control the multiplexer un-
der Windows would be a big improve-
ment. That way a single computer could
be used for several concurrent tasks. In
addition, the chassis had a light rack -
mount flange on the front and no provi-
sion for mounting rack slides. The prob-
lem was mentioned to the manufacturer
because the chassis was heavy and
should be supported.

The system was certainly useful as pro-
vided, but it brought up the possibility of
additional tasks that could be stream-
lined in a control room to provide a rad-
ical departure from current practices.
Currently, the ViewPlex-2000 costs about
as much as a fully loaded monitor wall -
hopefully the economies of scale will
bring down the price.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive BEfeature for
broadcasters. Each report is prepared by the staff of a
broadcast station, production facility or consulting company.
These reports are performed by the industry and for the
industry. Manufacturer's support is limited to providing loan
equipment and aiding the author if requested. It is the
responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish the re-
sults of any device tested, positive or negative. No report
should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by
Broadcast Engineering magazine.

*For more information on the Sumitomo
Viewplex-2000, circle (330) on Reply Card.
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KHNL/KFVE master control, showing automation terminal display on monitor
at bottom of center rack. Note dedicated control panel for automation system
on counter behind QWERTY keyboard and switcher.

DIGITAL VIDEO MONITORING
Composite Serial o 10 A

Serial Monitoring
Unit-SMU-1
9 bit conversion
>58 db S/N
DP DG 1° 1%

Small and Handy

Low Power
$900 List

Panasonic
Broadcast & -television Systems Compa,ly

DIRECT SALES OFFICES

Headquarters 201-392 6593 Easterr 201-392-6590 Central 708-468-5160
Western 818-562-1501

single list at any one time, two of each device are required to
avoid conflicts if both channels call for the device simulta-
neously. Editing the device assignment list adds any device
to any list.

Accommodating last -second changes is another impor-
tant feature, especially useful in KFVE's live sports events.
The cut -and -paste list editing capability and the system's
zero -latency allow quick changes of time and sequence.

KHNL/KFVE have been on -air since September 1993 with-
out any major mishaps. The system has required some
adjustments, but because it is software -based, these chang-
es can be sent from the manufacturer to the station via
modem. Operations personnel felt comfortable with the
system after only a few days of training.

It would not have been possible to meet this consolidated
operation's business, quality and future growth obligations
without automation. This is clearly the way of the future for
broadcasting, and experience at KHNL/KFVE has delivered
proven, positive results.

Editor's note: Field reports are an exclusive BE feature for broadcasters. Each report is
prepared by the staff of a broadcast station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry and for the industry. Manufacturer's support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by
Broadcast Engineering magazine.

4 For more information on the
Louth Automation ADC -100, circle (316)

on Reply Card.

COST-EFFECTIVE PROGRAMMABLE PATCHING

Replace 16
Patchcords in a
Sim%maw oke

=--ise *nougat:loco oclontini-
111COODOC3000001:31:1DOD-.

AM -I6 SERIES PROGRAMMABLE AUDIO SWITCHER

 16x16 switching matrix, balanced inputs & outputs
IN Non-volatile storage of 100 programs
 Serial interface  Expandable to 5 levels deep
 Multi -station remote control NI Level adjustment

for each input oi Exceptional audio performance

Routing multi -channel audio and time code signals
electronically outperforms patch bays for speed and
reliability. The AM -16 allows for a variety of system
configurations in small to medium size applications
and is priced far less than any other alternative-
a complete 16 x 16 matrix for only $1,495.

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
18740 OXNARD STREET, TARZANA, CALIFORNIA 91356

PHONE 818-342-3127 FAX 818-342-4372

Circle (49) on Reply Card
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grade its automation tape product (to
Louth's Turbotape) with minor changes.

The stations currently use the single -
tape version of Turbotape, but plans call
for a switch to its multicut version soon,
in order to meet tape -library growth de-
mands. This product manages all the
media used in on -air presentation. When
new commercials are dubbed, there is no
typing needed to print barcode labels.
Prior to CPS and Turbotape, most of the
station's label problems resulted from
mistyped information. In addition to bar-
code labeling, tape identification data is
automatically encoded in user bits on

each tape and logged in a database.
Program material is screened at the

Turbotape station and segmented to al-
low for commercial break insertion. Seg-
mentation data is also included in the
dubbed tape's user bits and stored in the
database. The screening work is done off-
line by a PC workstation. Information in
the database is used by ADC -100 through-
out the compiling, recording and playout
processes.

Multichannel operation
The station's existing ATL was not suit-

able for supporting two asynchronous

Channelmatic invented
commercial insertion...

now, we'rt retolutionizing it.

1.J.300A Digital Playback Unit

Adcart/D

'1411b.7111b...

A I ART/D... The Re Gederati i n.
The first Digital Ad/Progtam Insertion System.
A Complete Compressed DIGITAL solution for

Television Automation and the new Superhighway.

1990 FIRST FULL -FEATURED AUTOMATED TAPE COMPILING/EDITING SYSTEM  1988 FIRST SATELLITE -DELIVERED

SPOT TAPE INTERCONNECT SYSTEM  1986 FIRST AUTOMATIC DUBBING INSERTION SYSTEM  1983 FIRST

RANDOM ACCESS AD INSERTION SYSTEM  1982 FIRST AND LARGEST MICROWAVE AD INTERCONNECT 

1980 FIRST MICRO -COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR CABLE 979 FIRST SEQUENTIAL AD INSERTION SYSTEM

CHANN

821 Tavern Road Ilpine, CA 91901  (619) 445-2691 Fax: (619)445-3293  800-766-7171

Circle (48) on Reply Csrd

channels direct -to -air concurrently be-
cause it could only run with a single list,
and the demands on the elevator, bins
and VTRs in complex multichannel oper-
ation would also be excessive. There-
fore, it was decided to precompile breaks
for each channel and to use the ATL as a
large tape library with the added benefit
of reduced tape handling.

Compiling is done by
the automation system
and is monitored by
the person handling

the dubbing.

Compiling is done by the automation
system and is monitored by the person
handling the dubbing. Two compile lists
running in the server precompile each
channel's schedule one day ahead of air-
ing. Each channel is compiled sequen-
tially onto 30 -minute tapes. The process
takes approximately 12 -to -14 hours a day
for both stations. The software automat-
ically compiles in the background. If a
required spot is missing, the system will
skip to the next spot leaving space for
the insert, and then return to record it
when it becomes available. The com-
piled tapes are recorded on external VTRs
under automation -system control. Be-
cause the system is frame accurate at all
times, in the event of a change, a com-
piled tape can be insert -edited without
recompiling the whole tape.

In the near future, a hard disk cache or
buffer is planned for random access, real-
time playout. This will reduce the tape
and VTR wear inherent in compiling. In-
coming spots will then be dubbed direct-
ly from their source tapes to multicut
tapes in the ATL. Active spots will be
transferred on demand to the cache,
which will be periodically refreshed with
new spots. The ATL will then hold all
commercials and promos in an archive.
(See "Disk -Based Spot Playback Systems,"
p. 49.)

In addition to the two compile lists, the
system simultaneously runs the two chan-
nels' on -air playlists and an automated
satellite record list. The latter controls
the recording of time -shifted program
material to VTRs, all under control of the
device server.

The on -air schedule logs are automati-
cally translated to machine-readable
playlists. The two lists control the real-
time activity of the 23 devices attached
to the server, 17 of which are VTRs.

A Chyron Codi and audio cart machines
are currently controlled by GPIs, but
Louth has committed to support both
systems serially in an upgrade. Because
these devices can only be attached to a
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What video professionals have been waiting for...

The .uu Matrox Studio
Nonlinear Productivity and Linear Production Power Combined

Fast random-access
nonlinear editing.
Log, trim, rearrange, split, slip, slide, cutaway with lightning
speed. Choose from the widest range of compressed video quali-
ty in the industry from preview -quality at one hour per giga-

byte to quality rivaling Betacam '" You decide.

True analog component
online production.
Don't sacrifice video quality - master from your high quality
source tapes. Pull your program into the powerful, true online,
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audio mixing, digital audio processing . .
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The NEW Matrox Studio is unique. In one system you have the
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proc amp controls; balanced audio I/0; a color -coded editing key-
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interface based on the award -winning Matrox MGA Windows
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For less.
Don't settle for so called nonlinear "online" when you can spend
less and get the productivity boost of nonlinear editing AND true
component online (price of the decks included -- no kidding!).

For more information call us today.
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or (514) 685-2630

1111111%
Matrox is a registered trademark and Matroi Studio and Matrox MGA are
trademarks of Matron Electronic Systeres Lte.
Betamp is a trademark of Sony Corporation.
Matrox Video Products dioup
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Technology News

Talking chips

By Curtis Chan

We have arrived at the age of talking
gadgets. It seems that every new toy,
learning aid, electronic game, appliance
and even computers, are talking back in
the language of your choice. At the heart
of these devices is a new breed of afford-
able speech synthesis and recognition
chips that generate speech from sam-
pled data stored in memory.

The two most popular
predictive coding

algorithms for
generating speech

are ADPCM and LPC.

Algorithms
The two most popular predictive cod-

ing algorithms for generating speech are
adaptive differential pulse code modula-
tion (ADPCM) and linear predictive cod-
ing (LPC). These algorithms compress
speech samples stored in memory while
retaining reasonably good speech quali-
ty. Speech synthesis chips also come in
different quality levels and storage ca-
pacities. Here's a look at what's new.

ADPCM
ADPCM is a variant of DPCM, which

reduces the amount of data by quantiz-
ing and encoding the differential between
speech signal samples. ADPCM adaptive-
ly changes the quantization width, de-
pending on the quantization width of the
previous differential sample. For exam-
ple, Oki Semiconductor uses ADPCM in
its chips. These chips have internal mask
ROM ranging from 128kb to 1Mb and
feature one-time programmable (OTP)
or external ROM memory. Although the
3 -bits or 4-bits/sample and variable sam-
pling rates from 4-16kHz will not suffice
for broadcast use, it is applicable to con-
sumer products. The $10 (5,000 quanti-
ty) 4 -bit MSM6379 has 512kb of OTPROM,
an internal 12 -bit D/A with low-pass filter

Chan is principal of Chan and Associates, a marketing consulting
service for audio, broadcast and post -production, Fullerton, CA.

and stores 32 seconds of speech sam-
pling at 4kHz. Other speech -processing
chips, such as the Mosel-Vitelic, based
on ADPCM have as much as 256kB of
memory and variable bit rates from 16kb/s
to 32kb/s.

LPC
Elsewhere, companies, such as TI have

endorsed the LPC scheme of coding. LPC
attempts to model the human vocal tract.
Ti's TSP50C1x chip family ($0.85 to $2.30
at 50k units) combines an 8 -bit micropro-
cessor, a speech synthesizer, ROM, RAM,
a D/A converter and I/O. In operation,
parameters are extracted from sampled
speech to create two excitation genera-
tors that model the vocal chord restric-
tions for voiced and unvoiced sounds.
The model has a gain multiplication stage
to model levels of pressure from the lungs
and a 12 -pole lattice filter that models the
shape of the oral cavity. Because speech
changes slowly, the microprocessor ac-
cesses parameter samples from memory
in frames generally 10ms to 25ms long.
The device calculates the input parame-
ters to the model as an average of the
parameters for the entire frame. The re -
suiting compressed bit rate is effectively
1.5kb/s. In the case of the ADPCM pro-
cess, LPC chip companies recommend
that external speech coding service com-
panies perform speech development for
the speech synthesis chips.

High quality and low cost
ESS Technology offers higher -quality

chips, such as the $12 ES1488, which
creates all of the speech and sound (ex-
cept music synthesis) for multimedia
boards. Moving up, ESS's $20 ES688 is a
16 -bit stereo chip featuring 44.1kHz sam-
pling for recording and playback of CD -
quality music. It runs on the ISA bus for
PCs and is powered from 3.3VDC or 5VCD.

National Semiconductor's NS32AM160/
161 chips are members of the 32 -bit se-
ries 32000/EP family of embedded sys-
tem processors. Designed for digital an-
swering machines, the $18 (10,000) chips
can also replace microcassette dictation
machines. The chip's DSP function com-
presses and decompresses data using

subband coding or LPC algorithms. The
processors can execute instructions from
on -chip or external ROM. In addition, the
chips can detect and generate DTMF
tones and provide voice recognition.

Voice recognition
New devices coming to market can also

recognize voice commands. Because
voice -recognition algorithms are more
complex than synthesis algorithms, they
require the full power of a DSP chip.

AT&T has developed dedicated speak-
er -trained voice recognizers for telecom-
munication terminals. Using ADPCM or
code -excited linear predictive plus cod-
ing, the recognizers can store compressed
speech that achieves bit rates of 5.2kb/s.
The company's latest offering, the HVP-S,
provides full -duplex operation of a cellu-
lar phone with no mic suppression. The
chip, along with two codecs, memory,
and a microcontroller, stores as many as
64 speaker -trained utterances. The chip
allows for speed dialing by voice and can
also auto -answer the phone. The price is
$20 (10,000 quantity) for the HVP-S with
ROM -coded voice recognizer software.

Finally, Vocal Inc. adds voice -recogni-
tion software to TI's TMS320C25 DSP chip
or National Semiconductor's 32000/EP
family of embedded -system processors.
The company's True Word software stores
100 utterances using a speaker -trained
DSP algorithm called Spectral Fit Coding
and compresses sampled audio data to
5kbps using a minimum squared error
fitting process.

For more information on the
following companies, circle the

appropriate number on Reply Card:

AT&T Microelectronics (306)
ESS Technology (307)
Information Storage Devices (308)
National Semiconductor Corp. (309)
Oki Semiconductor (310)
Texas Instruments (311)
Vocal Inc. (312)
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Facility automation
A new era of station automation focuses on flexibility and control.

When TV automation was first introduced.
it was seen as a competitor for jobs. Al-
though the loss of positions was seldom
mentioned by robotic and automation man-
ufacturers, it was an unspoken opinion that
camera and some control roan o)erators
could lose their positions. The new technol-
ogy was therefore, presented in coached
terms like, increased productivity Or im-
proved on -air look.
History has shown that automation was

neither the savage beast nor the savior many
thought t would be. Rather, it simply be-
came another tool that wise technical man-
agers used to improve the profitability and
on -air image of their stations.

This month's focus is on recent advances
in autoir_ation technology, especially with
respect :o spot playback. The advent of
both °Kcal and disk -based (video servers)
storage has resulted in new techniques for
advanced on -air playback system.

Tape -based automation has 'leen with us
for many years and it has proven itself to be
reliable, :ost-effective and long-lived. And
those wl:o claimed, as late as the 1993 NAB
Conventon, that tape was deac were wrong.
Tape library systems provide advantages
that are hard to match, especially when all
the overhead, ease of operation, operator
familiarity, and compatibility factors are
considered.

Also, it doesn't take a genius :o realize that
video servers are the "new kids on the
block," and have yet to prove themselves
capable of long-term, cost-effective. not to
mention, broadcast -quality service. Some
believe that combining a tape based library
system with disk- or optical -based storage is
current an effective solution far TV sta-
tions. Although only time wil. tell. comput-
er technology continues to bring exciting
new products to the broadcast industry.

This month's issue focuses en several ar-
eas where stations can improve their oper-
ations tirough automation. From robotics
to master control automation, there is a
new era of flexibility and control that is
available to stations that waist to invest in
their future.

 "Master Control Automation" page 19
 "Robotic Camera Systems" 28
 "Hybrid Tape and Disk Storage for

0o -Air Automation" .36
 "Optical Disk Storage for Spot

Automation" 44
 "Disk -Based Spot Playback Systems" 49
 "Computer vs. Video Resolution"....54
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Brad Dick, editor



Master c
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Understand the pr
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By Brad Gilmer

The Bottom Line

Speci6,hg, purchasing and ir.stilling a nastercontrol auomaf.:on system can be art
exciting experience. When tackling a large syrern integrction task, you need to
consider several things. To get started down the road to aitoniation, iffle system thct
you buy must satisfy the needs of the station operation. The first step is
stadying the existing tRa.sner c -Jr trol operation.

Any new automation must integrate smoothly
with the existing faclity. To do this effectively
requires an i itimate knowledge dhow the existing
mash r control operation wcrks Most cf us under -
shmd what tf e equipment does, hut may not under -
shind how pc ople use it. A workf ow PERT diagram
shows how people put together anumber of tasks to
form A system. Figure 1 shows a typical workflow
liagram for a simple master mond operation.
rkhen you observe the operation, ycu need to

consider these areas:
 How are programming and com-

mercials :omi3ined to make a
log?
 Where does program ma
terial =once from and how is
it prepared for air?
 How is the lc g -econciled
and how is billing done?
 How do peop e use the
3aperlogs?
 Where and how are logs
7.onvertec to :ransmissior
ists?
Simi le block liagrams car

make :1 easier to explain the
3pera-iontoothers. In addi
-ion, bey make it easier tc
dentify tte problems to be

solved.

Gilmer is polect mamagar/technology
assessment tar the Tinter Entertain-
ment Networks Atbrilla.

It is important for y 3u to understand the reasons
forautornating As the saying goes, "Any road will
get you there f you don't .now where you're
going."You shouldn't autorna:e simply for technol-
ogy's sake. Use Lie wcrkflow diagrams and conver-
sations with others tc identifs problem areas.

Ole of the main reasons stations automate s to
save money by reduc_ngstaff_reducing errorsand
improving billing accuracy. Same stations also au-
ton- ate to improve tt e on -air look, or cover coin -
me -vials on a fessi to a secondary market. Autcma-
Om can solve some of these problems, but not all of
the -n. It is more likely to improve the on -air Wok
thai to dramatically :-educe t le staff. (What if the
automation fails?)

Whatever your reasons are for automating. take a
moment to writethem down. Refer to these reasons
often and focus on the task at hand. You may find
thai automatior can lot fix the problem or the
benefits of automation do not justify the cost. If this
is tr e case, do net des? -air. Other solutions short of
automation mai be available that can fill the sta-
tion's needs.

Alternatives
If you have a :art machine. it may have all the

automation you ieed.Cart machine operating sys-
tems have been gettir g more ike automation iys-
temi over the .!..ears. If the pogram material is
prepared prope most cart machines will 14ay-
back material from a %TR outside the cart machine
and seamlessly integrate it with material played by
decks inside the cart machine.



Deliver Commercial
Tapes to Master

Control

It is be-
coming com-
mon for broad-
casters to send
more than one
feed from their facil-
ity. The primary feed
is sent to the transmit-
ter. A second feed may
go to a cable company, to
a transmitter in another
market, or to a satellite for
distribution abroad. In most
cases, the station can gain addi-
tional revenue from these second-
ary feeds by substituting commer-
cials in the primary feed with materi-
al specific to the secondary market.
Covering commercials on an outgoing
feed is a fairly complex task. Fortunately,
stations can do this without purchasing a
full-scale automation system. The relat-
ed article, "Time -Code Automation," de-
scribes a system that uses user bits to
cue a cover reel for a secondary feed.

Defining the system
Once the problems have been identi-

fied, describe what the system should do
to resolve them. Try not to say how the
system should do it, because that is the
job of the vendor. At this point, define an
ideal system without constraints. Later,
use the list to judge products from vari-
ous vendors.

Almost every automa-
tion system can con-

nect to a traffic system
and control exter-
nal devices. The

decision lies in the
details.

Most automation vendors can
supply a basic system, such as
the one shown in Figure 2. Almost
every automation system can con-
nect to a traffic system and con-
trol external devices. The deci-
sion lies in the details. Here are
some things to consider:

 What is the budget?
 What capabilities are needed?

Enter
Commercial

Order

r

Enter
Program Grids

and Timing

Edit Log

Print Log &
Deliver to

Master Control

Play Programs
& Commercials

On -Air

Send As -Run
Log to Accounting
for Reconciliation

11111
Compare Scheduled

Log to As -Run &
Correct as Needed

-1111
Send Invoices

411=10 Fs'

Figure 1. A simplified workflow PERT chart for
a typical non -automated master control system.

Deliver
Programming to
Master Control

Are there
any require-

ments, such as
automating se-

vere weather an-
nouncements or in-

tegrating with a cam-
era robotics system?

 How much redundan-
cy is affordable?

 What is the backup plan if
(when) automation fails?

 Is there a target delivery time?
 How important is it to use the

latest technology?
 Is expandability an issue in the

system?

Your list may be substantially different
from this one, which is fine. What is im-
portant is that the system is designed
before you even talk to vendors.

Work with vendors
Once you fully understand the master

control operation, it is time to call auto-
mation vendors and schedule meetings
to discuss automation. At these meet-
ings, remember that you are an expert on
what needs to be accomplished and how
the existing facility functions. It is the
vendors' job to explain how their system
works and how it will fit into the current
system.

Give the vendors the workflow and
block diagrams. Be open with them in
describing problems. Tell them about the
things that are important, such as deliv-
ery time or use of leading -edge technolo-
gy. Automation vendors will need infor-
mation to design an adequate system.
Get bids and proposed solutions from at

least three vendors.
It is important that your pro-

posals be complete. Nothing can
ruin the day like going back to
the GM for another $10,000. One
technique is to take the vendor's
block diagram and add to it, show-
ing all the connections needed.
Don't forget to also include soft-
ware connections. Identify how
each connection will be made,
who has responsibility for it, and
who will pay for it.

The master control area at TNT Latin America. Operation is semi -
automated, with VTRs under the control of the cart machine.

Document, document,
document

Once down to the last one or
two serious contenders, you
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Dana McDaniel can
tell you anything you
want to know about
broadcast automation.
But make it quick, ok?

As they say at ChicagoLand TV News,
you've got five seconds. Four. Three. Two.
Welcome to news when it happens, not
when you expect it, or have the staff to
handle it. It's broadcast on double espresso.
Where any second a producer can override
your play list and scream "Let's go live!"

So how does an Operations Supervisor
keep her sanity at 24 hour news station?
Meditation? Primal screaming? Sanka? Try
total station automation, by Louth. From the
moment it hit the air-
waves on January 1,
1993, the entire station
has been running
on Louth: ADC -100
automation, Autoscreen
media management, and
the Traffic Interface
Manager to tie it all
together. All of which
gives Dana and her
staff absolute flexibility
and control under any
conditions. From mere-
ly frantic to those
last second edits to
10,000 -event playlists.

If you're considering
broadcast automation,
talk to the people who
use Louth-like Dana.
And don't be afraid
to get right to the
point. After all, air
time is money. And
she doesn't have a
moment to waste.

A U T O M A T I O N

545 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, California 94025
(415) 329-9498 Fax: (415) 329-9530
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should closely examine the proposals.
Verify that the salesperson has included
everything discussed. Here are some
things you need to look for:

 Identify how many computers are used
and who provides them.
 Define conversion of the current log
and determine if any custom work will be
required above and beyond what is stat-
ed in the proposal.
 Determine who will provide cable and
connectors.
 If the system will have as -run reconcil-
iation, will a translation be required? If
so, how much will it cost and who will
provide it? Is the traffic system ready to
accept the reconciliation data?
 Who will provide the computer net-
working hardware, software, cabling and
installation?
 What are the installation costs? Will
someone from the factory come out to
install the system?

Be fair and impartial
as you evaluate pro-

spective vendors...and
you should only evalu-
ate existing products.

 Is operator and/or maintenance per-
sonnel training included in the price of
the system?
 What kind of warranty comes with the
system?
 Are there any software maintenance
fees, and if so, what do they cover? Are
these fees required? One more thing is to
get the system features in writing. Identi-
fy clearly what features are available now
and what features are in development
(sometimes called vaporware).

Make the decision
Once the proposals are in order, it's

time for you to select a vendor. However,
there is still some work to do. Ask for a
client list - most automation vendors
will supply one. Call the people on the
list. Speak to traffic and master control
personnel, not just engineers. Visit an
automated station if possible.

Be fair and impartial as you evaluate
prospective vendors. You should only
evaluate existing products. Do not evalu-
ate an existing system against a future
product because this is not a fair com-
parison. It is easy for a salesperson to talk
about new features, but it is much harder
for manufacturing to implement them.
This is especially the case with software -
based systems. If a company promises a
future feature that is a must -have, think
about postponing the purchase until the

Time -code automation
Using user bits

By Tony Mancari

For the past 12 months, VITC user bit
information has been used to signal switch
closures in custom automation systems at
Turner networks. For example, domestic
feed commercials in the Cartoon Latin
America feed needed to be covered with
other program material. By encoding
bumps that play before and after a break,
one operator can control two networks.

At the first video on the bump, a user bit -
controlled switch closure is used to send a
cue tone to cable operators to break away
eight seconds later. This same closure spins
the heads on the cover machine. Three
seconds later another user bit puts the
cover machine into play mode. At the end
of the bump, a bit switches opto-isolated
router heads to the playback crosspoint.
At the end of the break, a one -second black
tape is aired containing the user bit infor-
mation to switch the routers back to the
domestic feed and sending a cue tone for
the cable operators to return at the same
time. Five seconds later, a user bit record-
ed on the cover reel tells the cover ma-
chine to stop, leaving it cued for the next 5 -
second preroll command. One user bit even
sets off a sonalert in master control to
alert the operator to change the cover

reel. This system is also in use at TNT and
TNT Latin America to automatically send
the data packet for cue tones.

The custom system is installed at dub
quality control (QC) stations and the read-
ers are fed by router outputs, which en-
ables any source to be routed into the
verify station. This helps verify that each
piece on line is passing the information. In
addition, proc amps, VITS inserters, and
other equipment in the chain must be set
to pass the VITC info.

The system is designed around a VITC
reader and encoder. The reader has six
switch closures available. For more than
six functions, the switches can be encod-
ed to make up to 64 functions possible.
Modified time -code comparators are used
to give a longer contact closure to ensure
the user bit is written where desired. An
expander panel is used to write four user
bits a frame apart if needed.

To complement the time -code readers, I
designed and built a 2 -rack unit box with
encode switches to set a code to encode
the tapes and decode circuits to verify and
trip the ground closures. This one box
could be used to encode and decode the
tapes and verify and control the switch

closures. We use multiple sys-
tems at TBS for redundancy

The trick is making sure the
right lines are used to write the
VITC. For D-2, lines 12 and 14 are
used, for Betacam, lines 16 and
18 were chosen. These lines are
recoverable at jog and the user
bit info can be verified by light-
ing LEDs at a dub/verify QC sta-
tion as the bit is read.

Once the tapes are encoded, a
reader installed at the output of
the program DA allows only the
tape on air to trip a switch of the
controlled network. Whatever
is needed - play, switch a rout-
er, stop a machine or send a cue
tone - it's possible with VITC
user bits.

The dub/verify QC station in use at 773S. The time -code
encoder is located above the tape machine, the custom
2 -rack unit is below the tape machine.

Mancari is maintenance engineer for the
Turner Entertainment Networks, Atlanta.

0 For more information on
time -code equipment,
circle (412) on Reply
Card. Also see "Time -

Code Equipment" on p.
66 of the 1994 BE

Buyers Guide.

feature is available. The hazard of this, of
course, is that a wait of a few months may
turn into a year or more. If you must buy
vaporware, be sure to get a good con-
tract. Consider including non-perfor-

mance penalties if
deliver.

Another area to evaluate when compar-
ing prospective vendors is the cost of the

Continued on page 26

the vendor fails to
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Whoever said
the show must go on

never booked remote time
with our competitor.

Picture this. You're a few hours
from going on the air. Then suddenly,
somebody pays your provider a pre-
mium for your time. Which means
you're going off the air.

That can happen if you haven't
booked time with AT&T ACCUNET®
Digital Television Service.

Only AT&T ensures remote broad-
casters 100% nonpreemptible trans-
mission service at no extra charge.

With the largest all -digital, high

speed fiber optic network in the
industry, nobody ever gets bumped.

And when you book time with us,
you get AT&T quality from end -to -
end, providing you with 100%
contribution quality pictures. Our
competition often has to relay its
signals through other networks,
resulting in lost quality.

Plus, with our patented AT&T FASTAR'
restoration system, you get the supe-
rior reliability of AT&T's network.

Like to hear more? Just call
1 800 248-3632.

We'll tell you about all our advan-
tages. And how with us you'll never
be left out of the picture.

AMII: The Best intheBusiness:m

..=16.

',141M1111. -

AT&T

C 1994 AT&T



't may come as a surprise to you, but for the last
35 years these visionaries and idealists have been
congregating right here. In this quaint little setting
in the heart of the gold country. In droves.

They're electric. Eclectic. Even a bit eccentric.
Yet these video experts share a zeal for the sub-

lime that borders on the fanatical. And, thankfully,
they channel that singular conviction into everything
Grass Valley does. From digital production switchers
and graphics systems to distribution systems and
fiber optic transmission systems. And more.

Even the landscaping is flawless.



m*4

 
Grass Valley is distinguished by,

among other things, the fact that it's home
to the nation's highest percentage

of perfectionists per capita.

The result is a family of products that are simply
the standard of the industry. Systems that exude a
feeling of quality comparable only to German cars,
Cuban cigars, French pastries, and Russian vodka.

It's something you can't quite define. But you
know it when you see it and feel it.

That is the perfection we strive for. Daily.
So if you're in the market for the best video pro-

duction systems money can buy, you'll want to come
to Grass Valley first. Or talk to your Grass Valley
representative. It's the next -
best thing to being here. Grass Valley

Circle (13) on Reply Card



External VTRs under curt machine control at TNT Latin America.

system. The cost of an automation system is not as easy to
determine as it seems. Hardware and software costs are
obvious. But there are other hidden costs that are significant.
Some less obvious costs are as follows:

 Installation costs, station costs above what is paid to the
vendor.
 Training costs, including lost time and overtime.
 Human systems re -engineering costs, the cost of changing
the way people work. Some of these costs will be the same
across all vendors, others will not. Be sure to include these
costs when evaluating prospective bids.

When you have completed the evaluation, ask one last time
if automation is really needed. Go back and look at the
problem to be solved. Will the top prospect fix it? Think about
the alternatives mentioned in this article. Think about the big
picture. Ask if this particular system really fits the facility, or
is it creating new problems that will be worse than the
existing problems. Finally, take five minutes at this point and
write down why you are choosing to automate and why you
are choosing this vendor. The GM may ask these questions
later. It is easier to write them down now while they are fresh
in your mind.

Double-check the contract and verify the salesperson has
included all the hardware, software, and features that were
discussed. Also, if any custom work was discussed, be sure
to define it now. Take the time in this process to be thorough.
Detail counts. Remember, get it in writing.

The final steps
You now own a new automation system. The work has just

begun. Delivery, installation, training and fine-tuning are all
things to look forward to. But the most important work will

come after that. Go back once the system
is in place to see how well the system
works and how well it fits the initial crite-
ria. Also, human beings are ingenious
beasts and the people who work with the
equipment may have reinterpreted the
carefully laid plans. Don't accuse people
of using the system "incorrectly." They
may be using it to the best of their ability,
or they may be using it in a way that
makes the best sense in the real world. In
any case, it's a learning experience to
examine a project once it's complete. 

-OILER
COMPUTER

CART
MACHINE

E ARC aDii.
READER

-NEDIA
EPA RAT!

ASTER
ONTROL

SWITCHER

LEGEND

PROGRAM
OUTPUT

VIDEO & AUDIO
RS -422 CONTROL

ETHERNET

Figure 2. Basic block diagram of a simple automation system. Automation computer is capable of
controlling VTRs, call machine and the master control switcher. Media preparation computer is
used to prepare commercial and program tapes for use in the system.

4 For more information on master
control automation systems, circle

the following numbers on the
Reply Card. Also see the automa-
tion section beginning on p. 71 of

the 1994 BE Buyers Guide.

Alamar Electronics (400)
Ampex (401)
BASYS Automation Systems (402)
Channelmatic (403)
Columbine Systems (404)
FloriCal Systems (405)
Louth Automation (406)
Odetics Broadcast (407)
Panasonic (408)
Pro Bel (409)
Sony (410)
Utah Scientific/Dynatech (411)
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Constant
Change.

ADC's New LightSwiter- The "Future -proof" Digital Router.

Constant.

As digital formats come and go, so does a lot of expensive equipment, But while changing
formats often requires upgrading cameras, decks and other source equipment, it doesn't have
to affect your switching system.

Introducing the new LightSwitch digital router from ADC. A switching system that literally
doesn't care what format you use. By avoiding internal reclocking, the LightSwitch router is
able to switch any true digital signal, regardless of format-even ones that don't exist yet! It can
interface with either coax or fiber and features on -site matrix mapping, group takes, chop mode
and RS232/RS485 control panel interfaces.

So, regardless of what digital format the future holds-from DI to HDTV-turn on the
LightSwitch router from ADC. For more information
about LightSwitch or our digital video and audio fiber
optic links and DAs, call us at 1-800-726-4266 D oTelecommunications
or circle the reader service card below.
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Robotic camera
systems

The Bottom Line

Recent innovations have
brought robotic camera
systems one step closer to
becoming more affordable,
cost-effective and user
friendly. These systems have
a wide range of applications,
from detail work to daily use
on news sets. Today's
systems allow one operator
to control several cameras,
and have redundant safety
systems to prevent mishaps.

From miniature models to full-size studio
units, these systems are on the move.

By Curtis Chan and Verner Dixon

Robotic camera systems have been
helping the movie and TV industry bring
a producer's vision one step closer to
reality for some time. For example, the
recent VIPER series, the Intel Inside com-
mercial and the Star Wars X -Wing fighter
traversing the man-made canals of the
Death Star scene all have used robotic
camera systems to add realism. This arti-
cle will look at some recent advance-
ments in camera control technology to
see why everyone has their eye on robot-
ics systems.

Different strokes for different folks
Robotic camera systems come in all

shapes and sizes. They range from prod-
ucts used for extreme close-up shots to
large systems used for broadcasting. Ac-
cordingly, prices range from a few thou-
sand dollars for table -top systems, to
several hundred thousand dollar broad-
cast systems. Regardless of the system,
some basic fundamentals apply:
1) Systems must be well damped to min-
imize or eliminate image vibration and
backlash.
2) Systems should be capable of remote
control and/or have the flexibility to
memorize moves (and camera parame-
ters in higher -priced models), either in
real-time or be recorded for later play-
back.
3) Capabilities should include pan, tilt,

Chan is principal of Chan and Associates, a marketing
consulting service for audio, broadcast and post -
production, Fullerton, CA. Dixon is an associate of Chan
and Associates.

zoom and elevation, plus pedestal rota-
tion and movement forward or backward
and side to side.
4) Control systems must be intuitive.
5) The system and features should suit
the application. Areas of suitability in-
clude the size of the camera and lens
accessories, fluidness of motion, speed
and angle of deflection accuracy, control-
lability, durability and ruggedness.

With the basic requirements nailed
down, let's take a look at what's available.

Table -top technology
Designed for primarily table -top, prod-

uct or miniature work, these systems can
range from $5,000 to $35,000. Manual and
remote -controlled systems are available.
Typical systems allow the operator to
manipulate objects backward, forward,
side to side and in rotation. Depending
upon the setup, the camera can be moved
inside, underneath, around and through
larger objects for unusual and creative
points -of -view. These table -top units are
designed to include the carrying capaci-
ty of extreme close-up lenses. Because of
this, these systems tend to be extremely
smooth, which is important when shoot-
ing the front of a coin or passing over
miniatures.

Construction of the jib arm assembly is
critical in keeping the image free from the
effects of vibration. In the manual market
where the operator acts as the robot,
many state-of-the-art units are construct-
ed of lightweight composite materials.
The counterweighted arms can range
upward of nine feet in length and feature
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WE'VE SOLVED THE KNOTTY PROBLEM OF INTERFACING YOUR

AUTOMATION, ROUTERS AND MASTER CONTROL.

Utah Scientific is the only source for a
completely integrated broadcast automation system.
TAS, our Total Automation System, effectively
squeezes seconds into the day and makes control
effortless. TAS speaks directly to our AVS family of
routing switchers and the MC -500 Master Control
Line, featured in more stations than any other single
master control switcher.

This system is unique in the industry. With it,
Utah Scientific has powered working solutions for
important customers such as CBS -TV, WGN and
Star Television, Hong Kong.

And now, the transition to digital is in your

reach with our new DMG601, the world's first
Digital Component Master Control Switcher. The
DMC-601 is easily upgradable from Utah's famous
MC -500 series, smoothing the transition to digital at
the important final step before you go on -air.

Let Utah Scientific help you make the right tie.
Call 800-453-8782. Knot calling could be costly.

utah scientific

4730 Wiley Post Way, Salt Lake City, UT 84116-2728 United Kingdom FAX: 44-734-892022 PHONE: 44-734-890111 Hong Kong FAX: 852-525-8297 PHONE: 852-868-1993

DYNRIECH
VIDEO GROUP

The best professional video in the world

ALPHA IMAGE  ALTA  CABLE PRODUCTS  CALAWAY EDITING  COLORGRAPHICS  FS'  DA VINCI  NEWSTAR  QUANTA  UTAH SCIENTIFIC
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a retractable extension arm for addition-
al backward and forward travel over the
table -top. Some units can extend in ex-
cess of seven feet vertically. The center
shaft interfaces with a Mitchell -type cam-
era plate or a ball adapter and yields 360°
of fluid, continuous pan. High precision

ball bearing components give smooth
operation and Teflon caliper brakes yield
precise control over pan and tilt. In new-
er designs, counterbalance is achieved
with either standard bucket weights or
via a weight bar that accepts barbell -
type weights.

Taking the concept further to include
linear tables (x, y, rotation), micro -step-
ping motor assemblies, intelligent con-
trollers and interfaces, such as joystick
controls, results in a mechanized robotic
table -top motion control system. Systems
can support camera units of up to 80
pounds and be able to perform repeat-
able 4 -axis movements. The X, Y and rota-
tion tables can move objects weighing
several hundred pounds up and down,
left and right as well as forward and back-
ward in front of the cameras. Add a pan
and tilt head with a remote -controlled jib
arm and you have the ability to suspend
the camera over a large set and control it
remotely. Typical speeds are variable from
1° to 20° per second. Some companies
opt for intelligent controllers instead of
using PCs to control the robotics. In this
case, joysticks may be used instead of
keyboards. The joysticks are constantly
monitored for velocity and direction and
the memorized moves are replayed back
at the push of a button.

Additional applications
Another growing market area is for com-

puter -controlled pan -tilt heads. Typical
applications include computer vision,
video animation, security camera con-
trol, teleconferencing, tracking, photog-
raphy and special effects.

For small applications, such as security
camera control and teleconferencing,
pan -tilt heads as small as 3" x 5.11" x 4.25"
can provide a load capacity of more than
four pounds. Remote control of these
units is typically via RS -232. Self -calibra-

tion upon reset ensures reliable absolute
positioning. Many units have the capabil-
ity to make on -the -fly position and speed
adjustments. In addition, some units have
RS -485 multidrop network capabilities
that allow a single host port to control up
to 30 pan -tilt devices. Accuracy plays an

important role in the move-
ment of the head, one com-
pany's head can attain

Az speeds of more than 300° per
second with a resolution of
3.086 arc minutes.

In an example of mid -priced
robotic camera systems ap-
plications, one manufactur-
er can remotely control a

camera in a rain forest in
Belize from the United States,
England, Bermuda and Can-
ada via a satellite hook-up.
Aside from the entertain-
ment value of such a ven-
ture, the ability to control a
camera head from afar vali-
dates the usefulness and ef-
fectiveness of remote robot-
ic camera technology.

A variety of companies ca-
ter to larger applications re-
quiring the use of heavier cameras. How-
ever, only a few have precision motion
control camera mounts (pan -tilt -head)
for video and film production capable of
repeatable human -generated natural
camera moves. These heads allow spon-
taneous tracking with pan, tilt, zoom and
focus of actors or action. This is especial-
ly important for 3-D graphics and DVE
moves. A more interesting benefit is the
fact that aesthetic problems associated
with mismatched effect and non -effect
shots cut together are eliminated. The
heads themselves can be used for EFP
and film -style productions, supporting
from 35 pounds to 150 pounds respec-
tively. The EFP mounts, the control unit
and a battery beltpack can be carried by
an individual.

Remote heads use a control unit of some
sort, in most cases, the control unit can
control multiple motors. In some instanc-

es, manufacturers have integrated the
capability to accept time code or a tach
pulse from a film camera motor to allow
slaving to sources.
Controlling heads would prove prob-

lematic if it were not for user-friendly
interfaces. These interfaces come in two
varieties: keypad entry and interactive
mode. On the manual side, the computer
remembers the moves made for a partic-
ular shot. Because the time -code and the
move information are recorded simulta-
neously, playback can be done with a
push of a button. The remote side en-
compasses keypad entry either through
a remote unit, PC laptop or stand-alone
PC. For smaller LCD -type remotes, key-

pad entry consists of 2 -posi-
tion keyframe programmabil-
ity and has basic motion con-
trol commands, such as
record move, playback
move, go to position, lock
position, and program lim-
its. On laptop and PC stand-
alones, pull -down menus and
a mouse or keypad are used
to input complex sequenc-

This series of photographs shows the view through the lens.
This type of miniature work involves motorized tables and
special lenses. (Photo courtesy of Innovision.)

es. Some examples of complex keyframe
moves include translation of memory
head moves for use with CGI and DVEs,
time lapse and stop frame programming,
auto scene scanning for multimedia type
work and the splicing of multiple head
moves together.

Broadcast robotic products
In larger applications where system pric-

es start at $100,000 and go up, broadcast
robotic camera systems play an impor-
tant role in news, current affairs and spe-
cialized programs. Expansion capabili-
ties are the norm and it's not surprising
to see expansion to eight cameras with
additional control over standard param-
eters, such as pan, tilt, zoom and focus to
also include iris, black level, X, Y and
height.

The new generation of robotic pedes-
tals, aside from supporting studio camer-
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THE path To THE ALL -DIGITAL future IS
LIT by TEKTRONIX.

Your all -digital environment is just around

the corner. That's why Tektronix

offers a full line of digital test

equipment now.

The world's first hand-held
serial digital test equipment
gives you the features of full-
sized equipment in the palm
of your hand.

With monitors. Analyzers.

Sync and Test Signal Gen-

erators. For every format.

You choose the direction.

Tektronix lights the way.

Our digital test equipment looks and acts like

analog. It's familiar. Intuitive.

But that's no surprise. You helped us design it.

Our products also take advantage of the

opportunities digital has to offer - like faster

testing methods.

We let you do more and spend less. With Emmy

award -winning technology.

expertise. And worldwide

customer service.

A serial component waveform monitor
and a master sync generator provide

advanced capabilities for component digital
production and post -production applications.

Our engineering

OP

To learn more about the Tektronix vision for the

all -digital future, contact your local Tektronix

sales office or call

Tektronix

ext. TV.

Copyright 14e94 Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved. TVG-130
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as, also support lightweight EFP/ENG-
type cameras. The small form factor pro-
vides maneuverability essential for mul-
tiple camera positioning in multiset stu-
dios. The pedestals are fully controllable
manually as well as having remote capa-
bilities. Most pedestals have triple level
safety systems for collision avoid-
ance and intelligent navigation.
These systems negate the need
for tapes or homing plates on stu-
dio floors. For increased height,
several companies offer vertical
elevators that are clamped onto
the base of a wide range of studio
pedestals. Accuracy is good, with
average specs of ±0.59 inches for
x, y positional repeatability, 9.84
inches/s for drive velocity, ±0.12
inches for height repeatability, and
up to 56 inches for height range.
Usual loads for the pedestal can
be up to 155 pounds.

The head assembly is just as so-
phisticated, having the capability
to hold from 55 to 198 pounds. This usu-
ally takes care of EFP/ENG to studio cam-
eras. Typical mechanical travel specs for
heads are 350° for pan, ±45° tilt, 40° per
second for speed and repeatability of
three minutes of arc.

Robotic control systems
Control systems allow the operator to

store and recall a number of shots. Previ-
ous models used numbers or alphanu-
meric text to store shot IDs. The new
generation of control systems have com-
prehensive operational modes to simpli-

The camera and motorized table setup used to shoot miniature
models. (Photo courtesy of Innouision.)

fy shot entry, making them ideal for high-
pressure situations associated with live
broadcast. For instance, a typical studio
might have multiple heads but will use
two control systems; one in the studio
and the other in master control. This way,

a person in master control can cue any of
the heads linked to the control bus net-
work.

The heart of these systems is usually
the cue computer, which forms the cen-
tralized control, storage and management
system. When used with either a data

tablet, touchscreen or light pen,
the system provides a powerful and
responsive means of control over
multiple broadcast camera instal-
lations. In many cases, prepro-
grammed simultaneous movement
of up to eight robotically controlled
cameras may be synchronized with
instructions and commands trans-
mitted to peripheral equipment,
such as caption generators, VTRs,
lighting control systems, micro-
phone selection systems, switch-
ers, newsroom computers and CGs.
A typical cue computer may have
up to 500 pre -programmable cues.
Each cue contains a shot number
for one or more cameras, a lighting

memory number or a video caption refer-
ence and a 20 -character comment field.
In addition, the use of soft keys helps
facilitate special functions. Continuous
or random mode selection of shot linking
provides interpolation between preset

Versatile Camera Mount & Control Panel
Pan - Tilt - Trolley - Zoom - Focus
FOR BROADCASTING, TELECONFERENCING, MEDICAL,
EDUCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE.

Camera Mount: Compact  Lightweight  Double Upright Support
 Silent Precision Motors  Cross Roller Bearings
Control Panel: Available in either Linear Joystick Panel  Presetable
Shot Panel  Touch Screen Panel  Computer RS -232/422

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL (201) 848-9818, FAX (201) 848-9819, OR WRITE:
6 LEIGHTON PLACE TeJemetrics Inc.MAHWAH, NJ 07430
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THE 22 SERIES
NEW DIGITAL NOISE REDO'"
WILL DO WONDERS FOR YOUR IMAGE

BR-S822U

EJECT

FRAME.

IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE UP TO 5dB AND

UPGRADE YOUR 22 SERIES AT THE SAME TIME!

J VC Plug our new advanced Digital Noise

Reduction board into a TBC equipped
PROFESSIONAL JVC 22 Seres (822/622) Editing Recorder

and you'll Lave something truly warti talking about - an

image anc picture quality never before attained by an

S -VHS reccrder.

Whether 7ou're editing *halting, broadcasting or simply

viewing tapes, our new advanced t'NR will remove up to
5dB of no -se. Just plug -n our4:2:2 component TBC, and

you'll have, outputs thatocnnett directly to MH and

Betacait. And, by add_ng a `:-688 dub output board you'll

have the cleanest transfer imaginable when plugged into

a 3/4" serstem.

On13. the open arcitectire ofJVC's 822 and 622 gives

you this high level offlexibility and picture quality.

And, the units' 9 -pin interface allows them to plug

irti almost any editing system in a snap. Find out
Any so many -.r_deo professionals have chosen the
mcorders that define S -VHS - JVC's 22 Series. For

more informatian please contact your JVC dealer

or call us at 1-800-JVC-5825.

JV 77is t most important letters in S -VHS.



Two recently installed robotic camera pedestals on
WNYW, New York. (Photo courtesy of AF Associates.)

the news set of

shots and the creation and storage of
simple or complex multishot sequences.
Either manual or continuous replay
modes are available to operators.

There are several ways to optimize the
way a shot is stored. When using a tablet,
geographic studio representations, dia-
grams or text depicting key shot informa-
tion are placed on the tablet and pre-
programmed. Frequently used shots can
be easily and quickly recalled by touch-
ing the pen on the required shot.

Another method involves using a spot-

ter camera to provide
an overall view of the
studio or coverage area.
Display of the viewed
area on a touchscreen
connected to the cue
computer enables cam-
eras to be rapidly posi-
tioned onto areas of in-
terest by simply touch-
ing the desired area on
the touchscreen.

The new generation of
control interfaces
makes it easy to pro-
gram shots. One system
uses a feature called
"See and Select." In this
system, the need for la-
beling shots is eliminat-

ed, because the actual video coming from
the camera under control is frozen when
a shot is stored and then displayed on a
monitor for later recall. In actual prac-
tice, the operator selects the camera for
control using camera selection keys on
the control panel. Then the camera and
lens are positioned in the conventional
manner using the control panel joysticks
and encoder. When the desired shot is
achieved, the action of storing the shot
causes the video to pass into the comput-
er where the image is frozen and reduced

The Society of Broadcast Engineers
invites you to participate in

"One New Member"
A membership campaign that began on
March 1 and will run through May 31.

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS:
Every time you recruit a new member,
Associate Member or Sustaining Member,
your name will be entered into a special
prize barrel. Contact the SBE for mem-
bership applications.
Phone: 317-253-1640
Fax: 317-253-0418

The Grand Prize winner will receive a trip for two
SBE Engineering Conference and World Media Expo in

Los Angeles, Oct. 11-16. Other winners will receive one of
four additional prizes.

to the

('/16 original size), then 'tiled' with 15
other stored shots on the monitor screen.
The operator or director/producer can
recall shots by looking at the prestored
shots on the monitor and selecting the
required one via a touchscreen, mouse
or light pen. The recalled shot also loads
all of the camera parameters and posi-
tions. Paging of the displayed shots al-
lows more than 16 shots to be displayed
for each camera and a separate page
enables a "storyboard" of shots from a
mixture of cameras to be constructed
and made available.

As we move into the next century of
broadcasting, expect to see new innova-
tions in robotic camera systems and their
continued integration into every facet of
broadcast programming.

Acknowledgment: Thanks to the following for their help on this
article: Radamec, AF Associates, Innovision Optics, Inc.,
TeleMetrics, Ultimatte, Bill Bryan, and Vinten Broadcast/TSM and
Directed Perception.

4 For more information on robotic
systems, circle (318) on the Reply

Card. Also see "Camera Support" on p.
60 of the BE Buyers Guide.
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Studio Audio & Video Ltd
The Old School, Stretham
Ely, Cambridge
CB6 3LD. UK
TEL; +44 (0)353 648888
FAX: +44 (0)353 648667

USA

Studio Audio Digital Equipment Inc
1808 West End Avenue
Suite 1119
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
USA

TEL: +1 615 327 1140
FAX: +1 615 327 1699

Have you ever thought about

professional digital audio editing?

Too slow? Tao expansive? Difficult to

understand? SADIE' Disk Editors have

changed all that. For a start SADiEn' runs

on a PC, so you get much more computer

for far less money. It has a fully

functional Windows 3* user interface,

non-destructive sample accurate editing,

real time cuss fades and up to 8 track

playback with real time digital mixing,

bounce down, overdub, EQ and dynamics

control. And real time saving.

SADIE"' Disk Editors have sold world-

wide into broadcast, post -production,

studios and mastering organisations, so

its already been well and truly put to the

test out in the field. SAME"' Version 2

incorporates many of our customers

suggestions. Talk to them about our

commitment and service, if you don't

know a SADIE"' user in your area, we can

easily put you in touch.

If it sounds unreal - why not pause for

a couple of minutes today and phone or

fax for some more information.
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Windows 3.1  on 486 host
computer

Rapid graphical editing

Clear user interface

Local SCSI drive fast audio
access

AU cross fades calculated in
real-time

Fully non-destructive,
sample accurate editing

Up to 8 track playback with
real-time mixing

Unique Trim Window
allowing real-time
adjustment of audio

log and shuttle scrub modes

AES/EBU, SPDIF and
analog 110

AU standard sample rates

Full SMPTE timecode
support with chase and
trigger lock

16, 20 and 24 bit digital
audio editing

Bounce down

Overdub

Reverse playback

Real-time dynamics control

Real-time Ea

Real-time digital
esampling

Real-time duration change

Real-time noise reduction

tow -
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BRITISH INNOVATION

MANUFACTURED IN THE EUROPEAN
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Hybrid tape and disk storage
for on-air
automation

The Bottom Line

Disk -based and tape -based
storage systems each present
different sets of strengths to
their users. Neither is ideally
suited for all of the possible
applications that a typical
broadcast facility might
require. An optimum system
applies the best of both
technologies. Appropriately
combined, such a hybrid
system can lower costs while
increasing capacity and
reliability.

S

The next generation of automated library
management will include both tape and
disk elements.

By Raymond K. Baldock

Broadcast technology is an evolving sci-
ence. With each turn of the calendar the
industry witnesses technical advances
that present opportunities and challeng-
es for manufacturers and users. Techni-
cal advancements that truly pique our
interest tend to have three common char-
acteristics: They promise to make us more
productive, they vow to make us more
competitive, and they invariably pledge
to open new markets. These new techni-
cal frontiers are never without their pe-
culiar caveats, however. For example,
becoming more productive might involve
discarding old equipment and learning
new operations, while becoming more
competitive often requires a sizeable
monetary investment, and entering new
markets could mean dealing with new
competitors.

Data compression (or bit -rate reduction)
is just such a technology. It will affect our
industry as significantly as the micropro-
cessor once did. In fact, the process has
already begun.

Data compression is lowering the cost
of satellite distribution and has given rise
to many new or revitalized services, in-
cluding direct broadcast satellite (DBS),
teleconferencing, regional advertising
and private video networks. Planned vid-
eo -on -demand (VOD) services also rely
heavily on data compression to provide
additional channels for bringing signals
into the home. Some of these services
will undoubtedly compete with the broad-

Baldock is director of product development at Odetics Broadcast,
Anaheim, CA. Respond via theBEFAXback line at 913-967-1905.

caster for slices of the viewership and
advertising pies, while other applications
represent new markets in an expanding
industry.

New data compression applications that
use hard disks for storage have the po-
tential to provide an alternative to video-
tape for some applications. The non-lin-
ear access provided by disk systems is a
powerful feature, and one that many
broadcasters are eager to employ. Com-
panies that manufacture videocassette
library systems and the broadcasters who
purchase them must examine the poten-
tial benefits (including cost-effectiveness)
that the technology affords for different
applications. Caution is advisable during
this process, so that maximum benefits
can be obtained from new disk -based
storage and existing hardware inventory.
Consider also the current state of flux in
data compression technology.

Complexity of cost analysis
Disk -based storage is not new to televi-

sion - it is commonly used for layering in
post -production environments and in
still -stores. The data -transfer rates used
in such high -quality, digital component -
video recording results in expensive re-
corders with short recording times.

Data compression systems are now al-
lowing digital mgnetic hard disks to be
considered for mass storage applications
in a cost-effective manner. Assessing this
cost-effectiveness is difficult, however,
because of the complexity of comparing
prices between tape and disk storage.
For example, a one -hour program record -
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Presenting

The ITS830 I kW

UHF Solid State

Transmitter

ITS Ccrpora_ion has combined our Eric t oral high quality design
with today's most advanced semicoiductur technology. The result
is a transmitter that offers great perfo -mance. reliability and value
in a very compact unit.

I ntrr tally dIplexeil for simplicity aid re lability
11igh gain parallel amplifiers-no si'igle driver stage
liroadband amplifzcs simplify chairkA changes
±1 kHz frequency stability standard

III Full 7emotecontrol interface
 Output circulator Protection
MI 500W and 2kW versions available - all fin one cabinet!

Trandator versions also available

Find Out Why More And More
Broadcasters Are Turning To
ITS For "Visibly Better Technology."

CORPORATION
375 Valley Brook Road
McMurray, 3A 15317 USA
(412) 941-15)0 FAX (412) 941-4603
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AnthroCarts!
AnthroCarts will knock your socks off! Imagine how
great it'll be when you find the perfect furniture for
your equipment - just the right size, tough -as -nails

construction and dozens of accessories.

And you'll find our service so real and responsive,
you'll get a kick out of ordering direct!

Call for a free catalog!

Lifetime Warranty. Lots of choices. Space saving.

800-325-3841
6:00 AM to 5:00 PM PST, M- F

3221 NW Yeon St.
Portland, OR 97210
Fax: (800)325-0045

GSA contract no. GS -00E -5040A. Available for OEM applications. Prices from $149.00
Anthro, AnthroCart and Technology Furniture are registered trademarks of Anthro.

ed at a data rate of 100Mb/s (the effective
data rate for about 2:1 compression) con-
sumes 45GB of disk storage. At current
prices, the hard disk array required for
this could cost approximately $70,000,
while the same amount of video data can
be stored on a single 1/2 -inch or 19mm
digital videocassette (under $100). Of
course, this involves a bit of apples -and -
oranges analysis between disk drives
(which are hardware/media combina-
tions) and tape (which is pure media).
Both systems require additional hard-
ware to actually record and play video
programs, but their relative storage vs.
overhead cost ratios are quite different.
The typical disk array accounts for a
sizeable percentage (perhaps half) of a
complete disk -based storage system,
while tape costs represent only a small
portion of the VCR (and, for some appli-
cations, the robotic library) costs of a
tape -based system. Viewed incremental-
ly, however, as the amount of inventory
increases, the per -unit cost of storage for
disk media can exceed that of tape by up
to 2 orders of magnitude.

Furthermore, disk -based systems can
offer random-access and multiple -output
capabilities, whereas tape provides high
reliability (Consider that when a disk -
based system fails, the entire program
contents of a drive -array are at risk, while
aVCR failure only threatens a single tape's
contents.) It's clear that a large matrix of
parameters must be weighed when com-
paring disk- and tape -based systems. In
the end, a single, industry -wide answer
will remain elusive, with differing appli-
cations (such as short -form vs. long -form
programming) instead finding their own
separate solutions to the question. To
achieve optimum balance, many applica-
tions will benefit from ahybrid solution -
one that combines tape and disk storage
- while others may be better served by
one technology or the other exclusively.

Data compression:
The enabling technology

Real-time video data compression low-
ers the bit -rate of digital video signals. It
is an enabling technology, which permits
high -bandwidth video signals to be re-
corded using storage systems operating
at much lower data rates.

Although data compression makes disk
storage practical, users face the difficult
task of balancing diminishing perfor-
mance as the compression ratio increas-
es. Engineers should be wary of compro-
mising performance standards just to
bring this exciting new technology with-
in the range of their budget. The amount
of compression acceptable for any appli-
cation will ultimately depend upon the
capabilities of the distribution and dis-
play system, as well as competing deliv-
ery systems.
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Expectations for disk -based systems
have reached new heights, yet it is clear
that significant hurdles must still be over-
come before these systems can move
into high -risk applications like on -air spot
replay. Some systems do not record all
active lines, and many cannot pass data
for closed -captioning, Nielsen codes
(commercial verification), or other data
in the vertical blanking interval. Manu-
facturers using disk -operating systems
designed for data rather than real-time

Disk caches vs. video servers
The market for disk storage can be sep-

arated into two significantly different
applications: video servers and disk cache
systems.

Video servers are usually large-scale
computers with redundant disk arrays
capable of storing hundreds or thousands
of hours of video. They often provide
simultaneous access for a greater num-
ber of viewers and are typically associat-

Ars.
SATELLITE RECORD

ATL (SPOT ARCHIVE & PGM REC/PLAY)

Figure 1. Basic configuration of a hybrid system, implementing an automated tape library (An) and
a digital disk cache. The An is used for long-term storage of all programs and playback of long -form
programs to air, while the cache is used for temporary storage and playback to air of short -form
programs (spots). A second disk cache can be added for redundant operation.

video are experiencing problems as the
data becomes fragmented over extend-
ed use, or when soft errors are encoun-
tered. These are not usually included in
mean -time -between -failure (MTBF) fig-
ures quoted by drive manufacturers, but
they can have a devastating effect on
real-time video if the data flow is so inter-
rupted that the video or audio output
buffers are emptied. To ensure reliable
performance, operating systems, and to
some extent the drives themselves, need
to be developed or modified specifically
for video applications.

Nevertheless, data compression and
disk media hold tremendous potential
for video applications. In time, the chal-
lenges identified today will be overcome.
Interchange standards must be estab-
lished to permit transfer of compressed
data between products from different
manufacturers. Until then, we must look
beyond the emotional appeal of disk stor-
age, assess its current evolutionary state
and - with a specific application in mind
- weigh it against other options to deter-
mine real benefits, respective costs and
comparative risks.

ed with video -on -demand applications.
On a much smaller scale, this same

technology has been demonstrated by a
number of manufacturers as a replace-
ment for VCRs, using hard disk -based
video recorders. These systems provide
superior uncompressed performance
and durations measured in minutes, with
prices comparable to D-1 recorders.

With the addition of data compression
and audio, these devices can maintain
acceptable performance at storage times
measured in hours rather than minutes.
When used in conjunction with a broad-
cast system, the disk recorder can be
used as a cache to increase the flexibility
of the system. If the required capacity of
the cache is limited to one or two hours
(instead of attempting to handle the en-
tire inventory), then disk caches can be
affordable and provide the high perfor-
mance broadcasters need.

For greatest flexibility the ideal cache
will be able to record and play simulta-
neously. Several output channels should
be provided and the recorded material
should be available to all channels simul-
taneously. Because compression algo-

rithms are rapidly improving, an upgrade -
able compression engine would be ad-
vantageous. Because a cache is used only
for temporary storage, then conversion
of material from one compression format
to another is not a major issue.

Video on demand
Video on demand (VOD) is the perfect

application for disk storage. Access to a
large volume of material must be provid-
ed for many users on a continuous basis.

A videotape solution limits the num-
ber of start times to the number of
copies of the program available on
the system. Users must either wait
for the next start time or join in
progress. A sophisticated VOD sys-
tem also offers the potential for start/
stop (or even a limited amount of
rewind/fast-forward) remote control
for each user.

Companies pursuing the VOD mar-
ket are currently grappling with the
cost of the disk storage and looking
to tape as an economic archival for-
mat. Automated Tape Library (ATL)
systems, combined with random ac-
cess disk storage, increase the avail-
able inventory in the most cost-effec-
tive manner. This minimizes the ex-
pensive disk storage and allows pro-
grams to move in and out of the sys-
tem as the demands for particular
titles change. As an example, US West
is planning to test such a system in its
upcoming VOD and interactive video
trials, using ATL systems with capac-
ities of 2.5TB each.

Hybrid solutions for broadcast
In a traditional broadcast application,

long -form program material is played
once and stored for an extended period.
The cost and time to dub these programs
to another format (tape or disk) is rarely
worth the trouble. This is why stations
prefer to air long -form programs using
the media and format on which they are
received or recorded. Disk storage offers
no advantage for this situation.

Short -form (spot) programs are anoth-
er matter, however. A disk cache can pro-
vide significant advantages for manage-
ment of multiple short programs within
an An context. Such a hybrid solution
combines an ATL with a digital video disk
cache as shown in Figure 1. The cache's
ability to record and play simultaneously
optimizes the efficiency of downloading
material. This arrangement reduces the
number of VCRs required by the ATL for
playing spots - typically from four decks
down to one. Spots are downloaded from
the library to the cache hours in advance
using a single VCR, then aired directly
from the cache. The cache's non-linear
nature requires that only one copy of
each spot used in a given time period be
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TO MATCH
THE SPEED OF THIS

MACHINE.

Lightning speed. That's
why just about anyone doing
anything with video -- from the
major broadcast and cable
networks to directors at sports
arenas -- is doing it with the
VDR-V1000 Rewritable
Videodisc Recorder from Pioneer.

With 0.3 seconds average
access time and two playback
heads, you can be cued and
ready to switch to the next seg-
ment long before the current
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segment is finished.

Find out why scores of
O&O's, affiliates, independents,
and PBS facilities including
KMEX, KESQ, WSFP, WFMZ,
TNN: The Nashville Network,
KCOP, KCNC, KDFW, produc-
tion houses like ReZ.n8 and
Videofonics, and corporations
like NIKE chose the VDR-V1000.

And if quick return on
investment is another one of
your speed requirements, call
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any of the following people to
find out why the VDR-V1000 is
your ideal. machine:

Northeast -Jim Burger at
(201) 327-6400; North Central -
Mike Barsness (612) 758-5484;
Southeast -Rodger Harvey (404)
460-7311; South Central -John
Leahy (214) 580-0200; West -
Craig Abrams (310) 952-3021.

(ItO PIONC-ER
The Art of Entertainment

Pioneer is a registered trademark and LaserDisc is a trademark of Pioneer Electronic Corporation.
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downloaded.
The hybrid arrangement can also serve

another timely purpose. Although auto-
mated program and spot recording/re-
play on ATLs is common practice around
the world today, this procedure can al-
most fully occupy a station's VCR resourc-
es playing spots and programs direct -to -
air for a single channel. Meanwhile, cur-
rent economic conditions are forcing sta-
tions to adopt more creative business
ventures, such as establishing LMAs, of-
fering split regional advertising or add-
ing new, separate program services for

channels.
The addition of a disk cache to an ATL

includes some other advantages:

 Increased capacity: With on -air replay
originating from the cache, the need to
limit the number of spots -per -tape (be-
cause of shuttle time constraints) is elim-
inated. Therefore, the number of spots -

per -tape can be increased, allowing a
typical station's entire spot inventory to
reside within the ATL. The ATL therefore
becomes an on-line spot -archival system.

tems' redundancy schemes all involve
precompiling a spot reel for backup,
which doubles wear and tear on VCRs
and robotics, thereby effectively short-
ening MTBF.

 High -quality archive: The use of tape as
the archive medium is not only econom-
ical, but the air masters are not subject to
high compression that would otherwise
be required if the entire inventory were
stored on disk. Downloads to the cache
can be accomplished via serial digital
interfaces, thus minimizing possible qual-

ity losses.

ATL (SPOT ARCHIVE & PGM REC/PLAY)

AUDIO

VIDEO

SWITCHER

- AUTOMATION CONTRO

Figure 2. A 2 -channel automated operation using dual -output disk cache and ATL.

cable feeds. Naturally, there is consider-
able pressure on operations and engi-
neering managers to run these new ser-
vices without additional staffing. The
need for automation is therefore in-
creased in this environment.

A disk -cache and ATL can be configured
to feed those additional output chan-
nels, as Figure 2 illustrates. When the
same material must be replayed on mul-
tiple channels, it is desirable that the
cache use common storage to feed all
output channels. This allows the materi-
al to be downloaded to the cache only
once. The cache must be capable of feed-
ing the common material to multiple chan-
nels either simultaneously or at staggered
start times.

Even for a multichannel system it is still
likely that only one VCR will be required
for downloading of spots to the cache.
(Future tape formats may offer faster-

than -real-time transfer of compressed vid-
eo to disk, further speeding and stream-
lining a hybrid system's operations.) The
VCRs freed by reassigning spot playback
to the cache can be used for recording
additional satellite feeds or for originat-
ing programs for the additional program

 Improved conflict resolution: Because it
is a random-access device, the digital
cache also solves the challenges faced
by ATLs in direct -to -air, multicut opera-
tion. Traditional tape -based solutions that
use dual recording, conflict resolution or
conflict avoidance all require extra time
and/or resources, either at the recording
time or during playback. The cache solu-
tion is much simpler, more efficient and
less prone to error than any method used
by cart systems today.

 Increased reliability: As noted earlier,
the high reliability of disk storage is de-
ceptive, because of the risk ofmanyspots'
loss in the event of a cache crash. A
hybrid system typically keeps backup
copies of these spots on-line, however,
allowing quick recovery from a cache
failure.

 Backup protection: To guard against such
failure, two separate, redundant cache
systems can be connected in parallel at
the output of the cart system for simulta-
neous downloading. This provides total
protection against failures in the disk
cache itself. In contrast, tape -based sys-

Doing more with less
Non-linear disk -based storage

makes it easier to do more with less.
With the addition of disk caches, cart
machines gain increased capacity. A
single -channel system can also gain
multichannel capability when inte-
grated with a digital cache.

Reliability is also a paramount con-
cern. At most TV stations, the com-
mercial inventory is a most valuable
asset. Any system that puts this in-
ventory at greater risk also jeopardiz-
es the station's financial security. A
hybrid tape/disk system maintains a
high degree of reliability, especially
when a parallel backup cache is used.

As disk cache technology matures
and proves its reliability in an on -air
environment, there will be opportu-
nities to add exciting capabilities to
existing ATL systems. These hybrid
devices will provide the industry with
more cost-effective storage and orig-

ination of program material, while increas-
ing overall reliability. Hybrid systems
therefore provide a safe, flexible and af-
fordable migration path to broadcast-
ing's future.

4 For more information from
makers of automated video
library systems, circle the

following numbers on Reply
Card. Also see "Recorders,
Video" p. 64, "Commercial

Insertion Systems" p. 71 and
"Record/Playback Automa-
tion" p. 72 of the 1994 BE

Buyers Guide.

Ampex (319)
Odetics (320)
Panasonic (321)
Sony (322)
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COMFORT EFFICIENCY

Winsted Consoles
are ergonomically designed for maxi-
mum operator comfort. Vision lines
are direct, controls are easy to reach.
With less strain on the operator's eyes,
neck, back and arms, there's less
fatigue. And that translates into great-
er operator productivity, a critical factor
in any video or multimedia operation.

The complete
video line
Winsted offers a full line of
video furniture and support
systems including desks, con-
soles, rack cabinets and
modular components. And
only Winsted offers a full
range of special security
features like locking pull-
out drawers and shelves.

90% of all orders are
shipped within

24 hours!

FREE!
CABINET
DESIGN
KIT OR (CALL

TOLL-FREE

1-800-447-2257

46'
(1168 mm)
Eye Height

+30°

18"
(457 mm)

Seat Height

Modular Design
Winsted modular components are
designed for maximum flexibility. You can
design a console to meet your particular
requirements. And you can easily add to or
rearrange components as your needs
change. All System/85 components are UL
listed and designed for comfort and safety.

A complete line of video support furniture
including desks, consoles, rack cabinets
and modular components.

Ullitsted
THE WINSTED CORPORATION

10901 Hampshire Avenue So.  Minneapolis, MN 55438

TEL: 612-944-9050  FAX: 612-944-1546

Preferred by Professionals Worldwide
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Optical disc storage
for spot
automation

The Bottom Line
Broadcasters have always

been searching for improve-
ments in spot playback
systems. Technology has
continually evolved toward
smaller, cheaper, higher-

fidelity and more reliable
systems. Recently, magneto -
optical (MO) recording has
become a practical option,
serving all of these criteria
well. With proper interfacing,
an automated array of MO
recorders can provide a
reliable and cost-effective
system for short -form storage
and playback to air.

S

PC -based automation and optical disc
technology can form a powerful alliance.

By Barry N. Fisher

At the 1990 NAB Convention in Atlanta,
a company called Optical Disc Corpora-
tion had an interesting display. It was
showing a $180,000 optical recording sys-
tem that was as big as a large VTR. It was
designed for mass duplication of optical
discs using write -once media. More inter-
esting than that was something that was
tucked around the back of the booth. It
was a little $2,000 optical player with a
Macintosh computer controlling it. For
this demonstration one optical disc with
about 15 commercials was used. You
could select which commercials you
wanted to play by clicking a mouse, then
pushing a play button. The concept was
great, but not practical until Pioneer in-
troduced its rewritable magneto -optical
disc in 1992.

By that time, broadcasters had begun
to take notice of the technology and found
it impressive. Some were concerned with
durability of the format's hardware and
media, but generally concluded after ex-
haustive testing that the system per-
formed admirably and consistently in
their facilities.

Building a system
One such station was WFMZ-TV, Allen-

town, PA. In 1992, the station's engineers
met with American Broadcast Systems
(ABS), who had just introduced the Mi-
cro -Cart 100. This PC -based system pro-
vided a stable commercial playback sys-

Fisher is director of Engineering Operations for Maranatha Broad-
casting, Allentown, PA. Respond via the BE FAXback line, 913-
967-1905.

tern using multiple tape machines with
several spots on each tape. Certainly, if it
had the ability to do that, it could deal
with the instant search capacity of the
optical disc player. Instead of putting 60
spots on a Beta tape, it seemed possible
to put 60 spots on a 32 -minute optical
disc. ABS began working to modify its
programming to be able to handle what
WFMZ considered a "video hard drive" -
the Pioneer VDR-V1000. These technolo-
gies eventually developed into the sys-
tem that the station uses on air today.

The ABS software is written in Windows
and is designed to be run on an off -the-

shelf PC. As long as the PC platform is
adequate (e.g., 486DX/33), the Windows
environment offers the advantage of sim-
ple user interface and training for non -
DOS -literate operators.

The system software
is designed to be
straightforward
and easy to use.

The system software sends its com-
mands to the optical disc players through
an RS -422 card in the PC. The RS -422 bus
is connected to rack frames of intelligent
machine controllers called tributary
cards. Each playback machine in the au-
tomation system (disc or tape) has its
own tributary card, which controls the
machine's transport. A separate tribu-
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tary card is assigned to an AFV switcher
that selects which of the optical disc
players or tape machines is on -air. (See
Figure 1.) Another tributary card con-
nects a dedicated remote -control panel
to the system, allowing "hard" control of
any machine's start, stop and recue func-
tions.

For redundancy, a second 486/33 com-
puter is loaded with identical software.
The RS -422 outputs of the main and stand-
by computers are passed to an A/B switch,
which allows the system to be switched
to backup if a failure occurs, and the
system to be back on line within five
seconds of changeover.

Operating the system
The system software is designed to be

straightforward and easy to use. Color is

and can be made up until four seconds
before air. A spot can be added by simply
entering its in-house number or by look-
ing it up in the spot database. Spots can
be chained sequentially (one spot will
instantly follow another), started manu-
ally via the remote -control panel, or pro-
grammed to start at a specific time.

When operators add new spots to the
video database, they are prompted to
enter several items, such as spot number,
start date, kill date and length. Other
optional fields include recording media,
master reel, description, subject and
agency. The extra fields are provided for
ease in sorting. An operator could, for
example, get a printout of just the public
service announcements available. The
system also keeps an as -run log on its
hard drive. No changes can be made to
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Figure 1. Block diagram of control functions in WFMZ-TV's automation system.

used extensively on the operator's screen
to provide as much feedback as possible.
(See Figure 2.) The time of day appears
constantly in the upper left of the opera-
tor's screen with the current -event count-
down clock in the upper right. Each ma-
chine's status is constantly displayed in
the center of the screen, below which is
the playlist. An event in white has already
run, yellow indicates cued and ready, and
red indicates a problem. Because the
Windows environment allows multiple
tasks to run concurrently, operators leave
a playlist editing window open in addi-
tion to the on -air windows. This allows
any last-minute changes to be made to
the upcoming event schedule. Because
the on -air tasks and the editing tasks are
dynamically linked, any changes to the
playlist (which are made in the edit win-
dow) are immediately reflected in the on -
air playlist.

Changes to the playlist are made easily

the as -run log with the exception of add-
ing comments. For instance, an operator
could add a comment explaining why a
spot wasn't run.

Disc capacity and formatting
Each optical disc holds 32 minutes of

video. Because the disc players offer ran-
dom, single -frame access, a disc can also
be used to hold 57,600 frames for stills or
slides.

For motion -video, in order to fit as many
30 -second spots as possible on a 32-

minute disc, each disc is divided into 32 -
second segments. The extra two seconds
allow for black on either side of the spot
and help prevent accidental overdubs.
With four disc players, 240 spots are avail-
able on line. The timed segments exist
only in the database, not on the discs. In
other words, when a spot is scheduled to
play, the computer only tells the disc
player to cue to a specific time -code loca-

tion and play for a certain length of time.
The VDR-V1000 disc player has another

handy feature. It includes 99 non-volatile
cue memories. Each cue memory loca-
tion can be programmed for any time -
code location. All the disc players used in
this automation system have had the time-

code start -points for each of the discs'
32 -second segments loaded into these
memories. A 4 -digit coding scheme has
been established to track spots all the
way through the traffic system. For exam-
ple, a commercial numbered 4017 means
that the spot is on disc 4 at cut 17. To find
the cut, cue memory 17 is simply recalled
on the player holding disc 4. This makes
off-line dubbing spots easy, because the
start time of each disc segment always
remains the same. It also means that the
person dubbing doesn't have to worry
about the time -code start -point for the
commercial. The playback system doesn't
even need to be told which player holds
disc 4, because individual disc -identifi-
cation header information is recorded in
the first two seconds on each disc.

Another benefit is the ease of emergen-
cy operation. In the unlikely event that
both control PCs are down, an operator
can use the printed paper log to manual-
ly cue up spots from the front panel of
any disc player. If spot 3045 is scheduled
next, cue memory 45 is recalled on disc 3.
When the previous spot has finished play-
ing on -air, the operator presses play and
then manually takes the appropriate disc
player on the air switcher. The operator
can then go on to cue the next spot, even
if it is on the same disc. The disc player
contains two playback heads and can
play spots back-to-back instantly.
The tape machines in the system are

handled in a similar fashion, except with-
out random access. Each spot must have
a cue header recorded before it. This 7 -
second burst of data contains the spot
number, description, spot length and oth-
er information. When dubbing a spot to
the playback tape, the operator can
choose to have the tape rewound and
ejected immediately after it has played,
or to have the tape cued forward to the
next spot. Using the "cue forward" meth-
od, many spots (such as PSAs) can be
recorded consecutively on one tape. The
only drawback is that the spots will al-
ways air in the same order. The system
also allows for access to non-consecu-
tive cuts on a tape with the use of time
code.
Any mixture of tape or disc playback

can be sequenced in an on -air playlist. Of
course, the system can't play consecu-
tive spots from different locations on the
same tape, but it has no problem with
random spots from the same disc.

Maintenance
The disc recorder hardware has been
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reliable. When a slight degradation occurred in one of the
playback heads (while still under warranty), the manufacturer
sent a new optical assembly to the station. The replacement
took less than 30 minutes and did not require technician
training or adjustments. In contrast, tape machine repairs can
require considerably more knowledge and realignment effort.

No routine maintenance is required on the disc machines -
Vacuuming the device every couple of months is all that's
needed. The optical discs are said to be good for one million
recording cycles. This means that if you began recording a disc
today in consecutive and continuous 32 -minute increments
(around the clock), it would take more than 60 years to hit the
one million -pass point. Media replacement, therefore, is not an
issue - it's virtually permanent.

The system's video quality is that of Betacam SP with regard
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Figure 2. A sample of the control terminal screen showing window
used for log -comment entries at right.

The Story Of Our
INC Connectors Has A Very
Predictable RN Ending.

The gold-plated center conductor locks
into place making sure that cable and
connector are properly aligned during
termination.

Nickel -plated, tarnish -resistant bodies.

Ultem® plastic center conductor
insulator eliminates any impedance
mismatch.

Cable size is clearly marked on crimp
ferrules eliminating guesswork.

With the emerging digital video standards, BNC
connectors play a vital role in assuring the quality of
the distributed signal. Mismatched BNC connector
impedance can be a major source of signal degradation.
Reflections caused by mismatches degrade digital bit
streams, making it impossible to recover the digital

information correctly. What was trouble for 4.5 MHz analog transmission
can be a disaster for a 270 Mbps serial digital signal!

ADC has designed and manufactured a BNC plug with true 750
characteristic impedence. By using molded Ultem conductor insulators, every
ADC BNC connector provides consistent 750 characteristic impedance. To
find out more about how your connectors can have very predictable (and
happy) endings, call us at 1 800 726-4266
for the name of the ADC Professional Audio
and Video distributor near you.

Ultem is a registered trademark of GE Plastics.

.Telecommunications

to resolution and comparable to Beta
for noise. The one difference is that the
playback image does not deteriorate
over repeated plays as with tape for-
mats. The devices also produce low am-
bient noise, and their low power con-
sumption can allow smaller capacities
to be specified for UPS systems and
HVAC.

Breakthrough technology
This system represents a significant

breakthrough in spot playback technol-
ogy. It requires virtually no maintenance
and allows for multiple levels of redun-
dant playback. It consumes less elec-
tricity HVAC and staff time. The modu-
lar, open architecture of the system al-
lows changes and addition of hardware.
If a 60 -minute optical disc or longer be-
comes available, the system is ready for
it. Magnetic hard drives can also be inte-
grated for airing the shortest program
elements, such as PSAs, IDs or promos.
Meanwhile, tape will continue to be used
for long -form programming and archival
storage.

The future success of optical disc sys-
tems in broadcasting will be largely de-
pendent on their cost-effectiveness. If
the price of players were to drop, signif-
icantly larger systems would become
attractive. Meanwhile, hard disk systems
are beginning to appear, and they show
promise as well. A concern regarding
hard disk systems involves their non -
removable media - data is captive and
unreachable if a drive should fail or a
system should lock up. For these rea-
sons and others, optical and magnetic
recording may coexist in future facilities,
with optimum systems exploiting both
technologies' respective advantages. 

4 For more information on the
systems mentioned in this article,
circle the following numbers on

Reply Card.

ABS Micro -Cart 100 (313)
Pioneer VDR-V1000 (314)

Circle (27) on Reply Card
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Disk -based spot
playback
systems

The Bottom Line
1993 marked the start of a
new era in broadcasting
when tape -based library
systems were replaced by
disk -based units. For the first
time, broadcasters employed
the systems in applications
as diverse as 24 -hour news
playback and commercial
insertion. Although some
early adopters are simply
seeking to replace an auto-
mated tape -based system,
others see the new technol-
ogy as part of a much larger
digital video production
system.

(- Circle (28) on Reply Card
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They've come a long way in a short time.

By Roland J. Boucher, Jr.

he first disk -based commercial and
news playback system was demonstrat-
ed at the 1992 NAB Convention. The sys-
tem was made possible by a combination
of technology advancements including
greatly improved video compression
techniques and dramatic increases in the
speed and storage capacity of disk drives.
These new technologies, combined with
lower costs, enabled manufacturers to
offer affordable video library systems.
These systems are practical for commer-
cial insertion and news playback applica-
tions. It is possible that program -length
playback capabilities will be added as
new compression schemes are adopted
and disk capacities grow and costs de-
cline.

Carat -based systems
Cart -based library systems were de-

signed to house some or all of a station's
commercial library. These systems went
a long way toward eliminating errors
caused by mix-ups in the loading and
sequencing of commercials. These video
cassette library systems were basically
videotape editing systems controlling
multiple VCRs. Additionally, a robot was
used for loading, with storage bins used
to hold the tapes. The system rolled each
machine at the required time, with the
tape queued to play back the correct
commercial. The systems could also be
used to produce spot compile reels on
external machines, affording an element

Boucher is senior product marketing manager, broadcast prod-
ucts for Avid Technology, Tewksbury, MA.

of redundancy. Robotic library systems
were certainly far more efficient than the
manual operations they replaced, but
had limitations because of their mechan-
ical nature.

In some cases, software solutions were
devised to provide workarounds for play-
back conflicts. When queuing times pre-
vented the system from playing back two
adjacently scheduled spots, many sys-
tems would build a special break -reel as
a workaround. With cart systems, engi-
neers were concerned about the short-
est spot length that could be run back-to-
back without interruption.

Disk -based systems
With the development of non-linear

editing systems in the mid -1980s, the path
was cleared for the eventual develop-
ment of disk -based video playback sys-
tems. Just as robotic library systems re-
lied on edit controllers to schedule and
operate the systems, non-linear disk -
based editing systems made possible the
first digital disk playback systems.

Atypical multichannel, disk -based play-
back system consists of one digital play-
er/recorder per channel, buffer disk
drives for each channel, a central storage
archive and server, plus control worksta-
tions. (See Figure 1.) The central storage
archive may be hard disk drives, magne-
to optical drives, data tape or a combina-
tion of these. Using hard disks as the
central storage medium allows high-
speed access.

In an effort to reduce cost and provide
off-line storage, some manufacturers have
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chosen to use data tape or magneto -optical drives as the
central storage medium. However, this approach reduces the
transfer speed to the individual channel buffers, thus creating
a potential bottleneck in high -volume applications. Although,
when used in addition to a hard disk central archive, magneto -
optical drives or data tape can provide backup storage.

The basic unit of these systems is the digital player, which is
a software application that locates video and audio tracks on
the disk or disks and coordinates playback of those tracks so

MULTICHANNEL DISK -BASED PLAYBACK SYSTEM

CONTROL
WORKSTATION

COMPRESSED DATA FLOW

RECORD/
ENGINEERING
WORKSTATION

GPI :=0L.
IN I-J

BUFFER
DRIVES

GiTERIAL
CONTROL

BUFFER
DRIVES

11111 I

GPI 1CONTROL

VIDEO/AUDIO
CHANNEL INPUTS/OUTPUTS

be used in each channel to increase redundancy and improve
operating efficiency. These local storage buffers can be config-
ured to hold anything from a few spots to a full day's schedule.

Redundancy
The reliability of disk drives used in the new playback systems

is extremely high and improving all the time. The Mean Time
Between Failure (MTBF) for drives typically used in these
systems has been in a range of 300,000 hours, (slightly more
than 34 years). Newly released drives are as high as 800,000
hours. (Editor's note: These figures are comparable to figures
normally specified for disk drive MTBF, however, they reflect
only the MTBF for the internal cylinder, not the entire assembly.
MTBF specifications for the entire drive assembly tend to be in
the 50,000 to 150,000 hour range.) Even with those impressive

numbers, many
customers
choose to im-
plement RAID
technology for
protection

Figure 1. Block diagram of a multichannel disk -based video library.
Information is stored in the archive area and then moved to the buffer
drives as needed. Figure 2. The GUI (graphical user interface) used in the video

library
they appear as continuous streams. In fact, the ele-
ments of any one clip may be spread across a number of
separate disks. It's the player's job to keep track of the location
of these elements and to sequence them in the proper order for
playback. The player feeds a stream of clips into the video
decompression and audio processing system for continuous
play -out. Because of the random access nature of disk -based
systems the problem of conflicts and "cycle time" are virtually
eliminated.

The player or I/O module is one element in the modular video
disk -based playback system. The other major component is
storage. It ranges from a single disk drive to large RAIDed
servers in excess of 100GB, supplemented by magneto -optical
or data tape storage options. These modular disk -based sys-
tems can be configured in numerous ways to suit a wide variety
of applications.

In systems where Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks
(RAID) architecture is not used, buffer drives and I/O modules
provide redundancy options. Two I/O modules can be used to
provide continuous redundant playback of the commercial
schedule. In the event of trouble on one output, it is possible to
immediately switch over to the second output, for uninterrupt-
ed playback. A third I/O module can be used for recording while
the other two are playing back.

The buffers also provide an amount of protection from a
failure in the central archive. Depending on the size of the
buffer, the operator may have hours of uninterrupted playback
before a central archive failure can impact the buffer channel,
allowing time for system recovery.

If less redundancy is needed, instead of three I/O modules,
the system can be configured with two. The schedule is played
out on the first, while the second is used for recording, and as
a backup if necessary.

Storage can also be configured as needed. A large central
hard disk archive can be configured to hold all active spots. In
multichannel applications, individual local storage buffers can

system.

from failures.
Two RAID

configurations
lend them-
selves to broad-
cast playback
applications.
The first, RAID -
1, provides to-
tal mirroring of
the disk stor-
age. Should a
drive fail under

RAID -1, the mirrored drive automatically takes over, with no
loss of information and no manual intervention. The failed drive
is identified and then removed for repair and/or replacement.
RAID -1 obviously requires a doubling of the cost of disk drives.

RAID -3 provides a redundancy alternative that uses fewer
drives. In RAID -3 systems, one disk is used to record parity
information. The video and audio information is striped across
several disks. In the event of failure of one of those disks, the
parity information is used to reconstruct the lost information.
Again, there is no loss of information and the system continues
to perform without interruption. The failed disk can be re-
placed at the operator's convenience and, because of the parity
disk, a faithful copy of the failed drive information is recon-
structed during normal operation on the new disk. RAID -3
architecture requires an extra 20% of disk space for the parity
information.

User interface
Thanks to graphical user interfaces (see Figure 2), today's

disk -based video playback systems provide operators with
intuitive displays. Play lists include representative frames of
video for each event and changes can be made by clicking and
dragging clips from a library to the play list. Warnings of
scheduling errors or off-line media are displayed through a pop-
up list along with bright color bands across the affected events.
Standby clips for emergency use are held in an on -screen
window for immediate access.

Multiple user interfaces allow users to perform separate tasks
simultaneously. Systems may have terminals located through-
out the facility. In the case of video playback systems used for
news applications, links to the newsroom automation system
allow play list preparation and control to take place on any of
the network newsroom terminals or in the studio control room.
For commercial playback, links are provided to traffic, billing
and automation systems.
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The future
As the implementation of disk -based

video storage and library systems moves
forward, it is important to avoid applying
tape -type models to this new technology.
These devices are not simply more flexi-
ble cart machines; instead, disk -based
playback is a significant feature of a sys-
tem that can provide station -wide digital
capture, editing and storage of video and
audio.

The benefits associated with this tech-
nology become fully realized when the
entire system is implemented. In a com-
mercial insertion application, there is a
benefit in preparing the 20 to 30 daily
promos on a non-linear disk -based edit
system networked to the library. In this
way, stored donuts or beds can be used
to wrap around recordings of show pre-
views captured from satellite. Each pro-
mo is available for playback quickly, with-
out the need for dubbing or loading of
tapes.

On the news side, the playback system
becomes the final link in the news pro-
duction chain. Digital disk recorders cap-
ture incoming feeds, non-linear editors
speed the editing process, and digital
playback occurs according to a schedule
prepared on the newsroom system and

downloaded to the disk -based playback
system.

This media sharing capability opens up
a host of opportunities for improving the
speed and efficiency of the video produc-
tion process, but the full benefits of this
system can only be realized if the digital
media is stored in a standard format and
all elements of the system are designed
to accept this standard.
As we look into the future, one sure

thing is this technology will continue to
change. Storage devices will increase in
capacity and become lower in cost. Net-
works with servers will provide high-
speed access to stored media. It will be
possible to locate the I/O modules re-
motely from the central storage. Dedicat-
ed high-speed data links will provide the
necessary network communication con-
nection from the central storage archive
to the remote I/O devices. Compression
standards will improve, allowing program -
length material to be stored and played
back in affordable disk -based archives.

Conclusion
New formats are the topic of discussion

in many stations today, whether it's a
change in aspect ratio or the higher scan
rates of ATV. Modular disk -based systems,

like much of today's equipment, can be
upgraded rather than replaced. If there is
a new compression standard, simply re-
place the compression board. If 16x9 as-
pect ratios become the rule and an ATV
standard is adopted, the I/O board is
changed and the software upgraded. In-
dividual components can be easily up-
graded while the rest of the system re-
mains unchanged. For the user, the graph-
ical user interface maintains continuity
throughout.

The computer revolution has come to
broadcasting. Performance increases pi-
oneered by industry have resulted in a
convergence of technologies that now
make disk -based video a reality. Stan-
dard computer platforms, disk drives,
servers and networks are now being inte-
grated into fast and efficient storage and
production systems. As disk -based tech-
nology improves, the decision to imple-
ment these new systems may become
much easier.

For more information on disk -
based video systems, circle (315)

on the Reply Card.
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Computer vs. video
resolution

The Bottom Line

Now, more than ever,
economic realities force both
managers and engineers to
consider desktop solutions to
a wide range of problems.
Understanding the fundamen-
tal differences will help you
see through the hype and
obtain a clearer view of the
trade-offs. Here is a
beginner's look at some of
the fundamental differences
between video and computer
images.

S

The words may be the same, but
the meanings are different.

By Tom Ransom

Flip through the pages of computer, mul-
timedia and desktop video magazines
and you'll see ad after ad screaming out
the benefits of broadcast -quality desk-
top video. Is desktop video really ready
for prime time? Countless TV stations,
networks and cable stations are using
the technology right now, but realistical-
ly. desktop video has a ways to go before
a Macintosh, 486 PC or Amiga is ready to
serve as the heart of a broadcast video
production suite.

This article will address what you need
to consider to integrate computer -gener-
ated graphics and special effects into
professional broadcast video. It is done
every day, but like any emerging technol-
ogy. desktop video requires some fine-
tuning before it's ready to air.

Those schooled in traditional broad-
cast video often clash with the riders of
the new desktop video frontier. There's
even a language barrier, with words like
resolution that have different meanings in
a desktop context than in the world of
analog broadcast television. Before we
delve into solutions, we will define an
image from the broadcast and desktop
computer perspectives.

Broadcast vs. desktop video
Composite video is created when a vid-

eo camera turns light into an electrical
signal. Video monitors turn those electri-
cal signals back into light. Three main
video standards exist: NTSC, PAL and

Ransom is marketing communications manager for Truevision
Incorporated, Indianapolis.

SECAM. NTSC is used in North America,
Japan and parts of South America. It was
set forth by the National Television Stan-
dards Committee (NTSC) in 1953 and is
based on a black -and -white video stan-
dard that dates to 1941. NTSC uses 525
horizontal lines, 262.5 lines make up one
field, with 60 fields per second.

The PAL, or Phase Alternation by Line,
standard, originated in Germany and is
similar to NTSC. This standard, which is
used in Europe, Africa and the Middle
East, uses 50 fields of video per second,
with 625 lines, compared to the 525 lines
used in NTSC.

SECAM, an acronym for Systeme Elec-
tronique Pour Couleur Avec Memoire, is
used primarily in France, Russia and East-
ern Europe. Like PAL, SECAM has 50 fields
of video per second and 625 vertical lines.

Today, professional video used for
broadcast tends to be mostly analog and
is found in composite and component
forms. Digital video tends to be used
mostly for high -quality post -production,
but is also used somewhat in broadcast.
Digital video has become a bit of a gener-
ic term used to describe any video that
has been digitally encoded. Strictly speak-
ing that may be true. however, to video
professionals, the term digital video re-
fers to one of several industry -wide stan-
dards for digitally encoded video, includ-
ing SMPTE 125M and SMPTE 259M. When
referring to desktop video, the term digi-
tized video may be more appropriate.

Composite video is a single analog (or
digital) video signal that carries lumi-
nance, chrominance and synchronization
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Strongest link.
Your satellite receiver is the

most important link in your
reception chain. And the one thing
you can always count on - the
signal never gets better than it is at
the receiver. It creates the most
important link to video and audio
technical performance and initial
S/N ratio.

Which is a very good reason to
specify Standard Communications
Corp.'s new rebroadcast
Intercontinental satellite TV receiver
- but it's not the only reason.

It has all the features
professional operators need most:
total flexibility in both C/Ku-band
operation, rebroadcast quality

certified video on NTSC, PAL
and SECAM signals, and a
universal power supply built for
the rigorous demands of
24 -hour -a -day operation.

Never before has one receiver
worked so well from INTELSAT to
all DOMSAT formats in C, Ku and
S -band frequencies. The 800 MHz
or optional 1 GHz input will work
with all known LNBs on all
worldwide ITU regions. And our
synthesized PLL tuning circuit
provides direct frequency selection
with crystal tolerance - 100 KHz
accuracy in a continuous,
self -monitoring control loop. The
new digital AFC circuit improves
performance in low threshold,
severe interference, and multiple
carrier per transponder operation.

A uniq _le 70 MHz I.F. spectrum
inversion circuit allows Ku -band to
C -band or v ce versa I.F. uplink or
downlink Umarounds.

ALAN, O- fu

The Intercontinental is built for
knowledgeable and discriminating
engineers and offers proof of
performance RS250C and
CCIR567 certification. It features
six I.F. bandpass filters, from 36
MHz to 16 MHz, five audio filter
selections from 880 to 75 KHz, and
six audio de -emphasis circuits.

There is much more you should
know about the Intercontinental -
and Standard Communications -
than we can tell you in a single ad.
Call us or fax us. We'll send you
more information showing you how
to get the best performance and
peace of mind. Link up with our
new Intercontinental.

Standard
Communications
SATELLITE

S,O-a

P. 0. Eox 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
Phone (310) 532-5300 ext. 217
Toll -Free (800) 745-2445
Fax (800) 722-2329 (Toll -Free)
(310) 532-0397 (CA & Intl Only)
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(sync) information. Component video, on
the other hand, refers to video made up
of more than one signal, carried on more
than one wire.

Several forms of component
video are common -S -video
uses two components, lumi-
nance and chrominance. They
are carried as separate signals,
with sync information carried
as part of the luminance signal.
Another form of component
video is RGB, where the video
signal is broken down into red,
green and blue with accompa-
nying sync information typical-
ly carried separately or on the
green signal. n addition, Y, R -Y,
B -Y is a form of component vid-
eo that separates the lumi-
nance (Y) from the chromi-
nance signal. The chrominance
signal is then split into two col-
or difference signals, R -Y and
B -Y.

non -interlaced manner. Dedicated display
memory is loaded with pixel information
starting at the lowest address, progress-
ing sequentially to the highest address.

A 640 x 480 x 24 bits/pixel image.

By comparison, the image you pixels bec

see on an Amiga, PC or a Macintosh mon-
itor is not video, but computer graphics.
Color, image resolution and presentation
are handled differently. This is the reason
desktop computer images need to be
converted to either composite or com-
ponent video before they can be viewed
on a video monitor or television, and vice
versa. In computers, images are repre-
sented by a fixed number of pixels (pic-
ture elements) - one common pixel for-
mat is 640 x 480. Each pixel is assigned a
value for the amount of red, green and
blue to be displayed. Sync, rather than
being carried with the signal, is more a
matter of hardware implementation.

What makes up an image?
Basically, video is made up of a series of

horizontal scan lines displayed in rapid
succession to create an entire picture. In
video cameras, the light and color infor-
mation is converted into an electrical
signal by an electron tube or a charged -
coupled device (CCD). Monitors and tele-
visions display video by using an elec-
tron gun to reproduce the light and color
information on the screen.

Each frame of NTSC video is made up of
525 horizontal lines. The lines are scanned
from the top to the bottom of the screen.
One complete set of 525 horizontal lines
is called a frame. In NTSC, only half of the
lines are scanned each time the electron
beam moves from top to bottom of the
screen. On one pass, the odd lines are
scanned, on the next pass the even lines
are scanned. This type of display is called
interlaced. Each complete pass of the
beam from top to bottom is referred to as
a field, and two adjacent fields comprise
one frame of video.

Computer images are refreshed in a

is displayed sequentially from top to bot-
tom. Some older computer monitors, as
well as many of the less -expensive variet-
ies, actually display the signal in an inter-

laced fashion, but this is be-
cause of the inner workings of
the monitor, not the signal for-
mat. The reason you notice the
scan line when a computer
image is shown on a TV pro-
gram is because the scan fre-
quencies of the computer mon-
itor and TV monitor are simi-
lar, but not locked together. It's
much like the wagon wheels
apparently spinning backward
in the old westerns, because of
the strobe effect of the film
camera's shutter.

When it's examined closely, the
ome apparent.

This information is updated or refreshed
regularly by the system. Pixel informa-
tion is passed to the driver in the same
manner. Once it arrives at the monitor, it

Resolving resolution
Resolution is measured dif-

ferently in video than it is in
computers. For video, vertical
resolution is fixed because the
number of horizontal lines is

set for NTSC, however, horizontal resolu-
tion can be as high as the response of the
equipment allows, typically 750 lines for
broadcast cameras and half that for a TV

The differena
with

elden
Digital is dear.

Copyright 1994, Belden Inc.
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set (see "Resolution and Image Quality,"
July 1993). Basically, resolution refers to
the maximum number of alternating
black -and -white lines that can be dis-
played. As the number of lines increases,
they eventually blend together and ap-
pear grey. When viewing a monitor to
check resolution, the monitor must be
able to display more lines than the equip-
ment being tested, otherwise the test is
meaningless. Color monitors typically
display only 350-450 lines, however, a
high -quality black -and -white monitor can
display upward of 850 TV lines.

In video, the luminance signal contains
picture information as well as sync. This
signal is basically the equivalent of black -
and -white monochrome video. The rea-
son for this is simple. To allow reception
of color signals on existing black -and -
white sets, the color information was
added to the signal in a way that would
not affect black -and -white televisions.
Color or chrominance information is car-
ried on a subcarrier. The amplitude and
phase of the subcarrier determines how
much of a given color is added to the
picture. Each horizontal line contains
luminance and chrominance information.
Combining these signals causes unwant-

ed artifacts to be generated in the video.
Keeping them separate prevents the gen-
eration of artifacts, but can create other
problems. The generation of artifacts
tends to be cumulative, and that is why
properly set up multigeneration compo-
nent video appears cleaner and crisper
than multigeneration composite video.

Because of the large
amount of memory

required, and because
of the time involved in
accessing that amount
of memory, computer
designers have made

compromises.

For computers, resolution is measured
in pixels. Color depth refers to the num-
ber of bits used for each pixel. Because
each pixel is based on red, blue and green
values, the total number of bits used must
be divided by three to determine how
many bits are used to describe each of

Really clear.

Sure everybody knows Belden
cables are renown for their relia-
bility. Why else would they be
the broadcast industry's No. 1
choice? But, can you imagine
the signal integrity and clarity
achieved when Belden quality
meets digital technology?

Well, you don't have to, because
Belden offers the industry's most
complete line of audio/video
cabling options, including prod-
ucts that support the latest digital
technologies. In fact, over 60% of
our entire line is new in just the
last few years, proving that Belden
clearly leads in innovation, too.

But that's only part of the story.
We also offer the industry's
largest distributor network for
local product availability.
Plus, peace -of -mind
knowing that Belden
guarantees the compatibility
of our cables with leading
broadcast equipment.

No wonder the Belden difference is
so clear to so many. Call 1-800-
BELDEN-4 for your FREE copy of
our AudioNideo Catalog, and see
for yourself. Because, if you think
we sound too good to be true,
you should see how we look.

Wren

VS°R

the three colors. Therefore, 24 -bit color
typically refers to a signal that uses 8 -bits
each to describe the red, blue and green
values for a given pixel. In general, 32 -bit
signals have an extra eight bits used for
a key signal used to "cut a hole" for the
image when performing effects. Taking
this one step further, storing an uncom-
pressed 640 x 480 24 -bit pixel image re-
quires more than seven million bits,
which is the equivalent of 900kB of com-
puter memory.

Because of the large amount of memo-
ry required, and because of the time
involved in accessing that amount of
memory, computer designers have made
compromises. For instance, a standard
VGA can display 640 x 480 pixels, but to
save memory space, only 256 colors can
be displayed at once. Those 256 colors
are derived from a look -up table that
contains RGB values for each of the col-
ors. Six bits each are used for the red,
green and blue values. With six bits, the
red, green and blue values can be as-
signed any value from 0 to 63, which
allows for more than 262,000 colors, any
256 of which can be displayed at one
time. This type of system is what is re-
ferred to as 8 -bit color, not because eight
bits describe the color of the pixels, but
because eight bits describe the size of
the lookup table. One feature of this meth-
od is the fact that by changing the num-
bers that describe a color in the look -up
table, all of the pixels assigned that color
will be changed. Higher pixel resolutions,
as well as up to 16.7 million colors (24 -
bit), are available on desktop systems.
The additional resolution requires addi-
tional memory and system speed, but
like high -end video equipment, the re -
suiting higher cost is warranted by the
increased quality.

How much is too much?
So what do you need? For the most

part, more is better, but there are trade-
offs. Cost is probably the most obvious
trade-off, and quality is the hardest to
define. Today, 640 x 480 pixels with 256
colors (8 -bit) may be enough. HDTV ad-
vocates, however, are specifying 1,920
pixels by 1,080 lines interlace and 1,920
pixels by 720 lines progressive scan. The
best choice is somewhere in the middle.
With hardware costs dropping, buying a
cutting -edge unit may not be cost-effec-
tive, however, getting something slightly
better than your current needs warrant
and upgrading to stay ahead of the curve
probably makes the most sense. Careful
evaluation and a reasonable understand-
ing of the fundamental differences be-
tween computers and video equipment
will lead to the best solution for your
needs.
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The changing face
of radio automation

The Bottom Line

Automation is the key to the
future for many radio sta-
tions. Once limited to
"canned" -format stations, its
cost-effectiveness is now
accessible to nearly any
radio operation, thanks to
increased flexibility and
reliability. Multistation
facilities can especially
benefit from systems that can
manage multiple program
services from a single
platform. Investment in
automation today also may
serve as an important first
step toward the LAN -based
radio station of tomorrow.

This is not your father's cartridge wheel.

By Skip Pizzi, technical editor

in the not -so -distant past, a radio station
used automation when it couldn't afford
live talent. An automated operation meant
small -market, small -audience and low-
budget. Automating a radio station was a
tacit admission of second-class media
citizenship.
Well, things have changed - dramati-

cally. Automation is now a cutting -edge
technology. It's still used for many of the
same cost-effective reasons, but today it
can provide much more. The new wave of
computer -based automation systems al-
lows a wide range of programming tech-
niques to be applied with precision and
reliability, while keeping costs manage-
able. New systems are moving into larger
markets as they integrate more live -assist
capabilities, allowing their advantages
to be applied with rather than in place of
live talent.

Today's computer automation system
is also the kernel of tomorrow's electron-
ic architecture for radio stations. It's like-
ly that the future radio facility will be a
multichannel, audio -plus -data, comput-
er -networked operation. The launching
point for this transition is in the heart of
the station - the on -air control room. It
is there that the conversion to a virtual
environment takes root and begins its
growth outward to the station's other
functions. (See "Desktop Radio," Febru-
ary 1994.)

The latest directions
Computer -based automation systems

(sometimes called audio management
systems) have now been in use for enough

years to prove their viability, and they
can no longer be considered really new.
Many systems use standard PC platforms,
while others are based on proprietary
devices. Their ability to maximize a broad-
caster's daypart flexibility and cost-ef-
fectiveness is well -established, whether
local or satellite -delivered programming
is used. Their capacity to interface with
traffic systems is also well-known. Some
systems integrate familiar control sur-
faces, such as push -buttons and faders,
while others opt for fully virtual (on-
screen) control, using mouse, trackball
or touchscreen devices.

Today's computer
automation system is

the kernel of
tomorrow's electronic
architecture for radio

stations.

Today's new directions in this field take
the next step toward the future radio
facility by including networked design.
This allows multiple devices to intercon-
nect and share common hard disk audio
file storage and access via a local area
network (LAN) designed specifically for
radio operations - the so-called radio
LAN or R -LAN.

This trend was widely evident at the
1994 NAB Convention, with most radio
automation manufacturers showing some
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WHATEVER YOU DO -
DON'T BUY THE WRONG MIXER.

Especially if you're doing multitrack recording-whether
digital or analog. Fact is, a mixer that's not specifically config-

ured with the features essential for multitrack recording just
isn't a recording mixer. Bottom line is, general purpose mixers

make multitrack recording a nightmare.

You see, mixers that aren't designed and engineered

for multitrack recording will torture you with the endless
hassle of patching and repatching - every time you track,

overdub or mixdown. It's frustrating, wastes valuable time

and leaves you tangled in cable.

So before you choose a mixer for your studio - be
sure it has the features of a dedicated recording mixer.

NOT A RECORDING MIXER
DOESN'T HAVE THESE FEATURES.

(i (

)
[MA IHREI

LEVEL

TASCAM,
Take advantage of our experience

'MAP, OUTP,S,

MULTITRACK DECK CONFIGUFATION
If you don't have dedicated inputs and outputs for your 8 -York deck,

where do you plug it in? Without this basic recording confipurction

you'll be repatching day and night and you won't be able

to record on 8 tracks at once. With these inputs, tape

monitoring is as simple as pressing a switch. Also,

because the TASCAM M1500 is a true 4 -buss

mixer, you can mix any combination of

your input signals to any of the 4

output busses directly to tape.

DIRECT OUT
AND GROUP OU
ASSIGNMENT
SWITCHES
You gotta have these. Because withosi Clem

you can't directly send a single input o tope,

or record several inputs to one track. gut

with them, assign your inputs anywhere

by pressing a few switches. Best part

is, you'll never have to refer to

any complex patch diagrams.

IN -LINE MONITORING
A sure sign of a recording mixer. This lets you

monitor your tape tracks at any time without

sacrificing an input channel lust press a switch.

With the M1500's dual section not only can you

monitor tape tracks, it can be used for additional

effects sends, or to double your inputs for virtual

tracking at mixdown. And do any of this by

flipping a switch.

SWEEPABLE
MIDRANGE EQ
Ask for it. Because when it comes

time to tailor your sound, you need

the flexibility where the action is -

in the midrange. The M1500's

sweepable midrange lets you isolate

specifk mid frequencies allowing

you to make the subtle tonal

corrections you want.

ELABORATE
MONITORING
In a recording environment

you need to hear what's going

through your board at all times.

With the M1500's comprehensive

monitoring matrix you are able

to hear any sound source at any

time - inputs, tape, A U X sends,

anything - it's your choice, just

press a switch.

1/L 2/R

TRUE TRANSPARENCY AND LOW NOISE
In recording, your signal goes through the mixer several times. And each time it goes

through, it is important not to lose or gain anything. Especially an identifiable "mixer

sound." Test any mixer for its transparency. Take any usual and bounce it 3 or 4 times

on your favorite digital recorder. With the truly transparent M1500, you'd be hard

pressed to differentiate between the bounced tracks and the original signal.

At TASCAM, we've been making multitrack recording

equipment for more than 20 years. We pack that experience

into every mixer we make-and we make more recording
mixers than any other company in the world.

For our MI500 Series of recording mixers, the result is

an affordable mixing console configured for 8 -track recording.

A truly transparent mixer that makes tracking, overdubbing,
and mixdowns easy. An extraordinarily flexible console
loaded with the features and specs you'd expect on consoles

costing thousands more.

But the MI500 Series of recording mixers are priced less

than many general purpose mixers on the
market. They're available in a 16 -channel/

32 -input tabletop version (M1516) and a

compact rack mountable 8-channel/16-input 6 a, 6 9 -
version (M I508). So if you're involved in digital or

analog 8 -track recording, you've just found the best

recording console value in the industry.
Get your hands on a true recording mixer today: the

TASCAM MI500 Series. There's one waiting for you at your

authorized TASCAM dealer. Go ahead - test it and play
with it. It's your next recording mixer.

© 1993 TEAC America Inc 7733 Telegraph Road, Montehello, CA 90640 213) 726-0303
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sort of networked product. (See BE's de-
tailed NAB show coverage in next month's
issue).

The R -LAN is the next logical step in
radio station evolution, allowing integra-
tion of the entire process from traffic to
broadcast in a single monolithic device.

Moving to a virtual
environment provides
defense against the
constant need to up-

grade facilities.

Although it can never replace the origi-
nal (and continuing) strengths of radio -
smart programming and strong talent -
it can make their presentation more ef-
fective and efficient. Moving from a "hard"
to a virtual environment also provides at
least a partial defense against the con-
stant need to upgrade and furnish facili-
ties with the latest hardware.

Perhaps most important, an R -LAN en-

vironment can make the most of a consol-
idated operation, allowing multiple pro-
gram streams to be managed on the same
system. This holds true for either regres-
sive consolidations like the duopolies of
today - where formerly separate sta-
tions are combined into a joint facility -
or potential progressive consolidations of
tomorrow, in which existing stations in-
augurate new or spin-off services, deliv-
ered by wired or wireless means. If pro-
jections about future datacasting oppor-
tunities hold true, the R -LAN can also
accommodate flexible and cost-effective
management of these revenue -produc-
ing datastreams as well.

Migration paths
An important element in today's radio

automation systems is machine control.
This allows an automation system to con-
trol other devices at the station, typically
via a serial control protocol such as RS -
422. These external devices include new-
er generations of DAT machines, digital
spot recorders (cart machine replace-
ments), CD players and CD jukebox chang-
ers, most of which feature serial control

Quartet

Whrumpri

Bringing New solutions
to digital transitions

5695,St-Francois, St -Laurent, Quebec, Canada
Tel: (514) 333-1772 Fax: (514) 333-9828
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capability.
This approach maximizes cost-effective-

ness because it allows previously exist-
ing hardware and media to be used for a
longer period, and because less -expen-
sive storage formats (i.e., removable
magnetic or optical media rather than
hard disk) can be used. Eventually, many
of these outboard functions may be han-
dled by the R -LAN and its computers
directly, particularly if hard disk costs

The technology de-
serves serious scrutiny
by broadcasters who
are concerned about
their future facility's

design.

become cheap enough to rival other
forms of storage.

Note also that although most automa-
tion system manufacturers are develop-
ing (or now offer) some sort of R -LAN

NOTHING REMAINS
THE SAME

Whatever the size . . . Worldwide,
Storeel can help!

/111111111

,7101'w
doimmi ,

BPI
1444Kiu. !!! ,4444

Technology is transforming the tape
storage industry. Keeping in touch with

customer requirements is our top
priority. Call Storeel today when space

saving becomes your priority.

3337 West Hospital Avenue, Post Office Box 80523, Atlanta, Georgia 30341
404-458-3280, Fax 404-457-5585

Call Today For A Free System Design Consultation
Tailored To Your Individual Requirements
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Compact UHF wireless...

...by the best in the business.
The new 195 Series introduces a transparent
audio quality that has never been available
from any wireless manufacturer, in studio or
field production wireless systems.

A revolutionary dual -band compandor
system eliminates pumping and breathing
and keeps envelope distortion at incredibly
low levels.

Wide deviation (±75kHz) with the dual -band
compandor eliminates the need for conven-
tional pre-emphasis/de-emphasis, producing
a wide, perfectly flat frequency response.

Surface mount technology is integrated with
precision mechanical assemblies to keep the
overall size to a minimum. This preserves the
overall ruggedness which is our hallmark.

Made with Pride in the USA

We urge you to directly compare this new
UHF system with any other wireless system,
compact or full size, at any price, from any
manufacturer. Compare RF selectivity and
IM rejection, operating range or thermal
stability. Compare overall audio quality.
When you do, be prepared to experience
something clearly superior to what you have
been using.

This is a wireless system that doesn't sound
like a wireless system. Isn't that what you'd
expect from the best in the business?

Call for more information:

800-821-1121

LECTROSONICS INC.
581 Laser Roac, Rio Rancho, NM 871 24
FAX (505) 882-6243
USA
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package, most digital audio workstation
(DAW) manufacturers are not moving to-
ward an R -LAN goal. Therefore, although
DAWs may work well in radio station pro-
duction studios, they may not offer the
ideal entry point to a fully virtual future
environment that radio automation or
audio management systems do. Most
DAWs offer no greater ability for facility -
wide integration than the conventional
production equipment they replace.
Therefore, audio management systems
may provide a more future -minded, full -
facility growth option when compared to
DAWs, which are dedicated almost solely
to production duties. This may also ex-
plain the currently rapid pace charted by
some audio management manufacturers
in development of software and hard-
ware for dedicated production -studio and
newsroom stations on their networked
systems.

The list of radio automation and audio
management system manufacturers is
growing (see Table 1), and the technolo-
gy deserves some serious scrutiny by
broadcasters who are concerned about
their future facility's design and opera-
tional philosophy. For radio stations, the
new paradigm starts here.

AEQ

AEV

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS

AUDITRONICS

BASYS

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS
COMPUTER CONCEPTS

DALET DIGITAL MEDIA SYSTEMS
DHK GROUP

ELECTRIC WORKS/THE MANAGEMENT

ENCO SYSTEMS
FIDELIPAC

GEFEN SYSTEMS
ITC

LPB

MCCURDY
MEDIA TOUCH SYSTEMS

PROPHET SYSTEMS

RADIO COMPUTING SERVICES (RCS)

RADIO SYSTEMS

REGISTER DATA SYSTEMS (RDS)

SCHAFER WORLD COMMUNICATIONS
SCOTT STUDIOS

SMARTS BROADCAST
STUDER DIGITEC
TM CENTURY

WHEATSTONE

MAR SYSTEM

DIGITAL SPOT SAMPLER
DIGILINK, GEMINI

DESTINY 2000

D -CART

AUDIO VAULT, FORMAT SENTRY
DCS, DCS LIVE!

DALET SOUND WORKSTATION

AUDISK

DIGITAL DJ, AXS
DAD 486X

DYNAMAX AIR MARSHAL
CDJ PRO
DIGICENTER

SALSA

MCCART
MEDIA DISK II

WIZARD FOR WINDOWS
MASTER CONTROL, WORKS
DDS

DIGI-CODER, PHANTOM
GENESIS DIGITAL AUDIO

COMPUCARTS

SMARTCASTERS
NUMISYS, DIGIMEDIA
ULTIMATE DIGITAL STUDIO II

NOT SO HARD DISK

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

332

333

334

335

336

337

338

339

340

341

342

343

344

345

346

347

348

349

Table 1. The major players in the radio automation/audio management marketplace.

Do You Want A Better
Sounding Station?

CRL CAN HELP YOU. No matter the size of
your station or the size of your

budget, we have an
engineered

solution
for you.

Cali Todaiti

Give your station that distinctive
sound you need to build bigger audiences.

ARS
WU&
SYSTEMS

Amigo FM.
Feature by
feature the

Amigo offers
he best value in
today's market.
The Amigo has

the ability to give
any station a "big
station" sound at

half the cost of
typical FM
processors.

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
(602) 438-0888
FAX (602) 438-8227

Circle (38) on Reply Card

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01,/o, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measure-
ments a dream.

AgE E ILA R CALL 610-687-5550 Fax 610-687-2686
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
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When you can't
see the trees for
the forest...

Sierra's Tahoe Series multi -level
routing switchers lead the way!
If you can't find the signal you need
when and where you need it, you need
Sierra! Our Tahoe Series video and
audit routing switchers will put you
and your signals on the right path and
improve your productivity at the same
time. Tahoe Series routing switcners
offer better than broadcast quality I -
performance at affordable prices.
See why others are moving up to
Sierra Video Systems to get thei
signal back on the right trail...

SIERRA
VIDEO
\SYSTEMS

roil Cali see the cliff rence:

SIERRA VIDEO SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 2462
Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA

Telephone: + 916.478.1000
Facsimile: + 916.478.1105

our latest catalog
Circle (40) on ReFI. Card

SIERRA MEL

 Available in sizes f-orn 16x16 to 32x64. Custom sizes too!
 Up to 8 levels of composite or component analog video

and audio - with transparent performance.
 Powerful three part serial control system supports up to

64 control panels at dis-,ances to 1,500 meters.

 Serial interface for a hog computer or third -party
controller. MS-D:3S" applicEtion software included!

 Terminal por: for system set-uo. Assign control panels to
levels and outputs as needed.

 Expandable. Upg-ace at an' t me by simply adding
modules. Ask aocut our trade -up program too!

 Companion serial digital viceo, wideband RGB and

and service, vs,e inean
11ZC5e11414'

RS -422 data roufilg switchers from the SVS'm line-up.
 Seven -Year Wlrrarity! When it comes to reliability

q 0
to:

44e 44r %.

For more information akout or to
review our breed range of p-oducts,
simply call us o- contact you- local
SVSTM dealer and request a copy of 40 Al0 44s

+0 0N- s



Measuring NRSC
compliance

By John Battison, P.E.

AM stations, beware: FCC Rule No.
73.44(e) will be effective June 30, 1994.
This will have an important effect on
many stations. If your station complied
presumptively with the NRSC emission
standard (Rule No. 73.44(a)(b)) by in-
stalling NRSC-1 filters in 1990, you have
been absolved from making the periodic
measurements required in Rule No.
73.1590(a)(6) until June 30. At that time,
your exemption expires, and the emis-
sion standard's requirement for verifica-
tion measurements takes effect.

The entire RF trans-
mission system is

involved, not just the
transmitter.

The rules call for measurements to be
made at intervals of not more than 14
months to show compliance with the
NRSC emission standard. Some engineers
feel that this gives AM stations until Aug.
30,1995 to make their first measurements,
while others advise that first measure-
ments should be taken before June 30,
1994. In either case, the real impact to
stations does not come from taking the
measurements, but from the new test
equipment that may be required. The
measurements call for a spectrum ana-
lyzer or, as the rule states, specialized
receivers or monitors with appropriate
characteristics. Disputes will be resolved
in favor of spectrum analyzer results.

Although it is probable that properly
adjusted AM transmitters using the NRSC-
1 filters will continue to comply with the
rules, an equipment performance mea-
surement must now be made and kept on
file to demonstrate this compliance.

This requirement may be a blessing to
stations receiving splatter from overmod-
ulated AM stations. The FCC might be
more exacting on AM stations when the
new requirements come into force.

Battison, BE's consultant on antennas and radiation, owns
John H. Battison and Associates, a consulting engineering
company in Loudonville, near Columbus, OH. Respond via
the BE FAXback line at 913-967-1905.

Re: Radio
Alb Abe faa

MID MPasse auk ime

Verifying compliance
Spectrum analyzers are not cheap, and

although they are nice to have on hand,
few stations are likely to invest in one.
Nevertheless, it's a good idea for every
AM station to make, or contract to have
made, a spectrum analyzer check as soon
as possible. Stations will then be sure of
their compliance with the FCC's rules, or
they will be able to make the necessary
adjustments to bring the bandwidth into
line. Such a measurement will also satisfy
the rules for another 14 months.

Over the four years since the NRSC
filters were required to provide the pre-
sumption of compliance, there may have
been variations in performance as com-
ponents aged. In many cases, preset op-
erating controls have been changed as a
succession of contract engineers looked
after the station. Probably most of the
NRSC filters were properly set up during
installation, but as instruction manuals
were misplaced, and ambitious engineers
devised ways of improving performance,
it's possible that many output signals no
longer conform to NRSC-1 specification.

If stations continue to rely on presump-
tive compliance, they may have a rude
awakening when the FCC walks in some
day after June 30. AM stations are ad-
vised to invest in a carrier check or to buy
equipment to make their measurements.

An alternative
Some years ago, Delta Electronics intro-

duced the AM Splatter Monitor, which
makes it possible to evaluate the effects
of an NRSC filter on a station's signal. The
splatter monitor cannot take the place of
a spectrum analyzer measurement in the
commission's eyes, but the monitor's in-
dication of acceptable performance
should provide a station with peace of
mind at a substantially lower price. Its
effective indication of compliance tells
you that if the FCC should check your
signal, you'll have nothing to fear.

Not long after the splatter monitor was
introduced, Tom Wright and John Bisset
presented a paper, "The Splatter Monitor
and The Spectrum Analyzer: Measure-
ment Comparisons" (published in the
NAB's 1989 Broadcast Engineering Con-

ference Proceedings, or available from
Delta Electronics as part of its Applica-
tion Bulletin No. 10). The report cites
comparative, simultaneous measure-
ments of stations in the Washington, DC
area, and shows agreement between spec-
trum analyzer and splatter monitor.

Solving problems that may surface
Just making the measurements may be

only part of the work. If your testing indi-
cates non -compliant emissions, you'll
have to track down the problem and fix it,
then make confirming measurements.

The entire RF transmission system is
involved, not just the transmitter. Anten-
nas, ATUs and phasers should not be
ignored. High -Q systems can make com-
pliance particularly difficult. Check the
plate loading on the final stage of the
transmitter. Changes in operating values
that result in an incorrect plate load can
cause RF spectrum problems (as well as
premature tube failure). If your final and
modulator tubes have been in use for
several years, it's a good idea to replace
them before making your spectrum mea-
surements. Sometimes feedback -ladder
resistance and capacitor values can also
change over time. Unbalanced ladders
can spoil an otherwise clean spectrum.

Stations need to allow enough time to
do this work should it be necessary this
year and in subsequent years. Whatever
measurement method is used, it is cer-
tain that the FCC will insist on compli-
ance and the resumption of regular mea-
surements. If stations attend to this mat-
ter promptly, ample time remains for mak-
ing any required adjustments to trans-
mitters and processing equipment.

*For more information on test equip-
ment for NRSC compliance, circle the
following on Reply Card:

Anritsu 300
Avcom 301
Delta Electronics 302
Hewlett-Packard 303
Rohde & Schwarz 304
Tektronix 305
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In association with
ASSOCIATION EUROPEENNE DE RADIO

INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY OF BROADCASTING
FEDERATION EUROPEENNE RADIOS LIBRES

The professionals in MANAGEMENT,
PROGRAMMING, ENGINEERING in the

Radio Business will find the answers to
such challenging questions as:  Who
will pay for new technologies?  What

will DAB change in broadcasting life? 
How to save your job ?!? Is the format

model still valid in Europe? Is

automation killing the spirit of Radio? 
The Radio and Music Industries -

competitors or colleagues?
Or discuss hot issues such as:  Training
 Digital Radio The funding of Radio 

Maximising advertising, sponsorship and
sales income  The future of speech

based Radio.

TECHNICAL EXHIBITION

Thursday 9
Friday 10
Saturday 11
June 1994

Montreux following on from its
unqualified success in 1992 as the only
radio -dedicated evert in Europe, will,
again, at its Technical Exhibition,
provide the platform where exhibitors,
both European and International, will
be displaying and demonstrating their
latest innovations.

INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION

2nd Montreux
International Radio Symposium
& Technical Exhibition
Tel. National : 021 963 32 20

International : ++41 21 963 32 20
Fax National : 021 963 88 51

International : ++ 41 21 963 88 51

Rue du Theatre 5
P.O Box 1451
1820 Montreux (Switzerland)
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Transmission Technology

Combined NTSC/ATV
operation

By Martha Rapp

Transmitterdesign engineers and broad-
casters are beginning to ponder the ques-
tion of field -modifying NTSC transmitters
for eventual combined NTSC/ATV opera-
tion. This becomes a key consideration
for those stations evaluating new trans-
mitters today, for purchase and installa-
tion prior to ATV conversion.

First, the traditional criteria that have
always been important to broadcasters
when looking at UHF transmitters still
apply. At the top of this list are overall
system efficiency, design redundancy/
system reliability and signal performance.

With the United States edging closer to
adoption of an HDTV/ATV standard and
the imminent, mandated transition from
NTSC, another ques-
tion becomes increas-
ingly important: How
possible will it be to
modify the transmitter
purchased today for
the eventual com-
bined NTSC and ATV
operation?

The short answer is
that most well -de-
signed, modern UHF
TV transmitters
should lend them-
selves to some degree
of field upgrade,
whether they use sol-
id-state devices, de-
pressed collector klys-
trons or inductive out-
put tubes (10Ts) for
the final power ampli-
fier. Nevertheless, you
should keep several factors in mind if
you are currently evaluating UHF trans-
mitters for NTSC/ATV operation. These
include output device technology, trans-
mitter system architecture and power
supply design.

ling alio YOB

Choice of output power device
Several field -proven output devices suit-

able for ATV are available. However, the
depressed collector klystron and the IOT
currently appear to be the most practical
for the majority of U.S. broadcasters pur-
chasing a UHF transmitter for NTSC trans-
mission today and NTSC/ATV transmis-
sion in the future.

Like depressed collector klystrons, 10Ts
offer extremely high levels of AC-line-to-
RF conversion efficiency. One transmit-
ter manufacturer reports that a 60kW
LOT system achieves overall efficiency
higher than 70% (which includes power
supplies and cooling).

While individual depressed collector

OM MO 11111Il

U U

vanced significantly in recent years, or
that they offer increased reliability when
used in parallel/redundant transmitter
configurations. Currently, however, sol-
id-state tends to be most practical at UHF
in the low- to mid -power ranges. At the
high UHF power levels commonly used in
the United States, the initial purchase
price of a solid-state transmitter may be
prohibitive for many broadcasters. Be-
cause solid-state UHF devices do not yet
offer comparable efficiency to depressed
collector klystrons or 10Ts, long-term
electricity costs are another concern.

Closely consider your current NTSC
power requirements as well as those you
anticipate for NTSC/ATV simulcasting be-

fore you decide what
technology is best for
your operation.

INN NM an..

I I

The Harris Sigma series UHF TV transmitter is an example of 10T design usable for redundant
NTSC or combined NTSC/ATV operation.

Rapp is manager of public relations for Harris Allied, Quincy, IL.
Respond via the BE FAXback line at 913-967-1905.

klystrons are limited to power levels of
60kW or 70kW, 10Ts with a rated power of
40kW and 60kW are available, and 20kW
LOTS are in development. In addition,
transmission systems using 10Ts are de-
signed to allow transmitter output power
to be upgraded in the field by replacing a
lower -power IOT with a higher -power 10T.

Regarding solid-state designs, there's
no question that these devices have ad -

The importance of
system architecture
Whatever output

device technology
you choose, the over-
all architecture of the
transmitter is critical-
ly important. System
architecture will sig-
nificantly affect the
cost and complexity
of any required mod-
ifications for NTSC/
ATV operation.

Transmitters featur-
ing adistributed, mod-
ular architecture-in
other words, a design
that logically repeats

key components throughout the air chain
- should be the ideal candidates for
modification. Power amplifier redundan-
cy is also essential.

The distributed architecture of a multi-
ple tube/combined amplification IOT
transmitter can lend itself to modifica-
tion by allowing one PA to be dedicated
to ATV and the other to NTSC. If you
anticipate substituting a higher -power
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In 1986, Comark invented
IOT transmission technology

Eight years later, we still
set the world's standard.

Despite what you may have heard, IOT technology wasn't born yesterday. We saw its potential to change the

transmitter industry quite some time ago.
We showed the first Klystrode amplifier at NAB in 1986, and put the first IOT transmitter into full-time

broadcast service in 1988. Since then, we've used more than three million hours of on -the -air experience to lead the

way in IOT research & development.

In 1991, our patented aural carrier corrector technology and advanced linearity corrector were developed to
meet today's requirements for high efficiency common amplification transmission. And in 1992 we introduced the

exclusive DUAL USES' system that lets you operate with NTSC today and, in the future, convert to D -HDTV.

But we didn't stop there. At NAB 1993, we introduced our third generation IOT system, the 10X. Its ultra linear

Class A drivers, optically -isolated solid state control logic, constant impedance output filter, leading -edge crowbar

design and IEC-215 implementation make it the most advanced UHF -TV transmitter in the world today.

So if you're looking for the most advanced, proven IOT

solution, go with the company that's been pioneering the technology COMARK 1990 Emmy

for eight years-not eight months. For more information, or to
Award for
EngineeringA THOMSCN-CSF COMPANY Excellence

request a set of our latest HDTV TECH BRIEFS;"'call us today
Route 309 & Advance Lame  Colmar, PA 18915

at 1-800-688-3669. TEL: (800) 688-3669  FAX: (215) 822-9129

(0 1994 Comark Communications, Inc
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IOT to increase NTSC power when run-
ning only one PA for each service, you'll
want to ensure that the transmitter you
are considering can accommo-
date this change. Beam sup-
plies must be sized to handle
the upgrade as well as today's
peak power requirements. Also
verify that the transmitter's
design supports each IOT with
such features as independent
monitoring and control, RF cor-
rection, IPA, thyratron protec-
tion, a beam supply with suffi-
cient capacity, adequate cool-
ing and AC -line control.

Concerning linearity, most
modern transmitters provide
comparable levels of linearity,
regardless of their class of op-
eration. The real issue centers
on which technology and (per-
haps more importantly) what

that will affect the simulcast period and
beyond. Among these are considerations
of whether one or two transmitters will

Add to these new concerns the conven-
tional issues of system efficiency, redun-
dancy and performance and you have a

sense of the complex deci-
sions faced by those who
seek a transmitter that in-
corporates state-of-the-art
technology and easy modifi-
cation for eventual com-
bined NTSC/ATV operation.
Although a U.S. standard

for HDTV/ATV has yet to be
adopted by the FCC, broad-
casters can consider sever-
al key and known factors to-
day if they plan to purchase
a transmitter at this time.
Paying proper attention to
these matters can reduce the
risk associated with such a
decision and can allow sig-
nificant reductions in the
cost and complexity of field

Your transmitter will be more easily upgradeable
for combined NTSC/ATV operation if:

1. It has multiple power amplifiers.

2. It features a distributed architecture that repeats key
components throughout the air chain.

3. It supports each power amplifier with RF correction, an
IPA, protection, a beam supply, AC line control, cooling,
control and monitoring.

4. Its power supply is sufficiently sized to allow amplifier
power to be upgraded in the field.

5. Its cooling system is sized for upgrade.

Table 1. An upgradeability checklist for UHF transmitters.

implementation of technology in an actu-
al transmission system will provide the
lowest cost of ownership for the long
term.

Considering the issues
Many issues are involved in a TV sta-

tion's planning for the ATV era, some of
which hinge upon undetermined factors

be required during the simulcast period;
whether a common antenna/transmis-
sion line may be used; whether an exist-
ing transmitter may be used as a future
backup for NTSC, ATV or both services;
and whether a single transmitter pur-
chased today can serve until, during and
after the simulcast period with minimal
modifications.

EVERYONE'S DOING IT!

824 IMAGE INSERTER
Self contained unit, one rack unit high.
Image size, corner screen to full frame
24 bit true color
Built in linear keyer, 256 step
16 million colors on screen at any time
Resolution 720 x 480
Auto fade in / out
NTSC in / out
Non volatile cmos memory

824P IMAGE INSERTER
Same as 824 /PAL version, pixel
resolution 720 x 512

From the big guys, to the affiliates, all the way
down to the local access channels. Let the
viewer know where the program's coming frond

LOGOS
Images repositionable
24 bit color (paletted)
Built in linear keyer 256 step
Resolution 720 x 480
Auto fade in / out

908P MULTI IMAGE INSERTER
Same as 908 /PAL version pixel resolution
720 x 512

950 MULTI IMAGE/ VBI DECODER
Same as 908 with added ability to execute command
code, embeded within the vertical interval of locum-
ming video signals

Enables remote control and insertion of
logo,s at affiliate stations

9000 IMAGE MANIPULATOR
808 IMAGE INSERTER Self contained unit 2 rack units high

Self contained unit, one rack unit high. Mouse/keyboard controlled, menu driven
Image size, corner screen to full frame Floppy drive 3.5" 1.44mb high density
24 bit color (paletted) Full RS232 communications port
Built in linear keyer, 256 step 1 AT/ISA buss exspansion slot

256 colors on screen at any one time,
from a palette of over 16 million colors

NTSC frame capture (256 level grey
scale)

Resolution 720 x 480 24 bit color (paletted)

Auto fade in / out
NTSC in / out

Video manipulation (editing, resizing,
linear keying)

Non volatile cmos memory Catalog and storage to internal hard
drive.

808P IMAGE INSERTER Built in linear keyer 256 step
Same as 808 /PAL version, pixel
resolution 720 x 512

Imports image file formats PCX, IMG,
TIFF, TARGA, BMP, etc.etc!

908 MULTI IMAGE INSERTER
Self contained unit 1 rack unit high
Floppy drive 3.5" 1.44mb high density
Full RS232 communications port
Programmable input port
Mouse controlled/menu driven
Image size corner screen to full frame

(6031 893-7707 FAX (6031893-7714
Circle (43)

OPTION 1: 9000 PREVIEW BOARD
Allows full on line editing and switching
between preview and program frames

L - ..`.0 sysientsanc.
Southeast Salem Business Park
7B Raymond Ave. Unit 8
Salem, NH 03079

on Reply Card

modifications that might be performed
for future combined NTSC/ATV transmit-
ter operation.

4 For more information, see
"Transmitters, TV," p. 69 of
the 1994 BE Buyers Guide.

ALAMAR
With more than 250 systems in service worldwide, ALAMAR,

the leader in television facility automation, is pleased to announce

the following new installations:

101BC-TV - Los Angeles, Calif.

The Vacation Channel - Branson, Mo.

KMSS-TV - Shreveport, La.

Q -Tel - Doha, Qatar

Cablevision of Boston - Boston, Mass.

Pan Am Satellite - Homestead, Fla.

We'd like the opportunity to show you how you can streamline

your operations, better utilize your human resources,

achieve a cleaner on -air look,

and make profitability a force in your future.

ALAMAR USA, Inc.

489 Division Street, Campbell, CA 95008

Telephone (408)866-9373 Fax (408)866-4367

Circle (44) on Reply Card
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Model 5212 NTSC/PAL Vectorscope

At home in both worlds, Leader's new Model
5212 Vectorscope and Model 5222 Waveform
Monitor fill the monitoring needs of facilities that
operate in both NTSC and PAL television sys-
tems. Switch -hitting is automatic, and system
flexibility is extended by universal power supplies
that accept power sources from 90 to 250 Vac,
48 to 440 Hz and 11 to 20 Vdc as an option.

Both units are microprocessor controlled. This
translates into a wide range of system tailoring to
fit individual needs, while keeping front panel
controls simple and familiar.

The vectorscope, Model 5212, features three
channel operation with overlay display of the
three signals. Automatic phase -set places burst
from the selected reference precisely on the -(B-
Y) axis, and this includes an external reference.
Phase accuracy is ±10, and a digital readout
shows the phase of selected vectors with respect
to the burst reference. A simple method of mea-
suring differential phase and gain is provided,

-.-
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Model 5222 NTSC/PAL Waveform Monitor

with digital on -screen readout. X -Y (Lissajous)
display of stereo audio is also provided.

The waveform monitor, Model 5222, features
eight channel operation. Picture display is includ-
ed. Line select operation offers readout in both
NTSC or PAL (SECAM Ill) notation. Selected
line(s) are highlighted in the picture display and
in the combined 1V/1H display. Cursor measure-
ments apply to both time and level and provide
0.5% accuracy.

Whrte phosphor CRTs are options for both units.

Call toll -free

1 800 645-5104
In NY State

516 231-6900

LEADER
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW

THE DIFFERENCE

Leader Instruments Corporation, 380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices: Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Atlanta. Ir Canada call Omnitronix Ltd., 416 828-6221

Circle (45) for product information only Circle (59) for product information & demonstration



Frequency coordination
committee

By David Carr

The Society of Broadcast Engineers is
working to keep broadcast engineering
an effective and rewarding profession
by means of a variety of programs. A
major service performed by SBE in-
volves communicating concerns to the
FCC about proposed rule -makings that
would impact broadcasting. This month's
focus is on the Frequency Coordination
Committee, which is working to protect
the frequencies of local broadcasters.

Frequency coordination
The Frequency Coordination Commit-

tee is made up of 145 volunteer local
coordinators. Gerry Dalton, SBE MIS di-
rector, wrote the software program used
by coordinators. Paul Lentz, SBE fre-
quency coordination coordinator, con-
stantly updates the list of coordinators'
addresses and phone numbers. Lentz
also has an extensive list of more
than 200 people, businesses and
FCC offices to which he quarter-
ly sends updated information.
Also serving on this committee
is past SBE president, Richard
Rudman, chief engineer of
KFWB-AM, Los Angeles and Dane
Ericksen, of Hammett & Edison,
Inc., San Francisco. They moni-
tor the actions of the FCC and
"spectrum -hungry" interests.
Chris Imlay, SBE attorney, en-
sures that the committee follows
the correct process.

The heart of the FCC's coordi-
nation process is licensee -to -lic-
ensee coordination. Because the
committee members are also
users of the spectrum they co-
ordinate, the potential for con-
flict of interest runs high. Coor-
dinators must function as data-
base administrators - not as entities
that assign frequencies. Although ex-
perienced coordinators can suggest
possible interference solutions, engi-
neering findings that determine if a
new user can be accommodated must
ultimately be made by the co -channel
and adjacent -channel licensees.

SBE Update

The SBE National is active in an effort
to remind broadcasters who do remotes
that the frequencies of local broadcast-
ers must be protected at all costs. The
use of Part 74 channels must be coordi-
nated prior to the remotes. This makes
it possible to have the live microwave
remotes often taken for granted in a
time of instant news coverage. For ex-
ample, the Republican and Democratic
National Conventions, the Papal visits,
the flooding in the Midwest, and the
coverage of the earthquakes in Los An-
geles would have been chaos if it were
not for frequency coordination.

Guarding the spectrum
Guarding spectrum on behalf of broad-

casters is another committee responsi-
bility that is becoming increasingly more
important because of a growing need for

ing for Part 74 frequencies and is now
located in Gettysburg, PA. SBE National
has made formal comments to PRB re-
garding changes in forms that will affect
Part 74. For example, at its Miami con-
vention, the SBE began educating PRB
on how the channels are used and how
the process works.

The SBE also acts as secretary for a
special all -industry group called the Na-
tional Frequency Coordination Council
(NFCC) that includes NAB, SBE and the
national broadcast networks. Local co-
ordinators get representation through
the SBE, and the NFCC meets at least
once a year, usually at the spring NAB
Convention, to discuss coordination is-
sues.

Although fiber links to major FM and
TV transmitter sites may relieve some
pressure of studio -to -transmitter (STL)

channels, the need for more
ENG and RPU spectrum is
still growing. For instance,
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Table 1. Partial frequency coordination coverage map by county
for Colorado.

Cart is chairman of the SBE Frequency Coordination Committee.

more spectrum. This effort began in 1982
and the society has engaged in a serious
and expensive educational campaign to
inform the FCC that nothing currently
exists to replace Part 74 spectrum if it is
taken away.

A dramatic change is under way at the
FCC. The Private Radio Bureau (PRB),
longtime custodian of amateur and busi-
ness radio channels, is handling licens-

helicopter video and aural
platforms can illuminate re-
ceivers for hundreds of
miles and may affect sever-
al markets.

Part 74 users must learn to
make efficient use of the
spectrum when new users
come along. The commis-
sion says all licensees are
entitled to use Part 74 chan-
nels, but the laws of physics
will restrict what is techni-
cally possible. Conflict is in-
evitable, but through con-
tinuous effort at both the
local and national levels, it
can be minimized.

With careful planning and
foresight, future problems

with the use of the spectrum can be
eliminated. By educating the FCC on the
ramifications of proposed rulemakings
on the coordination process, the SBE is
working to protect the interests of broad-
cast engineering and related fields. III

Editor's note: Thanks to Richard Rudman and Paul Lentz for
their contributions to this article.
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SOME PEOPLE THINK JULL ROBOTIC CAMERA SYSTEMS
ARE PRETTY MUCH THE SAME.

AND THEN THEY TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT OURS!

Radamec EPO's RP2-H
Pedestal is the world's only
second generation pedestal.

It has an advanced target-
ing navigation system that
eliminates the need to re -posi-
tion the pedestal on the studio
floor for calibration.

It has the unique ability to
operate 100% manually, and
its small size enables it to go
through standard doorways.

And now, its new color
"See & Select" touch control-
ler allows its users to store a
series of actual miniaturized
camera shots on screen for
intuitive recall.

0
653

But that's not all. When you buy
a Radamec EPO System from
AFA, our in-house service depart-
ment remains on call 24-hours-a-

RADAMEC EPO
The world's best-selling robotic camera system
is sold and serviced exclusively in the U.S. by

AFA
A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.

ADVANCED SYS-EMS AND PRODUCTS n -OR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
100 STONEHURST COURT, NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 767-1200 FAX (201) 784-8637

A VIDEO SERVICES CORPORATION COMPANY

day, sever -days -a -week,
no -questions -asked, to make
certain that your equipment
works at full capacity at all times.

This is not something we
thought up last week.

For more than 25 years AFA
engineers and technicians have
designed, built and serviced
video systems of all sizes and
formats for the major players in
the industry.

So, it is no wonder, that
recently, when it came to buy-
ingg a robotic camera system,
WNYW, ABC,CNN and QVC,
among others, chose Radamec
EPO from AFA.
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Louth Automation
ADC -100

By Keith Aotaki

KHNL is a Fox network affiliate operat-
ing 24 hours a day in the Honolulu mar-
ket. In May 1993, another 24 -hour station
in the market, KFVE (an independent),
relocated to the KHNL facility. Since that
time, both stations have been operating
from the same control room using com-
mon equipment and staff.
When planning for the consolidation

began in the spring of 1993, several chal-
lenges immediately became apparent.
The combined facility had to use already
installed equipment only, KFVE had to be
converted to KHNL's existing BIAS traffic
system, and the stations had to function
under a single master control operator.

Each station also had to continue to
maintain its own identity. The two sta-
tions had different operating procedures
and programming - distinctions typical
between most network affiliates and in-
dependents. Two distinct schedules with
separate as -run logs were required. Only
35% of the spot commercials would be
common to both stations, requiring a
tape management system for the large
combined library. Hawaii's time zone lo-
cation (EST -5) and its non -observance of
daylight savings time makes time -delay
management an important requirement
for any system.

It was apparent that a software -based
solution would be the only cost-efficient
method of manag-
ing these two asyn-
chronous channels
while satisfying all
of the operation's
business objec-
tives.

Louth Automa-
tion's ADC -100 was
chosen after care-
ful evaluation of
available automa-
tion systems. This
software -based sys-
tem uses client/
server computer
architecture, ob-
Aotaki is director of engineer-
ing at KHNUKFVE, Honolulu.
Respond via the BE FAXback
line at 913-967-1905.

Field Report

Performance at a glance:

 Flexible and easily configurable soft-
ware -based automation system

 Capable of fully automated, multichan-
nel operation

 Uses client/server architecture and
object -oriented software design

 Treats automated tape library system
as a single device

 Integrates a wide variety of hardware
devices and traffic software

 Operates with Turbotape multispot
tape preparation software

 Dedicated hardware control panel
available for on -air operator

ect-oriented software design methods,
and offers extensive user -configuration
capabilities. Object -oriented program-
ming allows Louth to easily customize for
specific needs and respond to new re-
quirements as they arise.

System layout
Almost any number of client worksta-

tions can be easily connected to the sys-
tem for control of devices. Device status
is available to all clients at a frame accu-
rate rate. The clients sit on the network
and perform non -real time tasks, such as
playlist editing. Four workstations have
been installed, including one in the engi-

neering office that is used primarily for
monitoring the system and retrieval of
the as -run files. The master control oper-
ator's workstation is supplemented by a
Louth control panel that allows quick,
one -button control of common functions,
such as freeze and skip. Any workstation
can back up the others, and all lists are
displayed in on -screen windows.

The server is a rack -mounted 486 PC
that performs all real-time device con-
trol. Each device has its own 38.4kb/s
connection to an intelligent RS -422 serial
card in the server. The server can sup-
port up to 32 devices through serial con-
trol, while parallel devices are interfaced
by a GPI card. (See Figure 1.)

The system treats an automated tape
library (ATL) system (a SonyBVC-1000 at
KHNL/KFVE) as a single device. The ADC -
100 totally integrates the ATL as a peer
with the other devices by displacing the
ATL manufacturer's operating software
with device -control software. The ATL
retains all of its functionality, but does
not require its own playlist, thereby avoid-
ing system throughput problems.

Schedule logs are sent from traffic to
operations via 3.5 -inch floppy disks, and
as -run logs are returned to the account-
ing department for reconciliation, pro-
viding a closed loop for both stations'
business operations. Traffic also creates

record (dub) lists
for tape prepara-
tion and identifi-
cation for the au-
tomation data-
base.
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Figure I. Block diagram of automation system at KHNL/KFVE.

Tape
preparation and

identification
KHNL was al-

ready using So-
ny's Cassette
Preparation Sys-
tem (CPS) for ATL
tape manage-
ment. Because
this product was
also developed by
Louth, the station
was able to up -
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Setup Menory

Our New VTM-100 Lets You Ron Your Monitor Into A WavefornilVectorscope.

Now you can clearly and accurately display video waveforms, vector patterns and stereo audio levels
from any NTSC or PAL signal on any picture monitor. Our new VFM-100 is a three -input test instrument
that's loaded with highly sophisticated features. like SCH phase numeric readout, adjustable alarms, bright
full field line select, and a whole lot more. Of course, the VTM-100 supports either composite or component
formats. And its drop -down menus make it easy to operate with simple front panel controls, mouse or PC
interface. Call us today and find out all about the VTM-100 Signal
Monitor... just the latest in a long line of innovations from Videotek. VIDEUrEK'

A Zero Defects Company
ISOO-B001

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 1 (800) 800-5719 (610) 327-2292 Fax (610) 327-9295
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TAL

When it comes to digital systems, Leitch has the essential glue... digital glue.
From DAs to frame synchronizers, Leitch has the widest range:
A -to -Ds, D -to -As, encoders, serializers, test generators, routers,

AES/EBU audio mux and demux, and much more.
Over 30 digital products offer you complete choice

and a total solution for your digital systems.
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When it comes to digital glue call Leitch.

LEITCH®
Leitch Incorporated, 920 Corporate Lane, Chesapeake, VA 23320 - Tel: (800) 231-9673 or (804) 548-2300 Fax: (804) 548-4088

Leitch Video International Inc., 220 Duncan Mill Rd. #301, Don Mills, ON, Canada M3B 3J5 - Tel: (800) 387-0233 or (416) 445-9640 Fax: (416) 445-0595
Leitch Europe Limited, 24 Campbell Court Bramley, Basingstoke, Hants., U.K. RG26 5EG- Tel: +44 (0)256 880088 Fax: +44 (0) 256 880428
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